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ABSTRACT

The phenomeiioa of intervening with other’s matings, or sexual 

interference, was studied in a fiee-tanging group of stumpcail macaques 

(Macaco arctoUUs). This thesis suggests that its function may be 

immediately spiteful, but also ultimately beneHcial reproductively. 

Preliminary evidence in support of this contention is presented, and 

speculations on related questions ate offered. A proposed evolutionary 

scenario of the stunqxail macaque mating pattern is «1«« outlined.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

RATIONALE

Sexual inteifm iice as a topic of study within the field of animal 

behaviour, partictilarly in the context <rf evtriudooaiy theory, is inqwnanL 

Not only does it centre around mating behaviour, which is necessary for 

mammals to reproduce, but it may be partially responsible for how 

privileges of mating and reproduction are allnciteri imniigcnrnpi»titn«T 

The ultimate purpose sexual interference, defined as intervening

with other's matings, is goierally assumed to detract from i^rtoduction 

(Arnold, 1976). In most species where it occurs, the behaviour can 

probably be classified as selfish in that the primary motive may be to 

ur^rove one's own rqnoductive fitness over that of another's. However, 

in stumptail macaques (Macaco arctoides), interference nuiy actually be 

spiteful. It is the phenomenon of sexual interference in this species and in 

this context that serves as the focus for the present research.



OBJECTIVES

Accoidingly, the ptimuy objectives of diis study sre to begiii to 

assess and test the following hypodieses:

(1) Whedier sexual interference in stunqMail macaqiies inflicts 

stress,

(2) is tactically qritdul, and

(3) is uldnttiely beneficial rqxoducdvely.

CHAPTER SUMMARIES

Chiqner 2 reviews the literature on sexual interference in species 

where it has previously been recorded. It begins with insects and ends with 

humans, and shows how v a ri^  interference can be. It is meant to be 

informative, but not inclusive.

Following this, the next two chq>ters address logittics. Ctu^nerS 

provides a brief background on the study species and the study area. 

Clu4)ter 4 identifies the sutjects and outlines the kind of data collected, 

when it was collected, how, and why.

Chq>ter S then provides a theoretical basis form which sexual 

interference in stumptails may be explained. It briefly reviews sexual 

sdectioa and sociofaiology.

Four results chapters follow. Chapter 6 begins by reviewing 

socio-sexual behaviour in the genus Macaco, and thm describes the unique. 

character of stumptail sexuality, before presenting the results on mating and 

comparing these with the studies of others. Similarly, Chapter? presents 

the results on the behaviour of sexual interference. It also describes its 

bask pattern among stumptails, as well as conqtares dre results with other



itudiei.

Asiesm ent of data occurs in O iap(m  8 and 9. After considering 

other hypotheses, Oiapter 8 proposes that sexual intoference may inflia 

streu, and this may be best considered tactically spiteful, rather than 

selfish, fteliminary data are presented, followed by predictive tests and 

discussion. Chapter 9 then proposes that interference, when combined with 

alternative mating, may become spite with a retum-benefiL More 

preliminary data are offered in suppon of this and predictive testt are 

presented and discussed.

Finally, Chapter 10 speculates about some further questions 

pertinent to sexual interference in stumptails, particularly the fiee-ranging 

subjects of the presem study. It then outlines an evolutiooaiy scenario of 

the stumptail mating pattern, placing interference in what is pn^x>sed is its 

proper context The scenario is no t nor is die thesis, for that matter, put 

forward as absolute. Both are meant to serve u  a guide for further research 

which win hopefully lead to an ultimate understanding of the tignificance of 

sexual intetferenoe in stunqxail macaques. The chapter concludes by simply 

listing what was found in this free-ranging study not previously known 

from projects in captivity, emphasising the need for future empirical 

research.



CHAPTER!

STUDIES OF SEXUAL INTERFERENCE

Within the Order Ptim ites. sexual interference a t a behavioural 

phenomenon is widespread. It is also common in both invettebiates and 

other vertebfBtes. For proper background and a survey of itt variation, this 

chapter will review studies where sexual interference has been reported. 

Specific studies where it has served as the primary research focus will also 

be discussed. Table 2.1 provides a summary. For other reviews among 

primates, tee Brereton (1976), Niemeyer (1980), and Niemeyer and 

Anderson (1983).

DESCRIPTIVE OVERVIEW

What follows is a brief review of sexual intafeience from other studies. 

It starts with insects and ends with humans, and represents an unsystematic 

review of die literature.

Invertebrates

Insects

M ott male insects have prehensile appvatus such as hooks and s]dnes 

designed for cla^dng. Male legs and antennae in many species are also



TABU 2.1. SuiMiry o£ Mxual IntBrCaranca aaong «ilaal «paeiaa.

Aaiaal
Taxa Spaelaa Parpatzator Souzea

Znaact Dung Ply Scatdpliaga
atareoraria

Adult Malaa Parkaz, 1970a, 
1970b, 1974, 19 
Bozgia, 1910

«i Solltazy
Baa

ilem tdopaia
p u » l la *

■ Rutowski and 
Aleoek, 1979

IS Anthoeozld
Bug

X y lo c o r ia
■acuiipaiuiia

«S Carayon, 1974

• Longieozn
Baatla

RAagiua 
bi/aaeiatum

•t Mlchalsan, 1962

« Milkwaad
Baatla

Tatraopaa
ta tr a o p h th a la u a

It MeCaulay, 1912

rlah Longaaz
Sunfiah

Lapoada
magalotia

Adult
Malaa/ranalaa

Kaanlayslda, 19'

« Bluagill
Sunfiab

Lapoada
a m ero o h iiu a

Adult
Malaa/Famalaa

Doadnay, 1980, 
1981; Gzoss, 191

• Honay
Gouzaad

C oliaa
chuna

Adult Malas Janzow, 1982

Aaphlbian Rad-Spottad
Nawt

K o to p h th a la u a
v it id a a c a n a

It Vazzall, 1982

■ Saooth
Nawt

Triturila
v u lg a r ia

N Vazzall, 1984

■ Tlgaz
Salaaandaz

AmbyatoBM
tigrinua

n Aznold, 1976

m Coanon
Toad

Buio b u fo II Davlas and 
Halllday, 1979

Raptila Iguanld A n o lla
iinaatppua

Adult Malas Rand, 1967

Blzd Pzalzia
Chiekan

Tyigpanuciiua
CHpieio

II Robal and 
Ballard, 1974

Rodant Ozound
Sgulzzal

S p a n to p h ilu a
tr ld a e a a d ln a a tu a

II Sehwagmayaz and 
Brown, 1983



TABLE 2 .1. Continuad.

Anlaal
Tana

Coenon
Mama Speclea Perpetrator Source

Artlo
daci id

Bighorn
Sheep

Ovia
canadensis

Adult Malos Oelst, 1971; Hogg, 
1984

Carnivoro Dwarf
Mongooao

B a io g a ia
p a n n ila

Alpha Female Rood, 1980

18 Spotted
Hyena

C roeuta
croeuta

Subadult
Males

Frank, 1986

m Nolf Cania
la p ia

Alpha
Male/Pomale

Simon, 1976, 
1981

Pinniped Elephant
Seal

Miroanga
a n g a a t ir o a tr ia

Dominant
Males

Le Boeuf, 1972, 
1974; Cox and 
La Boeuf, 1977

Elephant African
Elephant

lo xo d o n ta
a fr ic a n a

Adult Males 
Adult/Subadult 
Females 
Imsmtures

Dublin, 1983; 
Douglas-Haadlton, 
1975; Short, 1966

Primato Ringtail
Lamur

Lmmir
caeta

Adult Males 
Adult/Subadult 
Fmaales 
Juveniles

Jolly, 1967

18 Bushbaby Ssiago
erassicaudatus

Adult
Females

Roberts, 1971

81 Common
Marmoset

Caiiithrix
ja ceh u a

Doadnant
Males/Feamles
Adult
Offspring

Abbott, 1984; 
Abbott and 
Hearn, 1978; 
Epple, 1975; 
Rothe, 1975

88 Brown
Capuchin

Cebus
a p a lla

Alpha/Beta
Malas

Jason, 1984

18 Howler
Monkey

A lo a a tta
p a l l i a t a

Adult Females 
Infants

Baldwin and 
Baldwin, 1973;
Young, 1981; 
Joños, 1983





TABU 2.1. Continuad.
Animal
Taxa

Primata Japanaaa 
Macaqua

Spacias Pazpatrator

Macaca
/uacata

Doodnant
Malas
Juvanilas
Infants

Soucca

Hanby at al., 1971; 
Staphanson, 1975; 
Huffman, 1984; 
Hanby and Bcown, 
1974

Rhasus
Macaqua

Macaca
awiatea

Dcminant/
Subordinata
Malas
Adult rasmias

Nilson, 1981; 
Cazpantac, 1942; 
Chapáis, 1983; 
Ruis da Elvira 
and Hazndon, 1986

Stunptail Macaca All Niamayaz, 1980;
Macaqua arctoidas Aqa/Sax Niaawyaz and

Groups Chamova, 1983;
Oousoulas, 1974; 
Estap at al., 1984 
Bzuca, 1982, 1984; 
Bartzand, 1969; 
Bzazaton, this 
study

Czabaatinq
Macaqua

Macaca
fascicuiaris

Doadnant
Malas
Juvanilas
Infants

da Banadlctis, 
1973; Goza, 19 
Mheatlay, 1982

Tonkaan
Macaqua

Macaca
tonkaana

Adult
Malas/Fumlas
Juveniles
Infants

Thierry, 1986

Bonnat
Macaque

Macaca
ra d ia tm

Doadnant
Males

Rahaman and
Pazthasazathy,
1969

Barbazy 
Macaque

Macaca
a y lva n u a

Alpha Malas Burton, 1972

Piqtail
Macaque

Macaca
naam atrina

Alpha Mala Tokudaat al., 
1968

Crested
Macaqua

Macaca
n ig ra

Infants Dixson, 1977





highly modified. A likely explanaiioa for tfaeie designs is pievemioa of 

diH>lacement while mating (Richards. 1927). Not surprisingly, then, 

sexual intetference among insects often occurs.

Among dung flies (Seatophaga surcoraria) (Parker. 1970a, 1970b, 

1974, 1978; Borgia, 1980), a male, if he has not already located an 

unoouited female, will often try to dislodge another male already in copula. 

If successful, he will then copulate with the female himself. In this species, 

the last male to mate di^laces most of the sperm left by others, and it is he 

who fertilises up to 80% of the eggs (Parker, 1978; Borgia, 1980).

In solitary bees (Nomadopsis pueUae), attempts by unattached males 

to dislodge copulating pairs are also coitunon (Rutowski and Alcock, 

1979). The standard procedure is for a male, while foraging for nectar, to 

locate and mate with a foraging female. As the day progresses, however, 

the number of males searching for females greatly increases. Conyetition 

for mates also increases, resulting in patrolling males striking copulating 

pairs. The attenqn of the mtruderiqrpears to be to take over the female by 

usurping the courting male.

A highly unusual form of sexual interference has been recorded for the 

anthooorid bug Xylocorls macuUpeiuds (Carayon, 1974). In this species, 

normal mating is usually achieved by the male puncturing die side of the 

female with his genitalia and simply injecting his spmn. On occasion, 

however, one male will inject another male. When this occurs, sperm ftom 

the injecting male enters the victim's testes only to be later reinjected into a 

female upon mating. Sexual interference takes place when homosexual 

insemination of one male by anodKr occun while the second male copulates 

heterosexuaUy.

In at least two species of beedes, Rhagium IrifascUttum and Tetraopes 

tetraophthalmus, sexual interference also occurs (Michelsen, 1962;

10



McCauley, 1982). The malet of both qieciea have occasionally been 

observed trying to dislodge othor males in copula. Some anenqtts ate 

successfiil; othen are not In the latter instance, the females invrrivedoftn 

fly off while the fighting continues between the males. The copulating 

Rhaglumbifiudattmt males do not overtly resist Their only teqxmse is to 

grasp the female more tightly. In the encounters noted, none o{ the 

intruding males succeeded.

V ertebrates

Fish

Among territorial sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus), intrusions during 

spawning are common (Keenleyside, 1972; Dontiney, 1980,1981; Gross,

1982). The typical pattern of rq)roduction in this q>ecies is for a parental 

male to build a nest attract a female, spawn, and then remain behind after 

the female's departure to protect the eggs until they hatch. Since 

non-parental males are much smaller in size and much less aggressive than 

patentais, they normally do not hold nesting territories. Instead, they use 

one of two alternative strategies. These are sneak and satellite, the latter 

also referred to as mimic. Sneakers dart ftom hiding places into nests of 

patentais when a female is present, presumably releasing sperm as they 

quickly dart off. The release of sperm is assumed since none is actually 

observed. Instead oi darting in and out, the stra te^  ai satellite males is to 

descend slowly into a nest ftom above while imitating female behaviour. 

They then begin releasing sperm when they are in proximity with the 

female. The parental males behave as if they are spawning with two 

receptive females. Unleu detected and chased aif by parentals, satellites 

remain until they have completed qrawning. In addition, although 

uncomnwn, parental males and fonales intrude on the spawning of
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otben. When they do, the males itleaie tpenn before duting back to their 

own nests, while the females eat the 0|q>osing fem ales'ens.

Another exanqtle of sexual interference in fish comes from die anabandd 

qiecies Colisa ekiuut (Janzow, 1982). In this species, as in Lepomis 

macrocUnu, territorial males construct nests, attract females, spawn, and 

defend the boundaries of their teiriiory. Non-territorial males, however, do 

not have the same oiqionunity. They instead use sneaking as their strategy, 

similar to the example (rf sunfish sighted above.

Amphibians

According to Veiiell (1982, 1984), red-q>otted and smooch newu 

(Notopkthalma vlridescens and Triturus vuigaris) typically have a 

high-gain reproductive strategy (Dunbar, 1982). Males in both species court 

females by performing one (rf several stereotypic displays. Regardleuof 

the pattern, however, the female usually ends tq> nudging the male's tail 

with her snout causing him to release spermatophore. A portion of the 

qiermatophore is then taken into by the female's cloaca u  she passes over 

it.

But Verrell only recorded sexual interference in both species in the 

side-payment strategy (Dunbar, 1982). As one male begins courting a 

recqxive female, and just prior to having his tail nudged by her, a rival male 

approaches, places himself between them, and then touches the tail of the 

courting male in place of the female. The courting male depositt his 

qiermatophore u  usual, but the female is not in a position to receive i t  

Instead, she is positioned behind the rival male who's tail she begins to 

nudge. The rival male then deposits his spermatophore over which the 

female passes. She may or may not ultimately receive a portion of die 

courting male's spmnatophore, but does receive most of the rival male's
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depodt

Red-ipoaed males are also known to mate by force when fnnales are 

unreoepdve. During these efrisodes, rival males often inteiliBre by iiying to 

squeeze between riie pair. The courting nude usually responds by 

attrmpring 10 shake off the rival before swimming away after the female.

In the tiger salamander (Ambystoma ilgrtmm), rival males often place 

themselves betweoi couiting pairs and cany forth just u  in newts (Arnold, 

1976). The result is very low or no female contact with courting male's 

qtamatophore.

Toads provide another exanqtle where interference commonly occurs. In 

the qtecies Birfo bu/o, males obtain fenudes by either courting or by 

displacing already paired males (Davres and Halliday, 1979). During an 

episode v t diqdacanent, a rival male, if he is able to place a hold on a 

courting pair, win attenqx a takeover by either sitting on top of the female in 

front of the courting male and pushing him with his hindlegs, or by 

squeezing betweoi the pair from behind and nudging the courting male 

forward with hit head. Whichever method the rival uses, if successftd, he 

has most likely improved hit own reproductive ouqwt while decreasing his 

competitors, all in otK effort

Reptiles

Ctmceming reptiles, Rand (1967) wimessed an episode of sexual 

interference in the iguanid species Anolis Hneatopus. As a male was 

holding a female by the neck in the lenninal stages of courtship, a rival male 

suddenly appeared in a bush nearby. After bobbing briefly, he jumped 

toward the pair terminating their copulation.
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Bbrdt

During obtervatkMU of the greater prairie chicken (Jympanuekus 

aipUo), Robel and Ballard (1974) recorded initancei where copulations 

were disnipied by neighbouring males. These instances were relatively few 

during their 1969 field season. In 1970 and 1971, however, aita  die 

removal o f three dominant males, these qiisodes increased dramatically. 

Evidently, according to Robel and Ballard, a highly stable social 

organisauon among (he males may be required to prevent sexual interference 

from occurring.

Mammals

Rodents

Among mammals, sexual interference in ground squiiiels (Spentu^hiius 

tridecemllneatus) has also been reccrded (Schwagmeyer and Brown, 1983). 

Males were observed disnqiting the matings of others at a rate of .28 per 

hour of female oestrus during the 1978 field season. Widi a subsequent 

decline in the amount of sexual activity in 1979, this rate dropped to zero. 

This was interpreted u  a result of reduced intrasexual conqietition between 

males.

Artiodactids

Disruption of matings in bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) is also 

common (Oeist, 1971; Hogg, 1984). Breeding males are often challenged 

by other males for access to oesirous females. If a rival is successfiil in 

getting past a courting male's defences, usually alter several minutes of 

butting, shoving and outright manoeuvring, he wiil quickly attenqit to mate 

with the female before the courting male regains his position. If still 

mounted, he is prompdy butted off. The process then begins again or the
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chaUeafe etxU.

Carnivores

In the dwarf mongoose (Helogale parvula), it is the alpha female 

who sexually intmfeies with the matings of the alpha male (Rood, 1980). 

She does this when his interest in her begins to wane and he starts mounting 

subordinate females. She then mounts him simultaneously.

Among q>oitedhy«ufCrocumcrocu(a), subordinate males occasionally 

interfere with the matings of the a^ha pair (Frank. 1986). Even though this 

behaviour is tcdeiated in young males, (dder males are usually driven off by 

the alpha male.

Wcdves (Catiis tupis) smtually interfere as weli (Zimen, 1976,1981). 

Since the alpha pair are normally the only individuals in a pack to 

reproduce, all mating attemptt both male and fenude subordinates are 

curtailed. If subordinates were to mate and were subsequently discovered 

by an alpha member, they would be subject to violent attack.

Pinnipeds

Sexual interference among elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris) is 

well known (Le Boeuf, 1972,1974; Cox and Le Boeuf, 1977). Males are 

harem breeders, and their ability to monopolise females is dictated by high 

dominance rank. High rank, therefore, determines their success in 

reproduction. Harem males usually prevent subordinates 6om approaching 

females, but, if they do, any attempts at mating are interrupted. The 

likelihood of hi^-ranking males in preventing subordinates from mating is 

also determined by a female's willingness to protest. Harem males 

interrupted the copulations of subordinates in 61.4% of the attempu in 

which females vocalised loudly. Only 2S% of the subordinates'matings
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were intenupted where the females remained silent or only pardaUy 

protested.

Elephants

Sexual intrusions in the African elephant (Loxodonta ctfUcana) are 

somewhat different (Dublin, 1983; Douglas-Hamiltoo, 1973; Short, 1966; 

Poole, 1987). Since copulations usually last for less than a minute, little 

time is available for group members to interfere. Instead, what often 

luq>pens is graeral herd excitement consisting of orienting toward the pair, 

ear flapping, screaming, trumpeting, rumbling, and spinning, while 

urinating and defecating. This behaviour occurs each time a new mounting 

begins. Furthermore, it is common for subordinate males to wait on the 

perq>hety for an opportunity to mate with the female themselves. Malesin 

musih, who dominate most of the mating, also battle over oe^rous females.

Primates

Prosimiaia

In ringtail lemuis (Lemur cona), adult males do most the interfering 

(Jolly, 1967). The actual sexual interference appears to be a carry-over of 

cooqieting for access to oestrous fraiales. (Courting males were observed 

dismounting and rebuffing their rivals. Adult and subadult fenudes and 

juveniles rtf both sexes also someturtes interfoe.

Roberu (1971) observed adult female bushbabies (Galago 

crassicaudatus) interfering with the copulations rtf others. Two females 

woe noted to interfere with each others'matings in turn.

New World Monkeys

For common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus), dominant males and
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females disrupt the matings of subotdinates (Abbott, 1984; Abbott and 

Hearn, 1978; Epple, 1975). Suboidinate males qipear to be the concern ot 

the dominant males, while suboidinate females the concern of dominant 

females. Alto, while in family groups, adult offspring occasionally 

interfere with their parents' copulations (Rothe, 1975).

In brown cqnichins (Cebus apella), Jason (1984) witnessed sexual 

interference in the matings of both the alpha and bma males. Ifeitherhad 

any hqtses of atiendon while consorting widi oesirous females, they would 

respond to attempts by subordinate males to mount their consorts by 

interfering and then chasing them off.

Howler monkeys (AlouaiiapaUiata and Alouanacoraya) also exhibit 

sexual interference (Baldwin and Baldwin, 1973; Young, 1981; Jones,

1983). The Baldwin's observed an infant try to make contact with her 

mother each time the mated. Young recorded interference by >n xlult 

female, and Jones noted that mating pairs woe interrupted by others, but 

did not identify the age or sex of the intniders.

Among squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus), adult males are the most 

common sexual intruders (DuMond, 1968; Baldwin, 1968). Whenever 

matings occurred between consorting pairs, non-participating males 

inevitably tushed to interact Non-oestrous females and juveniles were 

observed to interfere as well

Kldn (1971) observed sexual interference in two species of spider 

vaoelsKysiAulesbelzebuthaniAtelesgeeffroyi). For the former qtecies, 

a juvenile female was once observed to actively swing above the heads of a 

pair while they o r a te d . Two other adult females were in association, but 

neither intruded. In the latter species, both juveniles and adult femates 

interfere. Even though Klein described these episodes as playful, the 

courting male would occasionally dismount to rebuff his adversaries.
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Old WmrU Monkeys

Reports of sexual interference among Old World monkeys are probably 

the most comnxm. In langurs (Presbytis eiueltus and PresbyOs Johidi), 

most age and sex classes seem to participate. According to Jay (1963), 

copulating pain are often encircled by thieatraing juveniles, subadults, and 

adult males. Yoshiba (1968) witnessed interference by subordinate males, 

but also by aduk females. Hrdy (1974,1977) observed intniaons by male 

and female juveniles, subadults, and adults, while Vogel (1971) observed 

dominant male intrusion. In the one mating reconfed by Poirier (1970), the 

courting female's offq)ring interfered.

Vervet monkeys (CercopUhecus aethiops) (novide another exanqile of 

Old World primates in which sexual interference has been observed 

(Struhsaker, 1967b; Henzi and Lucas, 1980). The most common intruders 

seem to be dominant and juvenile males, and infiuits of both sexes.

Juvenile nude and female Blue monkeys (Cercopithecus mitis) also 

sexuaUy interfere (Tsingalia and RoweU, 1984). OccasknaUy, they disrupt 

matingt entirely by physically pushing at the male until he is unable to 

remain mounted on the fonale.

Among Sykes monkeys (Cercopithecus aibogularis), Roweli (1971) 

observed intmference by juvenile males and, sometimes, by dominant 

females. The intrusions Iqr males often varied ftom tail-pulling to persistent 

attacks. Since the courting male would occasionally dismount to rebuff Jus 

rivals, it usually took him several attempts to successfully achieve 

intromission.

In the red colobus monkey (Colobus badius), adult male aggression 

involves rival males interfering with the copulations of courting males 

(Struhsaker, 1975; Struhsaker and U land, 1985). Matings trften end
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prematurely when this oocun.

Sexual interference in gny-cheeked mangabeyi (Cercocebus albigena) 

appeals to be niinimal (Wallis, 19S3). A tubadult male w u twice obseived 

to circle an adult male and female pair while they mated. He also shook his 

head and was once observed to hit at the hindquartos of die courting male. 

Neither qdsode was retaliated against

Interference among pans monkeys (Erythrocebus patas) is more 

common (HaU, 1966; Loy and Loy, 1977; Harding and Oison, 1986). 

Adult and juvenile males and females often interact with mating pairs. 

Generally, intnisions by adult females and juvenile males are the most 

intense. Displays usually c(»sist of charging and threatening by females, 

while males charge, sbqi a t bounce off, and vocalise at the pair. These 

displays trflen lead to an increase in the courting male's number of mounts 

before ejaculating, though matinp are occasionally terminated altogether.

In J^ianese macaques (Macaca fUscata), dominant males ftequendy 

interfere with the m atinp of subordinates (Hanby et aL, 1971; Stephenson. 

1973; Hufiman, 1984; Hanby and Brown, 1974). Even though this often 

leads to the intemqition cS m atinp, it does not prevent couiting pairs 6om 

mating again after interference ceases. Juveniles and infiuits also interfere, 

but less ftequendy.

Dominant male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) interfere widi the 

m atinp of others u  well (Wilson. 1981; Carpenter, 1942; Chapais, 1983; 

Ruiz de Elvira and Herndon, 1983). Generally, their tendency is to chase 

the courting female, but they occasionally direct their interference toward the 

courting male, or both. Subordinate males and adult females rarely 

interfere. Regardleu of who the intruders are, however, most copulatory 

series are not disrupted by interference.

Sexual interference among shinqitail maraxiiies (Macaca arctoides) it
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very common (Niemeyer. 1980; Niemeyer and Chamove, 1983; 

Oouanilei. 1974; Estq> et aL. 1984; Bruce. 1982,1984; Bertrand, 1969; 

diitstudy). All age and Kxclasaes are known to panicqNUe. Inium ildett 

form, it contiats oi an individual approaching a copulating pair and sitting. 

Mote active forms include reaching toward the pair while teeth-chatter 

grimacing and. occasionally, hitting either the courting male or female. 

Interference in siumotails will be diiciiMeri in detail in huBrrhapfyn

The crabeating macaque (Macaco fascicularis) has also beat observed to 

sexuaUy interfere (de Benedictis. 1973; Gore, 1986; Wheatley. 1982). 

Dominant males intrude on occasion, but it is the juveniles and infantt of 

both sexes that interfere with copulations most (dien, particularly those of 

their mothen.

According to Thierry (1986), it is infants and juveniles of both sexes 

that intrude most often among Tonkean macaques (Macaco tonkeana). 

Adult females interfere less oftoi, and intrusions by adult males occur only 

rarely.

Sexual interference Iqr adult male bonnet (Macaco radiata) it

alto rare. But Rahaman and Parthasarathy (1969) dkl observe <tnmin.tn 

males intrude upon the copulations of subordinate malm on four squrate 

occasions.

Barbaiy macaques (Macaco sylvanus) show little interference as well 

(Burton, 1972). Alpha males do, howevm, occasionally disrupt the 

matings of subadult males during the breeding season.

Tokuda et al. (1968) obsoved an alpha male in a group of pigtail 

macaques (Macaca nemestrina) prevmt subordinate males from mating by 

interfering.

In Crested macaques (Macaca nigra), infuits interfere in courting pain' 

copulations by climbing on the female's back and clutching at the male
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(Dixfon. 1977).

Sexual inteffemioe among (riive baboons (Paplo attubis) is more 

conamon (DeVore, 1965; HaU and DeVore. 1965; Rowell. 1979; Smuts. 

1985; Ransom. 1981). Adult males interfere most often, but adult females 

and juveniles of both sexes also occasionally intrude. According to 

Ransom, interference teems to increase the numbre of mounts a male 

requires to reach ejaculation.

The adult males among yellow baboons (Papto cynoeephalus) alto 

occasionally interfere (Hausfater. 1975; Rowell. 1967).

In gelada baboons (Theropithecus gelada), it is the dominant female who 

disnqxs die cofxilatioos of other adult femalm (Mori. 1979).

Apes

Sexual interference among apes is also common. In gibbons (/fylMoter 

lar), the Brody's (1974) observed a female infant pertistrady interfoe with 

all of the m adnp atteaqxed by her parents.

Infant and juvenile orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus) also intrude in their 

mothere' matings (MacKinnon, 1974; Galdikas, 1979). Typically, this it 

done by bidng. striking and pulling at the male.

Among chinqianzeet (Pan troglodytes and Pan paniscus), sexual 

interference is common. Adult and subadult nudes and females typically 

interfere, u  do both sexes of juveniles and in fu o  (Tudn, 1975,1979; Van 

Uwick-GoodaU, 1968; Goodall, 1986; GhigUeri. 1984; de Waal, 1982; 

Tutin and McGinnis, 1981; King et al., 1980; hrishida, 1979,1983; Turin 

and McGrew, 1973; Thompton-Handler et al. 1984; Savage-Rumbau^ 

and Wilkertoo. 1978).

In gorillas (Gorfda gofdki), it it the dominant male that intrudes upon the 

copuladont of othen most often (Harcoim et al.. 1980; Hncourt et al..
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1981; Fosiey, 1982). Only nrely do adult fonalea, niboidinaie malet, and 

immaturet interfere (Harcoun et al.. 1980; Haicourt et al., 1981; H eu, 

1973).

Humans

And finally, in humans (Homo sapien), even though sexuality involves 

secrecy which makes sexual interference less likely (Bancroft, personal 

communication), there are cases where it h u  been indirectly Mnfiinvnt^H »  

a preindustrial context (Daly et al., 1982). Each instance involves the 

discovery of an adulterous relationship of a wife by her husband or his 

accomplices. For example, among the OUyak of Eastern Siberia, "a 

stranger caught in flagrante delicto with a married woman is slain at the 

scene...” (Shterobery, 1933:227). Two other examples where the 

retribution of murdo’ is acceptable for committing adultery are among the 

Gilbertese and Y^> peoples of Polynesia. Lambert (1966:633) noted that 

among the Oilbm ese, "an adulterer caught in the act was killed 

immediately...”. Among the Yap (Muller, 1917:229), a husband having 

caught his wife committing adultery, "...had the right to IdU her and the 

adulloer or to bum them in the house”.

Even if not murdered, the punishment for an adulterer can be severe. 

Among the Baiga of India, according to Elwin (1939:142), a wonun 

remembers being entrapped by her husband with her lover whom he 

attacked with a blazing log. To punish her, he applied chilies to her vagina. 

Also, among the Masai of East Africa, Maguire (1928:116) noted, when 

referring to die case of the adulterous wife and her lover, the following:

"Should he be caught in the act, the friends o f the cuckold tie him up at the

kraal door and he is beaten...”.

Responses o f wives to coitus of their adulterous husbands and childrai to
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coitus of iheir adulterau* or nonadulterous parents were not (bund.

S P E C m C  STUDIES AND FINDINGS

As can now be better understood, when considering the phenoinmon 

of sexual interference among different qiecies of animals, exanq>les are not 

difficult to find. Far fewer, however, are examples of studies where 

interference has been specifically addressed. What follows is a brief review 

of these studies and their findings, most of which were mendoned earlier.

As appropriate, the ideas of some wiU be briefly discussed in the beginning
of Chapter 8.

Insects

Phriter (1970b) studied sexual interfermce among yellow dmm fii*.« 

(Scatophaga stercoraria). During the spring and autumn seasons of 

rqrroductive acdviQr, it is common for males to search for gravid as 

they approach fresh cow droppings to lay their eggs following imring 

Compeddon between malm for females is intense because males often 

outnumber females by u  much as four to one during the height of the 

season. This comnxmly leads to "takeovers" where a in copula or 

oviposidon with a gravid female is attacked and di^Iaced by a rival mui» 

Oviposidon is the period following mating that a female uses to deposit her 

eggs after the male ceases genital contact but renuuns mounted. It is 

referred to a the "pasnve phase."

In his study, I^rker found that takeover attenqrts I7  rival itwIm  «imnft 

always led to reacdons of rejection by courting nudes, and a struggle for the 

possession of die fenude would usually ensue. Even though two or more 

males may attempt a takeover simultaneously, a more typical seqiMnce
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involvet a tingle rival Hying 10 place hinuelf between the oouitíns ptir by 

first mounting the courting male, forcing him to leleaie his gm p  of the 

female's thorax, and then displacing him by pushing him backwards. The 

courting male responds by standing and extending his middle legs to 

increase the distance and prevent the rival firom gaining a grip on the female. 

He also typically responds, if in the passive phase, by trying to regain 

genital contact with the female as if to lecopulaie.

When successful, the rival male inevitably copulates with the fonale 

himself. If it is the original male who prevails, however, he either 

continues mating, or, if already in the passive phase, releases his Kgntp 

the fonale's abdomen before resuming oviposition. Of all the takeovers 

attenqtted by rivsl males, 1.75% were successful when the courting pair 

were in oviposition, while .65% were successful when they were in gmital 

contact

Parker concluded by suggesting dut takeovers presumably are never to 

the selective advantage of females, but rather to males who can and 

fertilise a larger number of eggs then they would otherwise. And, u  a 

deterrent to takeovers, the male's passive phase miniminwi egg loss. The 

factors that determine which males succeed were not addressed, but male 

size, vigour, and age were suggested as possibilities.

Fish

Sexual interference in fish has been studied as welL For example, 

Keenleyside (1972) observed interference in Northern longear sunfish 

(Lepomis megaloús). In this qtecies, colony breeding is typical Not all 

males are territorial, but, during the qning and summer, most congregate

along the edges of rivers to build their bowl-shqted nests in the substrate by 

using their tails. Anyudiere from a dozen to several hundred of these nests
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exist in a tingle ctriony. After they are built, each nest it thoi guarded 

against all other males. This continues throughout spawning and the 

hatching of the eggs.

W b« a sexually mature female enters tiie lerritoiy of a male, spawning 

begins. A t the pair slowly circle, the female tilts periodically to release 

eggs, which the male promptly fertilises. The eggs tfamsettie to tiw bottom 

of the nest until they hatch, while the male stands guard. Since pair 

formation is not prolonged, a male typically spawns with several females 

and often ends up guarding the eggs of more than one. It is also common 

for fonales to spawn with mote than one male.

Sexual interference is most common during the tilting phase of 

spawning. As a ferrule tilts to release eggs, a rival male, nest builder or 

not, darts in. briefly settles near the female, and then quickly dashes off. If 

detected by the resident male while intruding, he is chased off. Hnally, 

when breeding activity is at its peak, several rival males typically intrude 

each time a female releases eggs.

Keenleyside suggests that an intruding truie uses tire brief period near a 

ferrule to release sperm, resulting in an increase in his progeny. But, since 

females occasionally intrude as well, apparently to eat eggs, he also 

suggests that interference in this qiecies is multi-functional.

A second study among fish was carried out by Gross (1982). His 

species of interest was the North American bluegill sunffsh (Lepomis 

macrochinu). l j l«  longear sunfish, bluegills are colony breeders. Parental 

males typically construct lake bottom nests of S to ISO, depending on the 

size of the cdony. However, like longears, not all males construct nests. 

Sneaker and satellite males, who are not nest builders, differ in colour, are 

stttaller in size, artd gather on the periphery of colonies. As the time for 

spawning nears, gravid fraudes qiproadi the colonies in schools and then
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aepaiie to enter the nests individually, releasing ̂ g s  tbocily thereafter with 

horizcmtal dim)ing motions. It is at these moments that sneakers intrude and 

release qtetm. Satellites spawn with courting pairs by mimicking females. 

After qtawning for several houn, the females leave for deqier water, while 

only the pamital males remain to guard the eggs until hatching, which takes 

about seven days. Males then return to deeper water thonselves until die 

process is begun again, usually within 10 days. Four to five of these 

sessions constitute a breeding season.

Gross concludes that the three behavioural types among males are 

actually different reproductive strategies. Compared with parental males, 

sneakers and satellites never become large enough to cooqiete for nesting 

sites. They instead mature more quiddy and gain qiawning access by first 

sneaking, and then mimickiiig. after the approximate size of gravid fonales 

isreadied. How males come to use any one strategy is unknown.

Amphibians

Two studies of sexual interference among anqihibians also exist Amcdd 

(1976) studied tiger salamanders (Ambystoma tigrimm), while Verrell 

(1984) studied smooth newts (Triturus vulgaris).

In the tiger salamander, courtship behaviour startt with a tail-nudging 

walk. When within toiKhing distance of a female, a courting male typically 

begins by suddenly turning away and pausing. He then uses his tail to 

monitor her position. If the female is lecqitive, she will turn in his diiection 

and place her snout at the base of his taU. As she begins nudging in the 

vicinity of his cloaca, he moves forward and stops. If she continues to 

follow and nudge, he continues to move forward and deposit 

qiermatophcres. These deposits are then taken into her cloaca as she moves 

forward and passes over them.
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Since courting males rely completely on touch, they ate highly 

susceptible to sexual interference. It is common for rival males lo intercede 

just prior to tail nudging to  that the courting male is nudged by the rival, 

ratliCT than the receptive female. At the same time, the rival begins tail 

monitoring the femrJe who ultimittely nudges his cloaca and receives his 

qiermatophore. The dqrosit of the courting male is usually covered over or 

destroyed. To Arnold, this behaviour serves the double function of 

promoting die reproductive success of the rival while decreasing that of his 

compctittr.

As described by Venell, the courtship behaviour of the smooth newt is 

almost identical with that of the tiger salamander. Orientation begins u  the 

male faces the female. If ste  is recqitive, the female will qiproach after 

male tail diqilay. When the does, the male moves backwards, continuing 

hit display, u  she continues to follow. The male deposits a qiermatophote 

and turns to block the female's path when she touches the base his tail 

with her snout She comes in contact with the deposit as she moves 

forward to start the sequence again. Only after two or three of these 

sequences does the courtsh^ aid.

Of the 78 triadic encounters Venell observed, 43 (38%) included sexual 

interference. Again, diese occur much u  they do in tig a  salamanders. Just 

as the courting female begins to initiate qiennatophote deposition from the 

courting male, a rival s l ^  between them and takes h a  place. As he then 

nudges the tail of the courting male, his tail is nudged the courting female

who is appropriately situated to receive his qiermatt^ihoie radwr than that (rf 

his opponent

According to Vetrell, by using this strategy, rival males were teqioosible 

for 7 of 43 female insoninations, as w dl as two multiple inseminations 

where the female received a qiermatophore from both males. Heconcluded
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that icxual interfeieiice in imooth newts is a "side-payment'' strategy 

(Dunbar, 1982) whereby males who use it benefit rqaoductively over those 

who use only the strategy of the courting male, also known as the strategy 

of high-gain (Dunbar, 1982).

Pbutipeds

Cox and Le Boeuf (1977) studied sexual interference among the elephant 

seals (Mirounga angustirostris) of Ano Nuevo Island, California. In this 

species, males typically fight amongst themselves for control of females 

during the breeding season which occurs fiom late December to mid MaidL 

According to Le Boeuf (1972), males arrive in early December and di^tetse 

along the beach according to dominance rank with the alpha male having 

access to all areas. Fraiales do not start arriving until late December, and, 

u  they do, thqr congregate at the centre of the beach in a tight pod. From 

the beginning of their arrivaL dte alpha male matm with as many of them as 

he can, keeping other males away. However, as their numbers increase, 

peaking around the first of February, less dominant males are able to 

on the pod's periphery. If they are caught, they are usually quickly 

interrupted by the alpha male or another male more dominant than 

diemselves.

Active protests by the females often fadlitate these interruptions. 

Protests are a female's general struggle to escape from a male suitor. 

Females threaten the male vocally, whip hindquarters vigorously from side- 

to side, flip sand in the male's direction, and bite bis neck. Cox and Le 

Boeuf found that of the 158 mounts protested for their entirety by oestrous 

females, 97 (61.4%) received interference. Small, young, low-ranking 

males were intorupted more quickly and more often. To account for this, 

Cox and Le Boeuf noted that the probalrility of males surviving to age 10
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and beyond is quite low because of intense cooqtetition. Consequently, 

sexual interference functions to increase the harem male's reproductive 

fitness and is facilitated by female protest

Primates
Specific studies of sexual interference among primates are more 

numerous. The first to be reviewed is by Young (1981). This study 

describes an instance of sexual interference among female howler monkeys 

(Alouatta pallUua) on Bairo Colorado Island in Panama. On 14 June 1974, 

Young observed an adult female actively disrupt the copulation of another 

by nqridly approaching and vocalising loudly. Both females then pushed at 

each other for about 30 seconds before the courting female separated and 

walked (rff. As she dqHuted, the intrudCTMt down within a half meter of 

the male who had been sitting and watching. The male remained for 

approximately four Bunutes before he also uimed and walked aw ^. Young 

describes this incidence as a social mechanism for curtnng population 

growth.

Loy and Loy (1977) also studied interference, but among a c^tive 

colony oi patas monkeys (Erytkrocebus patas) on La Parguera Island, 

Puerto Rico. During 781 hours of observation, they observed sexual 

interference on 39 occasions. Typically, it included orienting toward the 

mating pair while grabbing, slapping and vocalising. The individuals 

generally invttived woe immature males, but adult and immature females 

would also occasionally take part The rate ttf participation for males was 

86.4%, while for females it was 10.2%. Furthermore, even though there 

was little age difference between the sexes whai displayed, immature males 

showed a higher interference frequency. Females averaged .001 acts of 

intrusion per hour for the fira two years of life, while males increased from
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.012 for the fin t year to 0.042 for the lecond. Immature m akt were alto 

more dinuptive. Of the 84 copulatkMi attempu by courting pain, 24 

(28.6%) were teiminated prematurely. Of these, immature males were 

responsible for all but one. Also, though intniden showed a preference for 

the tame sex, adult males received the majority of aggression. Intruden 

directed their interference at the male in 25 (86.2%) of the 29 episodes 

where the individual focus could by determined satisfactorily.

To explain this behaviour, the Loy's attribute the motivation of 

interference, particularity for immatures, to an "...excitatory effect of 

witnessing adult sexual interactions..." and to an "...approach/withdraw 

conflict experieiiced by the harasser once near the adult male." They also 

see "...dontinance testing of the adult male by maturing males..." as the 

primary functioa

Qabeating macaque (Afocooi/bsciculivir) sexual interference behaviour 

has been documented in two studies. The first is by de Benedictis (1973), 

and the other more recent work is by Gore (1986). Both studies were 

carried out on captive groups and address sexual interference in immatures.

According to de Benedictis, individuals that intrude nwst often are 

unweaned infants. In addition, offspring attend the outings of their 

mothers more often than those of unrelated ferrules. Proximity is possibly 

reqionsiUe for this tendoicy. Furthennore, of those that interfere between 

the ages of 0-12 months, males are more often involved than ferrules since 

ferrules pay little attention, retruining with their nxxhers. For intruders 

aged 12-24 montiu, the pattern for both sexes resembles that of younger 

nules. Older infants also show an increased inclination to touch one or 

both of the copulating members. Since imnutures display much 

"anticipatory excitement and mutation" during m atinp, de Benedictis 

attributes the developmental function of interference to be that of
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obiervatioaal leanJiig.

In compnison, Ooft found that infiuiis intofEre only with the m atinp of 

their modien, i|noring the m atinp of otben. Even though both lexes are 

equally involved, the pattern leemed to differ among tibships. Whereone 

infant does or does not interfere. iatiU ing does the lame. Gore concludes 

that interference among infontt is a form of parent-offqning conflicL The 

finding that mounts per mother-male contact are greater when offering are 

absent (.143) then when presoit (.076) confirms this (Walsh test. N-12. 

P-.00S. 1-tailed). In other words, according to Gore, the function of infant 

interference is to delay conception, and, hence, sibling competition for 

resources.

Thierry (1986) studied sexual interference in an outdoor group of 

Tonkean macaques (Macaea tonkeana). He found that intruders are 

typically males and females under five years of age, but adult fm ales also 

occasionally interfere. The young individuals intrude noostofM upon thor 

mothers' matings, particularly if they are from 2 to 3 years of age, while 

adult females interfere with the m atinp of related females tnon than 

unrelated. The ttderance level of courting males also seems to decrease as 

the ages of the intruding individuals inoease. Thieriy hypothesises that 

"...the third individual desires to be involved in the interaction, and in  

behaviour reflects the tolerance of the mounter." He also argues that this 

interpretation may be qtplied across primates.

A study of interference in an outdoor group of rhesus macaques (Mdcflcq 

midona) was done by Ruiz de Elvira and Herndon (1986). They discovered 

that males were more active interrupters than females, and both, when 

involved, are of high dominanoe rank. Typically, intruding males are 

higher tanking than either member of the courting pair, while females out 

rank only the courting female. Disnqttive interferenre is alto most often
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directed toward the comting female whom the comting male ««»<<•*« little 

effort to protect Became of this, h>wer-nuildiig individuaU tmd to initiate 

matingt while absent Cram view. Ruiz de Etviia and Herndon, therefore, 

suggest that the interdepoidence between mating activity and high rank 

discovered in other studies may be misleading.

Specific studies of sexual interferaice among captive stunytail macaques 

(Maeaca araoides) have beat done by Gouzoules (1974), Niemeya (1980; 

Niemeyer and Chanoove, 1983), and Bruce (1982,1984). Each will be 

reviewed in Ofdre. Gouzoules found that unlike most primates, all age and 

sex classes commonly interfere, particularly juveniles and subaduhs. They 

feign indiffereace until the precise moment of ejaculation and dien innude. 

Depending on die individual and the circumstance, they usually rernt by 

teeth-chatter grimacing, by reaching toward the pair while teeth-chatter 

grimacing, or by teeth-chatter grimacing while touching, hitting at and 

circling the pair. Interference stops udien the courting male tenniiiates his 

expiration vocalisations at the end of the ejaculatory phase. The tie phase, 

or prolonged post-r^ulatory intromission, common in stunqitails, has, by 

then, already begun. The male reqionds most often by threatening bock 

while remaining tied. According to Gouzoules, interference serves to 

redirect couiting male aggression from the mating female.

In hTiemeyCT's study, of the 271 recorded matings, 93% received 

interference. Again, individuals from each age and sex category 

participated. Young adult fonales were the most active, followed, in order, 

by infant females, young adult males, infant males, and adult females. 

Adult males interfered the least. A seven week old fonale infrnt w u  the 

youngest to intrude. No overall sex difference existed, but hTiemeyer did 

find that dtxninant individuals interfere more often than individuals of lower 

rank. The courting males were also the receivers o f most of the
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interference. After testing three separate hypotheses (protective, 

rqiroductive and possessiveX l*nemeyer concluded that interfereoce serves 

as a rqitoductive strategy only for dominant males, while other individuals 

interfere to reestablish bonds with coutting females severed temporarily by 

mating.

In a third study on stunqttails. Brace found, after recording data on 618 

matings, that females intmfere more than males, the alpha male and high- 

ranking females are interfered with more often than lower-ranking 

individuals, and interference is more pronounced and tie durations longer 

when copulations are not interrupted by another male. Tie durations are 

also signiBcandy longer when m atinp are interfered with than when they 

are n o t Furthermore, interference is not influenced by either age, 

dominance, or kinship. Even though Brace states that the function 

interference is unclear, she suggests that it may serve as a release for group 

tension, dominanoe testing, or intermale rqnoductive oooqietition.

To conclude, Tutin (1979) studied sexual interference in chinqianzees 

(Pan troglodytes) at Oombe Natkmal Paric in Tanzania. D att on 1070 

copuladons demonstrated that immature males and females intrude the 

most, followed by adult nudes. Adult females interfered only twice. Tudn 

also found that, when infants choose to intrude, they interfere with the 

nu tinp  of their mothers, while juvenile nudes interfere with the m atinp of 

unrelated fenudes. Adult nudes interfere only when possessive. Tutin 

considers interferaice to be die result c i weaning duress among infants, 

early developmenud possessiveness among juvenile and adolescent nudes, 

and reproductive competitiveness among adult males.
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SUMMARY

This chipter demonstrates that sexual interference is a common 

phenomenon among animals (TaUe 2.1). In most species where it occurs, 

it appears to be one fmm oi adult male-male reproductive conq>etition. 

However, in mammals, smiual interference may be this and more, since 

adult females also commonly interfere. In primates, subadults and 

immatures intetfere as well, particulaily in stunqitail macaques. Attention 

now will shift to the present study to attempt to eiqtlain sexual interference 

in this species.
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CHAPTERS

RESEARCH SETTING

M di die ainu of the research defined and the to(nc of sexual interference 

reviewed, this chapter wiU present a general background on stumptail 

macaques and an overview of the research site.

TAXONOMY OF STUM PTAIL MACAQUES {MAC AC  A 

ARCTOIDBS)

Within the Order Primates, stunytail macaques are included among the 

Supeifamily Cercopithecoidea, the Family Cem ^ithecidae, and the 

Subfamily Cercqdthecinae (Figure 3.1). Their genus is Macaco, species 

arctoides, and common name stumptail (or bear) macaque (Figure 3.1) 

(Wolfheim, 1983; Hill, 1974). Previously classified as M. speciosa 

(Blyth, 1873), the classification suggested by Geoffioy Saim-Hilaire (1831) 

is the species name now generally accepted (Fboden 1967,1971,1976, 

1980; Medway, 1970; Napier and Napier, 1967, 1983; Thorington aqd 

Graves, 1970; Wolfheim, 1983; Hill, 1974). Stumptail phylogeny is not 

totally understood, but they are believed to be the only qiecin within one of 

four macaque species groups (Hgure 3.1). They are placed in their own 

group because both males and females have unique genitalia (Fboden, 

1976,198()). The qieciest^ macaque to whidi they are most closely
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FIGURE 3.1. Taxonoay of tho gonus Macaca (adapted fcoa Foodan, 1976> 1980; 
Naplar and Maplac, 1985).

Pciowta
I

Anthropoldaa

Catacchlnl

Caccoplthocoldaa
I

Carcoplthacldaa
I

Carcoplthacinaa
MACACA

Spoclea Group:
I I I

N. Silanus- 
Sylvanaa

M. Fascicuiaria N. Sinica H. Aictoldma

Spades : 
(CoiiBon Hama) :

M. aiienua M. fascicuiaria M. sinica M. arctoidea
(Liontail) (Crabeating) (Toque) arctoidea *

(Stumptail)
M. ayivanua M. /uacata M. aaaaaanaia
(Barbary) (Japanese) (Assamese)

M. awurus M. mulatta N. radiata
(Moor) (Rhesus) (Bonnet)

M. naamatrlna M. cyclopia M. thibetana
(Pigtail) (Taiwan) (Thibetan)

M. ochraata 
(Booted)

M. nigra 
(Crested)

M. tonkaana 
(Tonlcean)

*- The other three subspecies of the M. arctoldas species groi^ are M. 
arctoidea aelanota, H. azetoidaa aalli, and M. arctoidas aubfoaaiJia. Each 
is recognised by subtle differences in anatomy resulting from local 
geographic isolation (Hill, 1974).
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related is uncenain (Eudey, 1980).

STATUS

Geographic

In their natural setting, stumptail macaques are sporadically distributed 

throughout continental Asia between 6* to 31* N latitude and 92* to 1 IS* E 

longitude (Figure 32) (WoUheim. 1983; Eudey. 1980; Fboden. 1976; HiU, 

1974). This area extends from northern poiinsular Malaysia in the south to 

southern China in the north, and from parts of eastern India and 

southeastern Blangladesh in the west to Vietnam and eastern China in the 

east The presence of stumptail macaques in southwestern Burma, southern 

Laos, eastern Thailand, central and southern Kampuchea, the southern dp 

of Vietnam, and certain inclusive areas in China is unknown (Hgure 3.2) 

(Wolfhdm. 1983; Fboden, 1976; Hill. 1974).

Ecological

Stumptail macaques are thought to occupy forests frtmi the tropical 

broadleaf evergreen lowlands to the drier subtropical broadleaf uplands, 

ranging from tea level to 2500m (Eudey, 1984; Wolfheim, 1983; Hill, 

1974; Bertrand, 1969; Foodenetal., 1985). It U also speculated that most 

of their time it spent foraging on the floors of these forests, dispersing to 

the trees only when alarmed (HiU, 1974).

The variety of their diet is virtually unknown, outside of what is taken 

during raids on crops [e.g., potatoes (McCann. 1933), rice (Bertrand, 

1969)]. Field observadont and posthumous examinadon of stomach 

contenu suggest that the species is omnivorous (Bertrand, 1969; Fboden et 

aL. 1985).
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FIQURE 3.2. Geographic distribution of Macaca arctoktes in Asia 
(adapted from Woifheim. 1983).

•f presence unknown
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Social

To quote WoUheim (1983:463): 'Tfo esrimircs of population density or 

home range size could be located. Group sizm of 23 to 30 (McCann, 

1933), up to 29 (9 in x ^  Bertrand, 1969), up to 30 (Medway, 1969), 3 to 

30 (Fooden, 1971), and 14 to 13 (Fooden, 1976) have been reported.” 

Only recently have the numbers of 20-30 individuals per group been 

suggested u  nomsal based on brief contacts in the wild (Fboden et al., 

1983).

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR 

Wild

Little is known about stumptail macaques in the wild, and this includes 

information on social behaviour. To date, Bertrand's (1969) study stands 

u  die only field project to record behavioural information at length, 

although observations were done on a group in Thailand not technically 

wild; the troop had been captive for a year and had been released just nine 

months prior to the studies commencement This group was observed 

intermittently for nine days and systematically for diiity-two days from 6 

November 1963 to 26 February 1966 (Bertrand, 1969). Information by 

other researchers is mininul and based only on occasional sightings 

(Fooden et aL, 1983; Biswas and Diengdtdi, 1977).

Captive

Observation of stumptails in captivity is more extensive. In the late 

1960's, Blurton Jones and Trollope (1968) did a general study of social 

behaviour. Since then, research has included studies ranging from 

socio-sexual behaviour and dominance to affiliation and communication
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(e.*., CheviUer-SkolnIkoff. 1974, 1973, 1976; Peffer-Smith, 1978; 

Benineiii. 1980; Chamove, 1982; Andenon. 1981; Nash. 1982; O'Keefe« 

et aL. 1983; Smith, 1984; Daniel, 1984; Nieuwenhuijien et al., 1983; 

M umy et al., 1983; Estep, 1986; Rhine, 1986). Three projects have 

focnsed on sexual interference (Oouzoules, 1974; Niemeyer, 1980; Bruce,

1984), as outlined in the previous chapter.

STUDY SITE

Studies of both lands, however, have not been without their problems. 

Singly, little is actually known about stun^nails in the wild, and ecological 

validity in capdvity is nonexistent Since this project sought a combination 

of ecological validity and easy subject acceu and identification, plus 

subjects that readily display sexual interference, a fice-ranging populadon aS 

stumptail macaques was prefeired. As already noted, stun^tails are known 

for dieir higb rate of sexual interference.

Location

Accordingly, the site selected for snidy was Tanaxpillo, a small tropical 

island in Mexico occupied by a single firee-ranging group of stumpuil 

macaques. The island is located in Lake Catemaco in the southeastern state 

of Veracruz (Hgure 3.3). Itt coordinates are 18*2r30" N latitude, 

94«00t)0''W longitude.

Lake Catemaco is situated at an qiproximate elevation of 300m above sea 

level and is encompassed by the San Martin Tuxda mountain range (Rgure

3.4). It is a naniral lake formed by previous volcanic activity and measures 

11 km E/W by 8 km N/S (Estrada, 1978). Five islands exist within the 

lake, four of which are located in the lake's north central comer. These
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FIGinE 3.4. Elevations in the San Martin Tuxtia mountain range. Veracruz, 
Mexico (adapted from Soto-Esparza, 1976).

FXaURE 3.5 Location of Tanaxpio within Lake Catemaco, 
Veracruz, Mexico (adapted from Lot-Helgueras, 1976).



include T anupi, Totogochillo and the two islands which make up 

Tanaxpillo (Figure 3.S). The two study islands are just over .3 ha and are 

oriented fiom east to west The larger of the two islands is to the east of die 

smaller. Figure 3.6 shows the exact orientations and dimensions of both.

Flora and Fauna

The vegetation on Tanaxpillo is secondary rain forest and consists of 

evergreen trees, vines, shrubs, grasses, cactus and water planu (Figures 

3.7*3.12). and. overall, is probably not too different from the vegetation 

found in southeast Asia. The fauna includes iguanas, other lizards, frogs, 

snakes, mice, birds and insecu. Although scientific names are not 

available, local vernacular names for the vegetation on the island of 

Totogochillo are partially listed in Estrada (1978). The vegetation on 

Tanarqiillo is similar, but of greater density.

Cttmtae

The climate in the Catemaco area is tropical with a mean annual 

tenqierature of 24.1*c. again, not too unlike southeast Asia. The average 

high is 27.1*c oocuning in May and the average low is 19.8*’c occurring in 

January (Soto-Esparza. 1976).

The average yeariy rainfidl is 4933mm (Estrada and Estrada. 1976b). 

Most o i this comes during the rainy season fiom June through September, 

but a portion falls during the winter months. Storms usually arrive fiom the 

north or noftheast and are referred to locally as "Nortes”.

Subject's History

On 13 August 1974 a group of 20 stumptail macaques were released on 

TotogodiiUo (Hgure 3.3). These individuals were then fidkrwed by 12
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mofe on 7 November 1974 for a toad 32 (Table 3.1) (Estrada, 1978; 

Estrada and Estrada, 1976b). Both groups had been pan àt a larger groiq> 

(N*S6) housed since 1971 in an outdoor enclosure at die Caribbean Mmate 

Research Centre in Sabana Seca, Puerto Rico. Twdve of the individuals 

had been captured in the wild in Thailand. Twenty others were bom in 

Puerto Rico (Tatde 3.1).

During their captivity at Sabana Seca, several of the individuals were 

used for a number (rf unknown years as experimental control sufajjects at the 

Rutgers Univenity Medical School in New Brunswick, New Jersey 

(Estrada, 1978). McGregor was the only individual released on 

Totogochillo who was qiecifically known to have been a part of these 

experimentt (Table 3.1). Othen may have also been invtdved, but because 

of inadequate record keqiing in both New Brunswick and Sabana Seca, this 

is uncertain. What is cotain, however, is matrilineal descmt (Estrada, 

1978). An updated outline is presented in the following chrqiter.

A joint effort between the Universities Mexico and Veracruz, the 

Behavkxal Scimce Foundation, and Rutgers University Medical School 

was responsible for the group's initial tranqiort and release (Estrada and 

Estrada, 197tib). On release, the primary responsibility fell to the University 

of Mexico who saw to its provisioning of com and tropical fruit (e.g., 

Hgures 3.13-3.15). This usually occurred daily, but sometimm every two 

to three days. It was supplemented by the natural vegetation that already 

existed on the island (e.g., Hgore 3.16).

From the outset, the subjects were free-ranging and completely 

haUtuated to human observaticm (Estrada and Estrada, 1976b). They were 

also individually named and identified only by sight Furthermore, the 

presence of boats with tourists arriving to view the group has continued 

from the time of release (Estrada and Estrada, personal communication;
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TABL£ 3.1. Coaposition of tlM two groups of stuaptail iwcaquos roloasod on 
Totogoehlllo during August and Koirsaitiat, 1374 (adaptod froa Batrada, H78; 
Batrada and Bstrada, l»7(a, l»7Cb, 1981).

RBIXASBD 
15 August 1974

BBLBA8BO
7 Novoabor 1974

Ago In 1 Ago In
Birth Months Birth 1 Birth Months BirthHaas S«x (M/y> (8/74) Placa I Nasa S«x (M/Y) (11/74) Placa

Gordo M 7 7 If
1
1 McGrogor* M 7 7 If

Magra p ? 7 If 1 Carlos M 7 7 N
Flor r ? 7 If 1 Margarita F 7 7 If
Roja r 7 7 w 1 Flaca* P 7 7 IfJarocha* p ? 7 If 1 Canala P 7 7 If
Blondin* r ? 7 11 1 Btuiny r 7 7 IfJ.D.* M 1/72 32 PR 1 Mas« M 2/73 22 PR
Chiaualo* H 4/72 29 PR 1 Pablito N 8/73 1C PRNagrita p 7/72 2« PR 1 Blanca* r 3/74 9 PR
Mancha r 7/72 24 PR 1 Elana* r 4/74 8 PR
Jobo* M 11/72 22 PR 1 Piarra* r 7/74 5 PR
Chano M 2/73 19 PR 1 D.J. M 9/74 3 PR
Malita P 3/73 18 PR 1
Chica P 7/73 14 PR 1
Pancho* N 7/73 14 PR 1
Bonita p 8/73 13 PR 1
Aadgo M 9/73 12 PR 1
Solita P 11/73 10 PR 1
Gallo M 8/74 1 PR 1
Rosy* F 8/74 1 PR 1

W- wild
PR- Puarto Rico 
?- unknown
*- aanbar of study group
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Cabt'V iiugre et al., personal communicadon; personal observation) 

(Rgures 3.17 and 3.18).

While on Totogodiillo, Estrada and his colleagues (e.g., Estrada and 

Estrada. 1976b. 1977.1978.1981.1984; Estrada et aL. 1977; Estrada and 

Sandoval, 1977; Estrada, 1978; Estrada et aL. 1978a. 1978b) catried out 

systemaiic studies of the groiq;>'sec(dogy and behaviour. During this time, 

sutgects were removed fiom the island only once. In Februaiy, 1976, five 

individuals were permanently removed to the Hoqtital of Neurology in 

Mexico City to be used in biomedical research (Estrada and Estrada, 1981, 

personal communication).

In June, 1979, the group was transferred to the slightly larger island of 

Tanajqnllo (Figure 3.5) (Rodrigua-Luna et aL, 1982; Caba-Vinagre et al., 

personal communication). The purpose w u to prevent overoowding. 

Shortly thereafter, the responsibility for the group was transferred to the 

University of Veracruz, as was responsibility for continued research (e.g., 

Caba-Vinagre. 1984; Caba-Vinagre et aL, 1986).
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CHAPTER4

METHODS

SUBJECTS

In Novonber, 1983, the populatk» on Tanaxpillo consisted of i  single 

gioiq» of stiinqMail macaques cooqtosed of 54 individuals: 34 fenoales and 

20 males. Totals subgroup age and sex are listed in TaUe 4.1. As 

noted in the last chapter, this structure is similar to what is presently known 

about populations in the wild (Wolflwim. 1983).

During the study, four infants were bom, three nudes and one female. 

One subadult female also died of unknown causes. These changes 

increased the groups's s i»  to 57 by late May, 1984. The subadult female 

was included in the data, as were two of the infant males. The other infant 

male and the infant female were not becau» they were bom just prior to 

completion of obsovation. Table 4.2 lists the group's composition by 

subjea's nante, sex, age-group, age in months, and month, year and place 

of Urth. Figure 4.1 presents the group by matriline (Caba-Vinagre et aL, 

uiqxiblished Imth records).
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TABLE 4.1. Nuabar of oubjoeta on Tanaxplllo by subgroup of 
ago and sox. rigusos ropsosont group coag>osition from 
NovMbor, 1983 through Hay, 1984.

SUBJECTS

Ago
Birth In Months

Subgroup Yaar (5/84) Mala raaala

Adult rB-'78 66- 7 7 16
Subadult •79-'81 30-65 9 9»
Juvanilo •82-*82 18-29 3 4
Infant '83-'84 0 -17 48 6-f

Totals: 23 35

FB> foral bom

ono subadult foauila diod during tho study loaving tho 
total nuabor of indlxiduals by lata May, 1984 at 57 rathor 
than 58, tho sum of tho abovo two colums

8- 3 aalos woro born in add to lata May, 1984

-f- 1 fomala was born in lata May, 1984

unknown
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TABLE 4.2. Group eoaposltion on Tannspillo by individual aubjoet from 
Novaabar, 1983 throu^ May, 1884.

rZMALKS MALES

Nasw
Age
Group

Ago In 
Birth Months 
<M/Y) (S/84)

Birth
Place 1 Nasw

Age
Group

Birth
(M/Y)

Age In 
Months 
<5/84)

Birth
Place

Blondia A ? ? F 1 McGragor A 7 ? rPlaca A 7 ? r 1 J.D. A 1/72 149 PRJarocha A ? ? F 1 ChisBielo A 4/72 146 PRMagra A 7/72 143 PR 1 Jobo A 11/72 139 PRBlanca A 3/74 123 PR 1 Pancho A 7/73 131 PRElena A 8/74 122 PR 1 Tigra A 12/74 114 TTPisrra A 7/74 119 PR 1 Luciano A 9/76 93 TTRosy A 8/74 118 PR 1 Roberto SA 3/79 63 TNBruja A 10/74 116 TT 1 Santos SA 4/79 62 TN
Lolita A 3/77 87 TT 1 Bruno SA 7/79 59 TNFanny A 1/78 77 TT 1 Flan SA 7/79 59 TNLucia A 6/78 72 TT 1 Blair SA 10/79 56 TNTorosa A 7/78 71 TT 1 Mario SA 6/80 48 TNCañóla A 7/78 71 TT 1 Nilfrido SA 10/80 44 TNJuanita A 7/78 71 TT 1 Loranro SA 5/81 37 TNMima A 11/78 67 TT 1 Bruto SA 6/81 36 TN
riossla SA 7/79 59 TN 1 Blas J 4/82 26 TNMarthat SA 12/79 54 TN 1 Florencio J 5/82 25 TNMiriam* SA 12/79 54 TM 1 Migualito J 5/82 25 TN
Ucllla SA 5/80 49 TM 1 T«o I 10/83 8 TN
Slgrl SA 9/80 45 TN 1 Niiioe I 2/84 4 TN
Enriqueta SA 10/80 44 TN 1 Martini I 4/84 2 TN
Marcela SA 5/81 37 TN 1 Ernestos I 5/84 1 TN
riavia SA 6/81 36 TN
Blasita SA 9/81 33 TN
Piedad J 3/82 27 TN
Rosa J 4/82 26 TN
Brisa J 6/82 24 TN
Elpldia J 11/82 19 TN
Lupita I 3/83 15 TN
Florlnda I 4/83 14 TN
Lourdes I 6/83 12 TN
Blonny I 10/83 8 TN
Blenda I 10/83 8 TN
Julietas z 5/84 1 TN

A“ adult SA“ aubadult J« juvanlla I- infant
faral PR- Puarto Rico TT- Totogochlllo TN- Tanaxpillo 

*- diad during study 
8- bom during study 
?- unJcnown
4- gava birth as a subadult
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APPARATUS

The apparatus used included a Casio chronometer, a Sony portable 

cassette reoofder, Zeiss Icmi 7x50 binoculars, a Zeiss Icon camera with 

55mm lens, a 22x40 cm clip board, and «>pies of seven types of 

check-sheets. The check-sheets were desifned to meet the study's specific 

criteria. Each w u  based on guidelines set by Hinde (1973). Four were 

used daily in die field. The other duee were filled in fiom transcriptions of 

cassette lecoidings mating behaviour after returning from the field. The 

reconUnp were made sampling the monkey's qiontaneous bduiviour. 

More will be said below about each of the sampling regimes. AU 

observations were made on foot with the observer moving finely amongst 

the sutijecis without visible distutbance.

PROCEDURES

The study lasted ftom 20 Novembo’ 1983 to 19 May 1984. By the end, 

contact with the subjects totalled 600 hours, and these were di^iersed over 

83 days. Table 4.3 gives hourly touds by day and month. Sorting and 

fimshing times are also included, u  are tool numbers of m atinp and 

numbers with smcual interferrace. The time it uxdc to learn the identity of 

the sulqeco on sight is not included.

On days that observations occurred (Table 4.3), my soy on the island 

averaged 7.2 hours (range-1-10). Most of days began with arrival at about 

7:45to8K)0ata This uos preceded by a 5 km walk or occasional bus tide, 

ftdiowed by a 1 km boat row. Departure was usually between 3:45 and 

4K)0pfiL The earliest time of arrival w u  7K)0 am and the late« departure 

6:30 pm (tee Table 43  for the exact times). I tried to divide the 8-hour
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TABU 4.3. Observation hours by day and swnth front 20 Hovoter 1»I3 
through It May 1984. [Figuras to ths loft of the hourly total raprosant 
raspaotlva arrival (at top) and dapartura (at botto«) tlaas. rigures to 
tha right rapraaant aatings saan (top) and aatings raeaiving saaual 
intarfaranea (bottom).]

NOV ■83 DEC ■83 JAM *84 FEB <84 MAR '84 APR *84 MAY *84
1 1 17:50 17:30 1 17:15 19:30 1
1 1 1 (8) 1 (8) 1 (8) 1 (4) 1
1
1

1
1

115:50
1

115:30 1 
1

115:15
1

113:30
1

1
1

1 |7:5S 17:50 1 17:25 17:15 17:15 1
1 1 (7) 1 (8) 1 (5) 1 (8) 1 (10) 1
1
1

114:55
1

115:50 0 
1

112:25
1

115:15
1

117:15
1

1
1

1 17:50 17:35 1 17:10 17:25 1
1 1 (8) 1 (8) 1 1 (8) 1 (10) 1
1
1

115:50
1

115:35
1

1
1

115:10
1

117:25
1

1
1

1 18:40 2 17:50 4 1 17:15 17:20 1
1 1 (8) 1 (8) 1 1 (6) 1 (10) 1
1
1

116:40 2 
1

115:50 3 
1

1
1

113:15
1

117:20
1

1
1

1 112:00 1 1 1 19:45 18:30 1
1 1 (5) 1 1 1 (2) 1 (6) 1
1
1

117:00 0 
1

1
1

1
1

111:45
1

114:30
1

1
1

1 1 17:50 11 17:35 17:10 1 1
1 1 1 (8) t (8) 1 (6) 1 1
1
1

1
1

115:50 11 
1

115:35
1

113:10
1

1
1

1
1

1 18:10 17:45 1 1 1 1
1 1 (9) 1 (8) 1 1 1 1
1
1

117:10
1

115:45
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1 11:00 17:45 1 1 1 1
1 1 (4) 1 (8) 1 1 1 1
1
1

117:00
1

115:45
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1 17:55 17:50 1 17:05 1 1
1 1 (8) 1 (8) 1 1 (8) 1 1
1
1

115:55
1

115:50
1 1

115:05
1

1
1

1
1

1 18:00 17:50 4 1 1 1 1
1 1 (4) 1 (8) 1 1 1
1
1

112:00
1

115:50 4 
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1 18:00 17:45 17:15 19:00 1 1
1 1 (4) 1 (S) 1 (10) 1 (4) 1 1
1
1

112:00
1

112:45
1

117:15
1

113:00
1

1
1

1
1

1 17:55 1 17:15 17:00 1 1
1 1 (8) 1 1 (10) 1 (8) 1 1
1
1

115:55
1

1
1

117:15
1

115:10
1

1
1

1
1

10

11

12
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TABLE 4.3. Continuad.

NOV >83 DEC *83 JAN >84 FEB *84 *84 APR *84 MAY >84
18:40 17:50 
1 (7) 1 (8) 
115:40 115:50 
1 1

1
1
1

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1

1
1
1
1

18:30 1 17:15 17:25 1 1 (1 (4) 1 (9) 1 (5) 1 1 1112:30
1

0 116:15 
1

112:25
1

1 1 
1 1

1
118:40 1 17:15 17:20 1 1 11 (5) 1 1 (8) 1 (6) 1 (113:40

1
1
t

115:15
1

113:20 0 1 
1 1

1 1 17:25 131 1 11 1 1 (7) 1 1 11
1

1
1

115:25
1

121 1 
1 1

1
118:25 1 1 (7:10 1 11 (4) 1 1 1 (8) 1 1112:25

1
1
1

1
1

115:10 1 
1 1

1
1

1 17:50 1 1 (7:40 121 (1 1 (8) 1 1 (8) 1 1
1
1

115:50 0 
1

1
1

115:40 121
1 1

1
1

27

28

29

30

31

Totals: (36)
Matlngs/Intarf.: 4/2

(172)
31/27

(179)
58/46

(105)
20/19

( 68)
0/0

(40)
0/0

TOTAL FIELD DAYS: 83

TOTAL FIELD HOURS: 600

MEAN HOURS PER DAY: 7.2
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uoq>Iing day into two halves: 4 hoars in the morning and 4 hours in the 

afternoon. These times were altered mainly by foul weather and mating 

sequences between subjects. The actual sanq>ling days were determined 

by logistics (e.g.. the avtridance of tourists).

Sampling

Sexual interference w u  of primary interest, and, by chosen definition, it 

occurred only during outings. Therefore, all observed matings were 

recorded in detail, as were all observed instances of interference and 

retaliation (see Table 4.4 for definitions of bduvioutal categories).

Because of its potential effect on predicting who ouy interfere, samples 

on affiliation were ilso collected. Samples on dominance were recorded for 

the same reason (see Table 4.4).

The remaining two categories of data collected were oestrus and ad 

libiium: the former for a predictor of forthcoming outings, and die latter to 

note any behaviour of interest not already included under the previously 

selected categories (Table 4.4). Portions of the adfiMam data proved very 

informative and provide the firamewmk for Qiiqiter 9. The sanqiles on 

oestrus, however, were of little value and did not reUaUy predict impoiding 

matings. The lack of noticeable swelling of female perineum in stumptails, 

or other signs oestrus, for that matter, is well documented (Murray et aL, 

1985; Butler, 1974; Hafez, 1971; N^iier and Napier, 1967). The only 

reliable predictor was previous mating.

Pmiocob

Sampling regimes were bated on Altmann (1974).

Afker arriving on the island each day, if no nuttings were in progress, I 

b^an by taking sanqdes of affiliation. Affiliation was given sampling
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TABLE 4.4. Definition« of behavioural eategorlea aamplad. 
Saa Appendix for tarrna and dafinitlen« of bahaviour that can 
occur In each category. The category of ad libitum la not 
llatad In the Appendix bacauaa It la open ended. Alao, the 
aubcategory of raaponaa bahaviour 1« Included within the 
category of ratallatlon.

CATgQOnY/aUBCATEQQnV PEFIHITIOH

entry ot tomai* ganltal canai by mal* 
pani* l*llaw*4 by palvle thrualing t* 
ajaeulatlan. May Iw aeeampanlad by 
wHIidrawal al no mora than 60 aaeonda 
bator* raantry praajamjlatlon. Tarminata* 
wHh poatajaeulatory ganKalla aaparatlon.

amtumi InlmHmrmnem Orlantatlan toward a mating pair 
roeagniaad by ataring and approaehing by 
at loaat ano atop moaauraid from th* 
aarllaot marnant at *)amilatlon t* th* and 
al th* tl*.

RatmÊlmtÊon

«aaoonaa Bahavlaur

Agonlam by althar or both ot th* mating 
pair In roapona* to aoxual Intortoroneo.

Bohavioural raaotlon ot Intrudor(a) to 
rotallatlon.

AiUUallaa Non>agonl*tlo Intoraction botwoan 
Individuala.

Dominanea Dyadio aganlatio Intoraction Involving 
aggroaolon by tho aetor and aubmisalon by 
th* raolplant.

Oaatrua Fornai* aaxual roooptivity.

Ad Ubttum Saloetad bohavioural pattam* ot projoetad 
Importano* not already Ineludod In th* 
abavo oatagorla*.

* Data on m attaa. aaaual Inlartarmaem. and n ta lla lla a  arara eollaeiad by uaing a 
eamMnallon of fa tth a n im tl  and a n a f r e  aampUng; taaahanlmal aampling aarvad 
lar eallaoting data en awiiaf/on. and éam inaaaa  and oaatrua data arar* cellaetad 
through aampling aü aaeurraneaa a! aama tahaalaur (aa* taxt (protocola) for 
daflnlHona ot awdioda].
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pfioritybeoune erf itt potential effect on Mxualiaterfemice. Each tangle 

lasted for 10 minutes and was conducted dirough focal-mbnal sampling; 

defined here u  obeerving one individual for a q>eciñed túne and leconling 

several predetermined kinds of his or her social behaviour. The identities of 

the focal animal's partners and the durations and ñequencies of their 

q>ecifk interactions are recorded. This method was chosen because 

duradons and fiequencies of affiUative behaviour are best sanq>led in a focal 

manner. The subjects tested included 16 adult and 3 subadult females, and 

7 adult and 5 subadult males. The subadults, both male and female, were 

bom in 1979 and were <rf a minimum age of 47 mondis at the beginning of 

the study. These subjects were chosen because they were the most likely to 

be involved in subsequmt mating.

During observation, a list of these subjects was taped to the inside base 

(rf the c l^  board, females followed by males. As long as diere were no 

boau with tourists hnmediately present, each was addressed in turn. 

Tourists often fed the subjects, altering their bdiaviour. If. at the end of 

one sanqile, the next individual on the list could not be found widiin S 

minutes, it was passed over and sampled at the next available opportunity. 

This procedure continued until each individual on the list was observed, 

dim the entire process was rqieated.

By the end of die study, 82010-minute sanqiles were collected for a total 

of 136 hours and 40 minutes. Each subject was sanqiled 26 times (4 hours 

and 20 minutes). The behaviour and definitioas used in judging affiliation 

are listed in the Appendix.

While focal samples of affiliation were being done, or in between such 

sanqiles, date on dominance and oestrus were recorded opportunistically. 

Thiswasdonesimply and quicldy, without effecting o tto  procedures. For 

dominance, whm one or more act(s) of aggression were displayed by one
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individual toward another, reiulting in one or more act(t) of submissioa by 

the latter, the behaviour (lee Appendix) involved and the time of day were 

logged on the dominance check-iheet After one recording, if the fame two 

individuals happened to be involved in the another qiisode of dominance, 

two separate bouts were recorded if the individuals' interactions were 

separated by an interval of at least 5 seconds. Similaily, signs of and 

bdiaviour reflecting oestrus were recorded on its reflective check-sheet (see 

Appendix). The method use for both categories was sampling all 

occurrences c f some behaviour. This method is defined as observing and 

recording each occurrence of particular predetermined behaviour, along with 

the idratities of the individuals involved. It was the method chosen for 

dominanoe and oestrus because it make it possible to collect data sinqily and 

quickly on several cat^ories smuihaneously.

The same sampling method, fiptoach and rational were used in 

recording ad libitum information. The data collected, however, were 

wide-ranging and guided only by my guess as to what was important All 

categories of behaviour not already being systenutically sampled were 

considered (e.g., occurrences of behaviour not previously regarded as 

"normal''). This led to 1(X) pages of transcription at the end of the study.

For sampling mating, sexuai interference, and retaliation, ̂ aZ-onim a/ 

sampling was implemented, in combination with one-zero sampUng, which 

is defined here as simply recording the presence or absence of 

predetermined behaviour over the course of a mating (Table 4.4). For 

example, if a particular behaviour occurred three times during a mating 

sequence, a score of one would be recorded. These two methods were used 

together for quickness and accuracy of recording. When mating occurred, 

tire collection of all other data was abandoned and attention was shifted 

immediately to the mating. A hand-held portable cassette recorder was then
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uied to note the pair's identity and a one-zero fiequency of their behaviour 

(listed in the Appendix). Moat o f the matings received sexual interference, 

along with some form o f letaliatkM (see Appendix), and these data were 

also recorded using the same method. The abandoned d aa  w u  eventuaUy 

discarded and sampling was begun anew after the mating or series of 

matings had come to an end. This was because mating and its associated 

behavior were of primary research interett.

Ultimately, 6 hours of tape transcribed to 113 pages and included daa on

113 matings, 94 of which eiqieiienced sexual interference. These daa were

then placed on their reqiective check-sheas after returning from die field.

ANALYSIS

Measures

To assess the differences in sexual interference by different individuals, 

it was thought desirable to have a single scale. To do this, using either 

frequency (e.g., total number of matings interfered with) or duration (e.g., 

total number of seconds spent in interference) for each subject was 

preferred. Whoi implemented, however, linearly ranked subjectt aided up 

with identical scores making it impossible to distinguish between them.

Simple frequency and duration also revealed very little as 10 the intensity of

interference. A more precise measure was, therefore, lequiied.

To meet this requirement, a third measure, frequency of behaviour, or 

total one-zero sexual interference behaviour (I), plus total one-zero 

retaliatory (R) and response behaviour (RB), was multiplied by the total 

duration of interference (D) for each subject Put simply, a comtnned score 

(CS) was formed:
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cs -  DG + R-̂ RB)

As staled above, other bdiaviounl measures, like frequency and duration, 

had a number of tied rankings. For example, fiequency ha<t 9 ties involving 

35 individuals, duration had 2 ties involving 4, and behaviour had 7 

invcdving IS. But when I+R-fRB was nuiltiplied by D, only 1 tied score 

involving 2 individuals was produced. (The total number of subjects 

interfering was 47.) Beewse of this, and in that each of the four measures 

were aU highly correlated (Kendall coefßcient of concordance, x2s61.66, 

pcOOl), the combined measure was the scale chosen to represent sexual 

interference throughout data analysis and in later chapten. Frequency of 

behaviour G-fR-fRB) was also highly correlated with duration (D) 

[Spearman rank «»relation coefficient test, rj«.912, p<.001], and high 

degree of relatedness b«ween meamres demonstrates h i^  intra-observer 

reliability (Martin aixl Bateson, 1986). Furdrermorc, it should be noted that 

an alternative way of calculating CS would be to add I-t-R-t-RB with D, but 

this calculation was not done because, like fiequency and duration, it would 

not adequately reveal differences between individuals. Other metiiods of 

calculating CS were not used for the same reason [e.g., D (l+R), D 0)]. 

Also, even though it was behaviour performed by individuals other than 

intruders, the reason tiiat retaliatCHy behaviour (R) was used in the 

calculation was because it appeared equally inqrottant compared with the 

three other measures (I, RB and D) in measuring the intensity o f' 

interference. For exanq)le, if a mating male retaliated against an intruder, 

his behaviour seemed to directly effect the intruder's interference and 

réponse behaviour and duration of interference. Therefore, since these 

measures were noost likdy interrelated, it was inqxntant to use all four in
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oJcularinguiaocuriteovenJltooitofimerfqcnceforeachiBttuder.

Finally, to test if  tbe amount of data uaed in analysis were sufficieat to 

detect real effects, because of its inyonanoe in latter discussion, a Spearman 

nnk  cotrelatioa coefficient test was perfcrmed on tie durations (see Qu^ner

6) to see if they correlate in the 113 matings when split into two equal 

halves. This method is known as tpUt-half attafysis (Mattin and Bateson, 

1986) and compares the ranks of the two groups. Its function is to measure 

the degree of association between two seu  of like dau  when treated 

separately. Since they did correlate (rj-.366, p>.010), it is generally 

«Miiniwt that the results presented in later chapters are based on an adequate 

amount of field information. Also, when a Mann-Whitney U test is 

calculated on the same two sets of data to determine if they were 

tignificandy different, it was found that dtey were not (^ 1 .0 3 3 , p>.302). 

This increases die likelihood dut the data collected are sufficient to provide 

the statistical power required for testing later hypotheses.

Statistics

The statistics in the study were calculated by conqiuter using SPSS’̂  

(SPSS Inc., 1986). Their use was guided by Siegel (1956), and each test 

is two-tailed. Levels of significance are at .05, .01, or as specified.
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CHAPTERS

THEORETICAL FUNDAMENTALS OF 

SEXUAL SELECTION AND 

SOCIOBIOLOGY

The aim of dns chapter is to review briefly the elementary fundamentals 

of sexual selection and sociobiological theory upon which discussions in 

later ch^Mets are based. Central to both is Charles Darwin's (1839) view 

that organic evolution is a fact and it is occuiring through the process of 

natural selection; synthesised in modem biology to mean differential 

genotypic reproduction among conq>ecifics (Daly and Wilson, 1978). The 

present study's an>foach is, therefore, ultimately functionalist, concerned 

with bow social behaviour saves an individual's reproductive fitness, and 

individually selectionist, rather titan selectionist by group or species. 

Individuals biologically reproduce; groups and qtedes do not

SEXUAL SELECTION

Darwin (1871) coined the term sexual selection to explain the processes 

responsible for the sexual diffoences he observed in appearance and 

bduviour between males and females of die same species. Although, at the
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tíme, he believed sexual selection to be a process separate from natural 

selection, that is. mating succeu as opposed to success in survival, it is 

now generally accq>ted that the former is only one aqiect of the later since 

bodi rely on diffmential rq>roduction of individuals and dieir genes. In 

other words, sexual selection is but a single area where natural selection 

proceeds (Barash, 1982).

Wilson (197S: S95) defines sexual selection as "the differential ability of 

individuals of different genetic types to acquire mates." Because of the 

differences in cost betweoi the sexes in both gamate production (Richards, 

1927; Bateman, 1948) and parental investment (Trivers, 1972), it is 

theorised that males generally compete amongst themselves for mating 

access to females, which is intrasexual selection, while females chose wife 

which ot the males to mate, which is intersexual selection. In nature, both 

processes are no doubt complementary and operate simultaneously 

(Hausfeter, 1973; Krebs and Davies, 1978).

IntiBsexual selection can occur oveitly, and also in ways less obvious. 

Outright fighting between males is one of several overt exanqiles. Less 

distinguishable exanqiles are individuals interfering wife other's matings 

(which is the concern of fee this study) and varying abilities among males to 

search out or court proqiective females (Krebs and Davies, 1984). These 

characteristics presumifely evolve because the benefits produced outweigh 

the costs incurred, measured in terms of rqxoductive success.

The process ot intersexual selection is more difficult to identify. Its 

existence, however, is undeniable, for example, the extreme and cooqilex 

patterns of qiecies-specific courtships (Krebs and Davies, 1984). A more 

qiecific exanqile of intersexual selection is female rejection of courting male 

advances by actively protesting and preventing mating (for primate review 

see Smuu, 1987; Cox and Le Boeuf, 1977; Cox 1981). As wife
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ininuexual selection, these behaviours have presumably evtrfved because 61 

tbdr rqxoductive advantages.

Sexual selection, however, is more than just conservatively viewed 

theory (Hidy and Williams, 1983; Wasser and Waterhouse, 1983; Hrdy, 

1984). Researchen sre beginning to recognise great variation in strategy 

among individuals within each sex. Instances whne females cooqtete for 

mates, common among males, and males choose, reminiscent of fonales, 

have both been recorded (e.g., Wasser, 1983; Packer, 1979). Again, 

measurement is in terms of reproductive fitness. Sexual selection may, 

therefore, not be quite u  limiting as originally proposed. Table 3.1 lists 

sexual selection's various forms.

SOCIOBIOLOGY

With both sexual and natural selection as its foundation, sociobiology 

has within the last decade revolutionised the scientific study of social 

behaviour. Not surprisingly, then, sociotnotogy is theory upon which diis 

study is based.

As dotted by IK l̂son (1973:393), sociobiology is "the systemadc study 

of the biological bases of all social behaviour." It differs fiom eariier 

biological efforts in three fundamental ways; its dependence on individual 

selection, ia  view of individuals as reproductive strategists, and its use of 

inclusive fitness theory (Daly and Wilson, 1978).

As mentioned earlier, individuals reproduce, and not groups or q>ecies. 

Individuals are also strategists when viewed rqnoductively over time. 

Inclusive fitneu builds on this and includes an individual's biological 

relatives (Hamilton, 1964a and b). Hrdy and Williams (1983:4) define 

inclusive fitness as "the sum of an individual's own behaviour plus the
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TABLE S . l .  Th* Tari*ti«s Of ««xual aalaetlon (adaptad £roa 
wilaon, 1975).•

I. Intaraaxual Salaetion

A. Mata Cholea
B. Optimal Tiadng of Mating

II. Intrasaxual Salactlon

A. Coe^tltlon: Pramatlng
1. Mata rinding
2. Tarrltorlal Exclualon
3. Intargroup Domlnanca
4. Domlnanea For Mata Accass
5. Taa^rary Abaanca From Group Of Courting Pair

B. Compatltion: Poatmatlng
1. Sparm Dlaplaeamant
2. Inducad Abortion Followad By Inaamlnatlon (Bruea 

Effact)
3. Infanticlda Folloaad By Inaaadnation
4. Mating Plugs/Rapallanta
5. Prolongad Mating
C. Mata Dafanaa

* May not ba liadtad to ona sax.
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effect that his or Iw  behaviottr has on the fitness at leladves.” Hguie 5.1 

(Uagrains the genetic relations between individuals within a hypothetical 

lineage. Table 5.2 provides the actual relationship coefficients betweoi 

relatives. Overall, sociobidogy conuders all social behaviour to be a 

product of selectioa and, therefore, ultimately functiooal. Proximate causes 

are viewed only as mechanisms for achieving ultinutte goals (Daly and 

Wilson, 1978).

To be classified as social, bdiaviour requites an interaction between at 

least two individuals. When this interaction occurs, sociobiology considers 

how the behaviour of the actor affects the relative costs and benefits in 

rqiroductive fitness of both itself and the redpient

All social behaviours can be placed in one of four categories of social 

traits. These are altruistic, cooperative, selfish, and spiteful (Trivets,

1985). Each is determined by the way in which the rqnoductive costs and 

benefits are disributed between the actor and recipient Their definitions 

and symbolic representation in costs and benefits in reproductive fitness are 

listed in TaUe 5.3.

A subcategory at spitefiil traits, and the qtecific hypothesis addressed in 

this study, is return-ben^ spUe. Spite of this kind is defined as a social 

traitthatisbothimmediately spiteful and ultimately selfish (TaUe 5.3). Itis 

classified as qtite because the actor’s return bmiefit cannot often be direcdy 

witnesaed or guaranteed. When it can, the trait may then be considered 

selfish. Ih is proposal will be discussed in more detail in Quqtters 8 and 9. 

But next, Quqners 6 and 7 respectively will present data collected on 

socio-sexual behaviour and sexual interference in stumptail macaques, and 

where qtpropriate, data on their affiliatioa and dominance. Behavioural 

data from other studies across species will also be summarized and 

compared, and the differoices in findings will be discussed.
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TABLE S.2. Co«fflei*nta of rolatodnoss batvaon an Individual la m lt)  
and a aaapla of hia oc bar varioua calativaa according to whathac 
ona oc both pacanta aca ahacad (adaptad fcoa Dunbar, 1987).

RBLATIMISHIP RELATIONSHIP COBrrXCZBMT
TO (Sana Mothac/Pathar)
BELT Yaa No

Paranta, Offapring 0.500 0.500
Siblinga 0.500 0.250

Aunta/Unclaa, Niacaa/Naphawa 0.250 0.125
Couaina 0.125 0.063

Gcand^ranta, Gcandoffapring 0.250 0.250
Idantical Twin 1.000 —

(r)

(r)-l.OOO (total ganatic ralationahip, a.g., s a l t , idantical twin); 
laaa than total calationabip ia calculatad by halving c aach tina a 
raproductiva avant aaparataa s a l t  fcoa tha ralation in quaation, 
halving tha raault if aithar tha ootbar or fathac ia not tho aaaa 
(axcluding grandparanta and gcandoffapring)
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CHAPTER 6

SOCIO-SEXUÂL BEHAVIOUR

To better understand ttumptail macaque sock>-sexual behaviour, and for 

later reference, a shoft review of the socio-sexual behaviour of the genus 

Macaco will begin this chapter. This wUl be followed by a brief description 

of stumptail mating, as well as brief descriptions of their unique 

post-ejaculatory phase tefeired to as the copulatory tie (Leimnoa and Oakes, 

1967) and their qtecialised genitalia morphology. The results on mating 

from this study will then be presented, followed by conqtarisons with and 

discussion of similar research. The purpose of the chiqtter is to provide 

information for theoretical discusrion in both Ouplers 8 and 9.

MACACA REVIEW

According to Fooden (1980), the genus Macaco can be subdivided into 

four species groups: the M. silcHus-sylvanus group, the M. fascicukuris 

group, the M. süiica group, and tiie M. arctoides group. These groups 

and thdr reqtective species are listed in Table 3.1. Since they appear to 

reflect the phylogenetic relationship among macaques (Melnick and Kidd, 

1983), they will be used to structure the following outline. Where 

information is available, 11 basic attributes of socio-sexuality will be 

addressed for eadiqwcies, or for the group as a whole. These include die
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type of madiig system present, toUdtatwn bdiaviour of the mile or female, 

whether the male copulation pattern reflects single or multiple mounts to 

^aculatioo, ejaculation fiequency, duiatioa of consortships, and whether 

breeding and birth seasons exist Also reviewed are whether females show 

external signs of oestrus, die length of a female's menstrual cycle, females' 

gestation length, interbirth intervals, and, finally, female age at first giving 

Ixrth (seeTable 6.1 fora summary).

M. SUenus-Sylvaittu Croup 

Social Attributes

As noted in Table 3.1, the species included within this subdivision ate 

the liontail. Moor, pigtail. Booted, Crested. Tonkean, and Barbary 

macaques. For each of these species, except for the Moor and Booted, 

mating systems are multimale (Melnick and Pearl, 1987; Hrdy and Whitten, 

1987). Grmqi structures of wild Moor and Booted macaques are virtually 

unknown, but they too profaaUy contain mere than a single adult male.

Initiatkm of matings anaong the species of this group is typically 

performed by both males and females (Hrdy and Whitten, 1987). Female 

solicitations range from the miniinum of hindquarter presentation in most of 

the qrecies to grabbing and jerking the males head in Barbary macaques. 

Male solicitations, on the othre hand, usually invdve touching the female's 

hindquuten and attempting to mourn.

Male members of this group as a whttie are conadered by Fboden 

(1980) to be multiple-mount ejaculators (MME). In other words, 

copulations normally occur in a series of about 10 individual mounts before 

the male reaches ejaculation. However, this aiq)eats to be true for only the 

liontail, pigtail and Qested qredes (Sugiyama, 1968; Nadler and
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RotenUum, 1973; Dixion, 1977). In the Bnbniy macaque (Taub, 1980), 

males are dngle-mount ejaculaton (SME). SME males nonnally reach 

ejaculation after 1S*20 iniroinissive tliiusts in a s in ^  mount For the three 

remaming species, the Moor, Booted and Tonkean macaques, their 

copulatk» patterns are unknown.

Concerning the fiequency of ejaculations, an average of 1.4/hr w u 

icooided for the pigtaU macaque (Chevalier-Skcdnilurfr, 1973). Copulation 

fiequencies for the otho’qtecies of this group were not found.

Consortship durations in the Af. sileruu-sytvanus group range from 

1-93 minutes in the Baibary macaque, and ftom hours to 10 days in the 

pigtaU macaque (Hidy and Whitten, 1987). Most of the other qtecies 

probably fall somewhere in between.

Ih^th breeding and birth seasonality, the Barbaiy macaque is the only 

species that can be considered seasonal (South, 1984; Amtelman, 1986). 

The liontail, pigtail and Crested species are all non-seasonal, while the 

status of the remaining three is unknown.

Sexual Aaribuus

Obvious external signs of oestrus are coounon and appear to 

predootinate through sex skin (Dixson, 1983; Smith, 1984; Hidy and 

Whitten, 1987). In particular, female Barbtry, Uontail and pigtail 

show wdl-developed swellings and reddening of the perineum.

Length of menstrual cycle ranges ftom 31 days in Barbery macaqure m 

40 days in the liontail macaque (Hrdy and Whitten, 1987). In between, 

female pigtails have a cycle length of 32 days, and female Ousted 

have a length of 34 days. The lengths of the other qiecies are unknown.

When oonsideting gestation length, 170 days seems to be the average for 

pigtails, 163 days for Moon, 176 days for Crested, and 171.8 days for
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liontails (Vancaiova et il., 1986; Harvey and autton>Brock, 1985; Melnick 

and Peari, 1987). Although no dau were located for the other species, their 

lengths should be timilar.

For interbirth intervals, Crested macaques average 18 months, pigtail 

macaques 13.5 months, and Batbary macaques 14.39 months (Button and 

Sawcfauk, 1982; Hadidian and Bernstein, 1979; Vancatova et aL, 1986; 

Harvey and autton-Biock, 1985). Again, information on the other species 

in this group were not found.

The last attribute to be considered for this group concerns female age at 

first giving birth. According to Harvey and Clutton-Brock (1985), pigtail 

macaquM average 47 J  months. Barbery macaques 46 months, and Crested 

macaques 66 months. First birthing ages for the others are unknown.

M. Fascicularis Grotqt

Social Attributes

This subdivision includes the crabeating, Japanese, rhesus, and Taiwan 

macaques (see TaUe 3.1). Like the previous group, their mating systems 

are multimale, with the possible exception of the Taiwan macaques about 

which very little is known (Hrdy and Whitten, 1987; Melnick and Pearl, 

1987). However, they too are probably ttailtimale.

Female solicitations usually involve hindquarters presentation, whereas 

male solicitations can include behaviour more extreme, such as sexual 

attacks as sometimes observed in Jtqtanese macaques (Hrdy and Whitten, 

1987). More normal behaviour, however, is touching a female's 

hindquarters and attempting to mount

The males of this group are also MME, at least in Japanese and rhesus 

macaques (Foodn, 1980; Shively et al., 1982). Again, very little is known
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•bout the Taiwan macaque, but the crabeating macaque appean to use a 

combination of both strategies in about equal pnqxxtions (Shively et aL, 

1 9 ^  Caldecott, 1986).

With ejaculation frequency, rhesus average 1.0-2.(Vhr, crabeating 

macaques average .00-1.33/hr, while Japanese macaques average .SfVday 

(Chevalier-Skolnikofr, 1973; Shively, 1982; Hidy and Whitten, 1987). 

Frequency of copulations for Taiwan macaques is not known.

In crabeating, rhesus and Ja|uuiese macaques, consortships last firom 

hours to more than a week. Because of the lack of knowledge of Taiwan 

macaques, consortship length in this species is unknown (Hrdy and 

Whitten, 1987).

Breeding and birth seasonality are interesting in this group because for 

the rhesus, Japanese and Taiwan macaques both are quite prominent and 

distinct (Smith, 1984; Andelman, 1986). In crabeating macaques, 

however, seasonality, as with copulation pattern, is not quite as clear cut 

They have been observed to show both seasonal and nonseasonal patterns 

in difforent behavioural studies (Smith, 1984).

Sexiud Attributes

Conceining sexual skin, fonales of all four qiecies of this group show 

some external signs of oestrus (Hrdy and Whitten, 1987; Smith, 1984; 

Dixson, 1983). In Jqtanese macaques, reddening and swelling of the 

perineum increases with age, whereas ju tt the 0{̂ x>site occurs in crabeating 

macaques. Taiwan fonales show only prominent swellings, while rhesus 

females show a moderate amount of reddening and some swelling.

(}ycle lengths range firom an average of 28 days in the Japanese to an 

average of 31 days in the crabeating macaque (Hrdy and Whitten, 1987). 

Taiwan macaques cycle on an average of every 30 days and ihesus every 29
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days (Hnty and Whitten, 1987; Haivey and auttoa-Brodc, 1983).

Oestadon lengths are also quite simiiar among the species of this group. 

Oabeadng macaques average 162 days, rhesus avmage 167 days, while 

Japanese average 173 days (Harvey and Clutton-Brock, 1983). No 

information is available on gestation length for Taiwan macaques.

For intervals betwem births, crabeating macaques average 13 months, 

whereu rhesus average 12 months (Harvey and Outton-Brock, 1983). 

biieiWnh intervals for Japanese and Taiwan macaques are probably similar.

Averages for age at first giving birth are 46.3 months in crabeating 

macaques, 60 months in Japanese macaques, and, in rhesus, 43.3 months 

(Harvey and Qutton-Brock, 1983). Once again, information on Taiwan 

macaques is unavailable.

M. ShUca Group

Social Attribuus

Like the last, this subdivision alto includre four individual qpecies. They 

are the Toque, AssaoKse, Bonnet, and Thibetan macaques (Table 3.1). 

From the information available, the multittude mating system is suuidatd 

(Hrdy and Whitten, 1987; Melnick and Pearl, 1987). The system definiidy 

existt for the Toque and Bonnet macaques, and it probably the same system 

employed by the Assamese and Thibetan qtecies.

Solicitation behaviour in the group is practised by both males and 

females (Htdy and Whitten, 1987). Females present their hindquarters in 

Bonnet macaques, while, also in Bonnets, malm sometimes initiate mounts 

by tongue flicking rapidly. Males are usually the initiators in Toque 

macaques.

When considering copulation pattern, rather than being MME, the males
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of this group are classified as SME (Fboden, 1980; Shively et aL. 1982). 

In one study of Bonnets, for example, oyct 90% of the copulations 

consisted of single mounts (Shively et aL, 1982). Toque macaques are 

also SME, while the copulatory patterns for Assamese and Thibetan 

macaqties are unknown.

For ejaculation frequency, Shively et al. (1982) found that Bonneu 

range from .18 to 2.4 ejaculations per hour of observation. 

Cbevalier-Skotnikoff (1975) quoted a rate of 1.0-2.(Vhr. Rates for the other 

species are not available.

Also, for Bonnet macaques, consortship durations last from several 

hours to 10 days (Hrdy and Whitten, 1987). Durations for the three other 

q>ecies are unknown.

The Toque, Assamese and Bonnets are all seasonal in breeding and in 

giving birth (Smith, 1984; Andelman, 1986). It is unknown whether the 

Thibetan nucaque is seasonal or non-seasonal.

Sexual Attributes

With development of sex skin during oestrus, this group, as a whole, 

unlike the previous two, shows diminished swelling and reddening 

(Dixson, 1983; Hidy and Whittm, 1987; Smidi, 1984; Melnick and Pearl, 

1987). Perineal swelling in both Bonneu and Assamese is slight, and 

reddening is minimal in Bonnet and Toque macaques,

Cycle lengths for females of the M. Sinica group are similar to the 

others. Toque fonales average 29 days between cycles, while Bonneu 

average 28 days, with a range of 25 to 36 days (Hrdy and Whittra, 1987; 

Harvey and autton-Brod:, 1985). The others are unknown.

The average Imgthofgestation for female Bonneu is 162 days, and the 

range is 153 to 169 days (Harvey and Gutton-Brock, 1985; Melnick and
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Peart, 1987). Similar information on Toque, Auamese and Thibetan 

macaques it unavailable.

Afigurefor interval between births could be found only for the Toque 

macaque. Acootding to Melnkk and Peari (1987), Toque females range 

fifom 8 to 24 months between births.

Finally, the only figures located for age at first giving birth are figures of 

maturation, which may not be the tame. Females mature anywhere from 3 

to 6 years (60-72 months) in Toque macaques, and average 4 yem  (48 

months) in Bonnet macaques (Melnick and Pearl, 1987).

Af. Arctoides Groiqt

Social Attributes

ThefitudMtcaoa tubdivinon to be reviewed includes a single qredes: the 

ttumptail macaque (Table 3.1). like others, its mating system is multimale 

(Hrdy and Whitten, 1987). Both males and females are also involved in 

solicitationt. Females solicit by presenting, while males solicit by touching 

the hindquarters of a fn u le  and attempting to mount (Hrdy and Whitten, 

1987; personal observation).

like  the other groups, the stunqrtail copulatoty pattern is SME (Fooden, 

1980; Hrdy and Whitten, 1987; Caldecott, 1986; Shively et al., 1982). 

Furthermore, ejaculation frequency averages .18-S.O/hr (Brereton, this 

study; Chevalier-Skolnikofr, 1973), and consortships (Hrdy and Whitten, 

1987; personal observation) and breeding and 1 ^  seasons have not been 

seen (Smidi, 1984; Andelman, 1986).
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Sexm l Attributes

M di Kx ttin . even though ve^r slight perineal swellings and reddening 

occurs at inidcycle in seme individuals, overall, it is undetecable by hnm»n 

observation (Hidy and Whitten, 1987; Dixson, 1983; Smith, 1984). 

Average cycle length U 31 days (Hrdy and Whitten, 1987), length of 

gestation averages 175 days (Harvqr and Clutton-Brock, 1985), and 19.1 

and 21.3 months are the mean intervals between births (Estrada and 

Estrada, 1981; Breieton, this study). Finally, female age at first giving 

birth averages 53 and 60.1 months (Estrada and Estrada, 1981; Biereton, 

this study).

DESCRIPTION OF STUMPTAIL MATING, COPULATORY 

TIE, AND GENITALIA MORPHOLOGY

the badegtound of the previous section, the socio-sexual behaviour 

at stumptail macaques will now be looked at more closely, as will their 

specialised genitalia. This background may help explain why sexual 

interference occurs at such a high rate in stunqrtails when cooqMued with 

other qiecies, u  oudined in (^ p te r  7.

Mating Description

As noted earlier, stumptails of both sexes solicit mating (Hidy and 

Whitten, 1987; personal observation). This period is known as the 

approach phase (Chevalier-SkolnikofF, 1975). A female soliciu by 

approaching a male and then turning and presenting her hindquarters. She 

also maintains ty t  contact with the male throughout When a male sdicits, 

besides approaching a female while stating at her, Iw often di^lays a &cial 

eiqnessioo known as the teeth-chatter grimace (see Appendix). At düs
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itage, the female may attenqK to escape, but when be is within srais tength, 

she will usually Im him make contact udth her anogadtalngkm.

After he examines her hormonal state either visually, manually, onlly, or 

dfactorally, or any combination diereof, and remains interested, while the 

continues to ooc^erate, the male mounts her using a double foot c la^  of her 

hindlegs while grasping her back and hips with his hands (tee Hguies 12  

and 7.3). At the supports his w ei^ t, intromittion is made and thrusting 

begins. This continues for up to 170 thnists bdbre ejaculadon is reached. 

Rarely is ejaculation accomplished in less than IS thnists or more than a 

single mount

The copulation can be divided into three phases: pre-ejaculatory, 

ejaculatmy, and post-ejaculatory (Chevalier-Skolnikoff, 197S). The 

pro<gacolatory phase includes the interval between first intromission and the 

male reaching ejaculation. It spans a period (tf from 20 to 180 seconds and 

is often accompanied by granting vocalisations and teeth-chatter grimacing 

by the male, and occasionally by the female. The female will also 

sometimes reach back with one hand to grasp at the male while staring at

him.

The ejaculatory phase, as its name implies, culminates in ejaculation by 

the male. Its distinguishing features are a sudden pause in male thrusting, 

followed by his body becoming stiff. This is usually accompanied by a 

frown-round-mouth (Appendix) and a low to medium pitched rhydimical 

expiration vocalization. At this ptnnt, the female may also display a 

frown-round-mouth and vocalise rhythmically. Furthermore, she may 

reach toward the male, but, more likely, she will remain facing forward 

while teeth-duuter grimacing.

In the post-ejaculaioiy phase, also known u  the tie or sit-back phase, the 

male steps down fiom the fonale's hindlegs and either remains standing.
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while gruping her sides or beck with his hinds, or more commonly, sitt 

beck on the ground u  he gnsps the female in his lip. However, legardleu 

of the positioa, iniromissive genital contact continues and is kept for up to 

120seconds. As it is kept, the pair may groom each ocher or just s it But 

either way, they both appear to be invtdved in a "genital tie" (Lemmon and 

Oakes, 1967), unable or unwilling to separate (see below). When 

separation finally does occur, they often move apart a m eta or more while 

the female inqtecu her hindquarters and the male eau bis coagulated 

ejaculate.

Copulatory Tic

Ihe apparent genital tie obsorved in stumpiail macaques is unique among 

Old World monkeys (Dixson, 1987a), rare among primates (Dixson, 

1987b), and may be similar to the genital lock found in canids (e.g., 

Kleiman and Eisenberg, 1973; Woolpy, 1968). R n t repotted by Lemmon 

and Oakes (1967), the tie ^tpears to occur when the glans penis (see Hgure 

6.1B) increases markedly during ejaculation after it has passed under die 

sphincter-like vestibular coUkulis (Figures 6.2A and B) of the female's 

perineum (Fooden, 1967). Even though the tie in stumptails has been 

questioned by some researchers (Goldfoot et aL, 1975; Linnankoski et aL, 

1981; Bernstein, 1980; Blurton Jones and Tn^ope, 1968), its likelihood is 

increased by the het that many cone-shaped projecdoos (Figure 6.1 A) exist 

on the surface of both the glans and cotpus penis (Kanagawa and Hafez, 

1973). This may act as adhesion against withdrawal at the time of 

ejaculation and for a short time (up to 120 seconds) thereafter. Crabeating 

macaques also have these cone-like projections (Kaiuigawa and Hafez, 

1973), as do rhesus macaques (Herbert, 1974) and talapoin monkeys 

(CercopUhecus talap<An) (Dixson and Herbert 1974). However, in these
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qiecies, the pcojectioiu are much smaller in size (e.g., .05-0.1 mm in 

crabeating macaques, cooq>ared with 3-4 mm in snmyitails). and tying has 

not been seen.

In the greater galago (Galago crassicaudatus) (Dixson, 1976), where 

penile ”q>ins” are relatively large, and even rough to die touch, tying does 

exist These qiines may also serve the purpose of adhesion. Accmdingto 

Dixson (1976) and Charles-Dominique (1977), backward directed spines 

function as an anchor for prolonged intromission. Penile projections may 

have a function in stumptails, which may, in turn, serve to increase 

the likelihood of concqition (Dixson, 1987b). Speculation on just how this 

may occur will be addressed below.

Genitalia Morphology

Besides penile projections, the anatomical features of stumptail genitalia 

differ from other species of macaques in specific ways. The exact reasons 

for these differences remain speculative. One hypothesis, proposed by 

Fooden (1967), suggests that the structural specialisation of stunqitail 

genitalia developed to prevent hybridisation with sympatric species, most 

likely the rhmus macaque. However, with copulatory patterns as they are 

in smmptails, namely male capacity for frequent qaculation and prolonged 

post-ejaculatory intromission, sexual selection is probably a more litely 

etqilanation (Dixson, 1987b). Mme will be said about this in Chapter 10.

Male

The glans penis of male stumptails (Figure 6.1B) differs substantially 

from that of other macaques (Fooden, 1% 7,1976; Michael et al., 1973; 

Kanagawa et al., 1972). It is dorso-ventrally flattened and lanceolate-like, 

being long (50-70 mm) and slender (K) mm at the base to 5 mm at the ti^).
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FIGURE 6.1. Genitalia morphology of male M acaca arctoldes. (A) 
Cone-like projections on the glans and corpus penis (xIOOKfrom  
Kanagawa and Hafez, 1973). (B) Qians penis (adapted from Fooden, 
1967). (C) Baculum (adapted from Fooden, 1967).
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nifaer than ihoft (23 nm ) and helinet-Iike u  in other macaques.

Baculum (or penis) length is also different from other species of 

macaques, or from primates in general, in that it is long for their body 

weight (see Rgure 6.1C). According to Dixson (1987b), the average 

length of stumptail baculum is 32.82 mm. Thisconqtares with 11*26.2 mm 

for Baibaiy, Moor, crabeating, and Assamese macaques, 6.9 mm for 

chimpanzees, and 14.8 mm for orangutans. Oieater galagos have an 

avenge baculum length of 22.4 mm, which is also quite long considenng 

their lesser body size. However, they too, like stumptails, maintain 

intromission for prolonged periods during the post-ejaculatory phase of 

copulatioo. So baculum length and the prolonged copulatoty pattern qtpear 

to be related, and, together, may contribute to the greater likelihood of 

concqMioo in both q>ecies (Dixson, 1987b).

As to bow this could occur, it may be that baculum length in stumptails 

facilitates semen delivery directly into the female's cervical canaL Also, 

prolonged intromission may provide the distal tip of the baculum (Figure 

6.1Q  with an opportunity to position the cresent-shq>ed copulatory plug 

produced in this q>ecies in a concq>tually conducive position at the entry of 

the cervix (Figure 6.2B) (Dixson, 1987b). The accuracy of these 

qieculations and the exact mechanisms reqxxirible await further research.

Female

A major difference between female stumptail genitalia and that of other 

u  that in stumptails "the vaginal orifice is partly obstnicted by a 

mid-dorsal ellipsoid structure, the vestibular colliculus, which protrudes 

from the roof of the vaginal introitus" (Michael et al., 1973). Furthermore, 

the cervical colliculi, common in other species, is not found in stumptail 

females. Riudly, the urethral orifice in mmqitails is in a more external
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H GU RE 6.2. G en ita lia  m orphology of fem ale M a ca ca  a rcto id eB  fa t
Fo oden.1967). (B) c f S í r í í c t i ? Í ^ T « n l t a l  

can a l (a da p ted  from Fooden , 1967). ^

V3isei
(partly obstructs 
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position nearer the clitoris than in other macaques (see Figure 6.2B). This 

is qqMtrently to accommodate for an overhanging vestibular colliculus 

(Fooden. 1967).

When looked at together, then, both male and female genitalia in 

stunqitails are clearly complementary. The slender and mperedglans penis 

of the male "...is ideally formed for reaching and entering the vicinal 

opening of the female by passing through the narrow slit under the 

vestibular colUculus" (Fboden, 1967:940). The possible reasons for this 

coevolution were briefly mentioned above. But, regardless of the reasons, 

the genital morphology of male and female stumptails represent an 

evolutionary unique form when conpared with other species of macaques 

(Fboden. 1967).

RESULTS

Although stunptails vary soowwhat in their overall pattern of nutting 

from other qtecies of macaques, as noted earliCT, they appear relatively 

consistent within their own species. The general results of mating 

behaviour from this study will now fdlow.

Group

The total matings recorded during this study were 113. The days they 

were observed and the number recorded for each of these days ate listed ki 

Table 4.3. Figure 6.3 shows mating distribution over the months of 

observation, and Hgure 6.4 shows their distribution throughout die hours 

of the day.

As can be teen from Hgute 6.3, most of the matings occurred in the 

month of February, 1984 (Sl%, N-S8). The two months of January and
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M uch had 45% (N-51). while 4% (N»4) were recorded in December, 

1983. No m adnp were ween in the mondu of April and May, 1984. As 

listed in TaUe 4.3, the percentage of observatk» hours qm it on the island 

varied from 6% in December to 30% in February, with only 11% in April 

and 7% in May. This may have partly contributed to the discrepancy 

between months.

Concerning mating distribution by hour, when the day is split into two 

halves, 27% (N>30) of the m atinp occurred in the morning and 73% 

(N>82) occurred in dte afternoon. An exact time for 1 of the 113 m atinp 

was not recorded. When grouped according to days on which these 

matings occurred (27 of 83, or 33%) (Table 6.2), a Sign test shows the 

morning and afternoon difference not to be significam at the .05 conftdence 

level (P-.077, 2-tailed). It should be noted, however, that of the 600 

observation hours spent on the island, 334 (56%) were in the morning, 

while only 266 (44%) were in the afternoon. So a trend does exist toward 

afternoon matings.

Hie frequency of mating can be calculated in one of several ways. For 

exanqile, when the number of matings (N-113) per observation day 

(N>83) ate considered, the mean is 1.36/day. Another way of calculating, 

however, is number of m atinp (N>113) per observation hour (N>6(X)). 

When this is done, the mean is .19/hr. The latter calculation is the more 

useful. Furthermore, if calculated by number per hour in a series (multiple 

m atinp), the mean is 3.16/hr, with 4.59 matings occurring per series 

(range: 1-14).

Similarly, on the 27 days that m atinp were recorded in this study, 

multiple m atinp were obsoved cm 18 (66%) of these days. The number of 

m atinp involved were 104 (92%) leaving only 9 (33%) days where single 

m atinp occurred. On 9 (50%) of the multiple m atinp days, 2 or mote
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table C.2. Parcant of aatlnga obsarvad in tha morning and 
aftamoon by day.

DAY/HOMTH
a»83-84)

* MATiiias
MOMIING (H) AFTERNOON (N)

22/12 100(3) 0
27/12 0 100(1)
04/01 100(2) 0
05/01 0 100(1)
13/01 60(3) 40(2)
17/01 100(2) 0
19/01 0 100(1)
20/01 100(3) 0
24/01 50(1) 50(1)
25/01 0 100(14)
31/01 0 100(1)
02/02 100(1) 0
04/02 0 100(4)
OC/02 0 100(11)
10/02 0 100(4)
13/02 0 100(2)
15/02 71(5) 29(2)
16/02 11(1) 89(8)
17/02 0 100(4)
20/02 0 100(1)
21/02 0 100(2)
29/02 31(4) 69(9)
01/03 100(1) 0
14/03 0 100(1)
20/03 0 100(4)
21/03 0 100(1)
31/03 33(4) 67(8)

(N)-nunbar of matings
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males crfem iles woe invtrfved in mating.

Infonnatioa collected before and after mating is of ftudier interest Of 

dw 113 matings, 18 (16%) were preceded by the female initially trying to 

avoid the male. This involved as little u  moving away to outright fleeing 

when approached [see Avoid and Flee (Pre-Mount), Appendix]. After 

mating, 81 (72%) consisted of the female (32, or 28%), the male (20, or 

18%), or both (29, or 26%) immediately moving S metres or more ftom the 

physical location where the mating uxdc place. Six matings (S.2%), out of 

the 113, also aided early (see Break H e, Appendix). Furthermore, the 

mean interval between matings in a series was 19 minutes (range: 5-136).

Figure 6.5 graphs several mean durations in seconds, one-zero 

behaviour fiequencies (Appendix), and number of mounts to ejaculation for 

the 113 matings. As noted, the average duration for each mating was 97.32 

seconds. This, in turn, was brtdcen down into before and after ejaculation. 

The mean duration iq> to ejaculation was 27.85 seconds, and the average tie 

was 69.47 seconds long. The average number of one-zero occurrences of 

typical male and ferrule mating behaviour was 17 J 8. Them eannum baof 

mounts to reach ejaculation was 1.48, and the typical matit^ ferrule would 

look back, reach back, or a combirution of the two (see Appendix) 46% 

(N>52) of the time.

Individual

Mating distribution among individuals showed marked variation. Of the 

8 males seen to mate, the 2 highest tanking, Pancho and McGregor (TaUe 

6.3), participated in 104 of the 113 (92%) riutings recorded (Hgure 6.6). 

Of these, Pancho ( the alpha male) mated 78 (75%) times, while McGregor 

(the beta male) mated 26 (25%) times. The o tha 6  lessa ranking males 

were observed mating only 9 (7.94%) times. A Oii Squue test shows
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these differences to be hi|jily signifkam (x2>366.78, p<.001). Although 

different, miting distribution among females was also highly dgnificant 

(x2-69.39, pcOOl) (TaUe 6.4 and Figure 6.7). Pierre, with an overall 

female rank of S, and Lucia, Bruja and Rosy, ranked 14, 15 and 21 

reflectively, together participated in 85 (75.22%) of the 113 matings. The 

other 6 variously ranked females participated in the remaining 28 (24.78%) 

matings. It is obvious than that a strong correlation exists between male 

rank order and die number of matings each participated in (Spearman rank 

correlation coefHcient test, rj>.783, p>.016). With females, however, 

rank order and number of matings are not correlated (rj>.185, p>.05). 

But, as noted above, mating among females is not equally distributed 

(Figure 6.7 and Table 6.5). The fact that some of the females were 

pregnant during the course of the study (e.g., Ucilia, Canela), as revealed 

from later birth records, may hdp explain this result. Some females may 

have also been too old to conceive (e.g., Jarocha, Blondie). If these 

females had mated, it is unknown how they would have efrected the 

association between female rank and mating frequency.

With association, affiliation duration and mating frequency are also 

highly correlated (rj«.714, p<05) (Table 6.5 and Figure 6.8). In other 

words, the greater the affiliation time an adult male and female have with 

each other, the more frequendy they mate. No correlations exist, however, 

b ^ e e n  either mating frequency and male or female age (r$>-.274, p>,05 

and r|>.277, p>.05 respectively), or betw ^n madng frequency and parity 

(r|«.476, p>.05). Also, matings between males and females from the same 

matriline were not observed.
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COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSION

Theie resulu will now be compared with results from other studies. 

Table 6.6 providm a summary. Where differences occur, they may be 

attributed to the tmrked variation in research settings, widi this project and 

the Estrada's representing the most naturalistic. The otho' studies were 

carried out on captive subjects. However, the results overall are quite 

similar.

Group

As noted earlier in the chapter, a mating season for stumptails has not 

bfyn seen, and matings occur commonly throughout the year (Estrada and 

Estrada, 1976a, 1981; Fooden et aL, 1985; Nieuwenhuijsen et aL, 1985; 

Smith. 1984; Trollope and Blurton Jones, 1975; Hill, 1974). In düs study, 

even diough matings were not seen during the nxinths of April and May, 

possibly because of reduced hours of observation, it is assumed based on 

other's observations that mating seasonality also does not exist on 

Tanaxpillo (Estrada and Estrada. 1981; Caba-Vinagre. personal 

communicatioo).

For frequency of nuuing, Bernstein (1980) found that stumptails mate at 

a rate of 0.3/hr, where in this study the houriy rate was 0.19. If mating 

occurred in a series, however, the rate in die present study was 3.16/hr, 

compared with 5.(Vhr reported by Chevalier-Skolnikoff (1975). Also, 

whoi m atinp occurred in a series, as they often did (104 out of 113, or 

92%). the average number per series was 458. The average per series in 

the study by Estep et aL (1984) was 5.6. Cbevalier-Skolnikoff did not give 

an average number per series, but did report diat 53 (78%) of 68 matings 

occnnedinatetiesof3orm oie. Furthermore, multvle matings occurred
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18 (66%) of 27 <Uyf herein, whereas Estep et al. (1984) reposts multiple 

m atinp ocenning on 20 (77%) of 26 days. These differences between 

studies may reflect differences in researefa settinp with the conflning 

circumstances of captivity possibly contributing to increased sexual activiqr.

With the m atinp themselves, the average pre- and post-ejaculatory 

durations in tiiis study were 27.83 and 69.47 seconds respectively, with a 

mean overall duration of 97.32 seconds for each of the m atinp recosded. 

This compares with 33.3, 70.8 and 106.3 seconds for the pre- and 

post-ejaculatoiy and overall durations sited by Niemeyer (1980; Niemeyer 

and (3iamove, 1983). Oievalier-Skolmkoff (1973) reported durations of 

39,114 and 168 seconds leqm tively, and Estq> et aL (1984) reported 16.8 

seconds for the pre-ejaculatory period, 88.8 seconds for the tie phase, and 

103.6 seconds for an entire mating. Bruce (1984) reported a mean tie 

length of 83.8 seconds. Also, the mean number of minutes between 

multiple m atinp is 14.33 repotted by Estep et aL (1984), cooqHued with 19 

minutes repotted herein. Basically, then, variation in mating between all 

these studies, exeqn that of ChevaUer-Skolnikoff, seems to be relatively

slight. The substantially higher durations rqK>rted by Chevalier-Skolnikoff 

may be attributed to the idiosyncratic nature of her particular subjects or to 

the low number of matinp she recorded.

Individual

Estep et aL (1984) reported that, of the 2 adult males in their study 

group, the highest ranking monopolised all 146 (1(X)%) m atinp recorded. 

The alpha male in the present study participated in 78 (73%) of 113 

matings, and tiiis same trend has also been reported by others (Estep et aL, 

1988; ffiem eya and Chamove, 1983; Gouzoules, 1974). In other words, 

for whatever reason(s), it is common for males of alpha status in stumptails
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to do most of the mating. Among adult fetnalet. the distribution is not quite 

as skewed u  for males, but mating is stiU not random. Estq> et al. (1984) 

reported that of 7 mating females 3 accounted for 121 (83%) of the 146. 

This is quite siinilar to the present study where 4 of the 10 females observed 

mating participated in 83 (75.22%) the 113 recorded, and, in both cases, 

it was unrelated to dominance. It may result from the mating preference of 

die alpha male.

Rnally, before moving on to sexual interference in the next chapter, the 

associations of male and female age and parity on the fiequency of mating 

can be compared. According to both Estep et al.(1984) and what was found 

in this study, all are unrelated.
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CH APTER?

SEXUAL INTERFERENCE

This chapter will present the basic results on sexual interference from 

this study and dwn compare them with and discuss the differences of the 

three previous studies of interference in stumptails. But first, as an 

introduction, an explanation will be offered for why interference is 

distributed among primates as it is, particularly in stumptails. A brief 

descrqickm of interference att»ng stumptails will also be outlined. The 

purpose of die chapter, like the last, is to provide background and data for 

theornical discussion in Chaptos 8 and 9.

DISTRIBUTION OF SEXUAL INTERFERENCE AMONG 

PRIMATES

According to Thierry (1986), the form and foequency of sexual 

interfemioe in primates depends on the level of tolerance of adult males. 

For mtample, in qiecies where agonistic interactions between individuals are 

basically symmetrical, even if imposed by coalition, interference during 

matings is oton developed and relatively common. However, in species 

where agonistic asymmetry exists, sexual interference is less developed or 

frequent, or altogether nonexistent If the chances are great of being 

seriously injured sexually interfering in the matings of dominant and
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aggressive malet, the cost of doing to  will probaUy outweigh the beaeRt of 

preventing them from mating (Clutton-Brodc and Harvey, 1976; Beitiam, 

1976). But, is there more involved than just this? In reality, maybe a 

different questioa needs to be asked such as: what is the particular 

circumstance responsible for a species' specific level of agonism? To try 

and answer this questioa, a coefficient of relatedness between members of a 

qtecies may be greater importance. It is likely that die greater the goietic 

relatedness between group membos, the leu  they will be agonistic toward 

eadi other, and the reverse: the leu  members are related, the mere they will 

be agonistic. Therefore, rather than being based solely on agonism, the 

form and frequency of sexual interference for any given species may 

uldmaiely be dependent upon just how clouly related its memben within a 

pcqwlation are. It is proposed, for primates, high speciu' relatedness, or 

high relatedneu between same sexed individuals within a species, will 

serve to lower the amount and kind of uxual interference. However, if 

species or like sexed relatedneu within a species is low, interference will 

be relatively high, although the upper level of this latter prediction may be 

tempered by high levels of dominant male agonism. Becauu of this, 

Kxual interference among most species of primates should predictably 

occur at only very low to nuderate levels. This is because, in the first 

instance, species memben are too closely related for sexual interference to 

be beneficial (in an inclusive fim eu sense), and, in the second instance, 

male agonism works to inhibit sexual interference. Therefore, in either 

closely related or highly agonistic populations, high levels of interference 

are much too costly to evolve. A similar proposal has been forwarded by 

Bertram (1976) to explain why within prides of lioiu adult males do not 

coitqtete for oestrous females.

When reviewing the prittute species listed in Chtqtter 2, it does aiqtear
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tfut »exu«l iiua fa e nce ii more oomroon «mong uni- md imilriiMtr. breeden 

who are genenlly less close genetically than are monogamous breeders (see 

Table 7.1). But, even so. why are stumptails die only primate exception 

that shows an extremely high level of sexual interfeience (e.g., 83% of all 

m atinp acconling to the present study) if. as proposed, they should di^lay 

only a moderate amount as do other minimally related multimale breeders? 

The answer, I suggest, lies with the tie.

In the last chapter, it was shown that male and female stunqitails are 

unique in the morphology of their genitalia. Both sexes diffo'considerably 

from other qiecies of primates. It was also shown that in one aspect of thdr 

copulatory pattern they differ as well: the genital tie. These two diffrrenoes 

^ipear to be interdependent, but what may be even mote inqxmant here is 

diat sexual interference could also be associated. What is proposed is that 

without the genital tie the extremely high frequency of interfeience observed 

among stunqitails may not exist, but may instead occur at the much lower 

rate noted for other multimale species. In other words, without the tie to 

help prevent an agonisdc male from retaliating, interference may be too 

cosdy. But, since tying does exist among stumptails, at least 

hypotbetkally, so does a high level of sexual interference.

DESCRIPTION OF SEXUAL INTERFERENCE AMONG 

STUMPTAILS

As noted by Oouzoules (1974), sexual interference in stumptails rarely 

occurs before ejaculation, but it is common for various members of a group 

to begin orienting toward a pair just inior to their mating. In anticipation of 

mounting, they stait by feigning indifference (Bertrand, 1969) until the

exact moment ejaculation, whoeby they immediately rush toward the pair
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TABLE 7 .1 . L is t  o f  so x u slly  in to r fo r in g  pria isto  spoclos 
rovionod In  C hsptor 2 according to  t h a l r  typo of mating 
systam or o v o ra ll co o ff lc la n t o f ro la tad n ass .* !

Multlaalo
MATINS SYSTEM 

Unlswla Monogamous

Ringtail Lsmur Broun Capuchin 
Howlar MonJcay 
Squirrel Monkey Spider Monkey 
Vorvet Monkey 
Red Colobus Monkey Grey-Cheeked Mangabay 
Japanese Macaque 
Rhesus Macaque Stuag>tall Macaque 
Crabeating Macaque Tonkaan Macaque 
Bonnet Macaque Barbary Macaque 
Pigtail Macaque 
Crested Macaque 
Olivo Baboon Yallov Baboon 
Chlnpanxeo Gorilla

Cosaon Langur 
NUglrl Langur 
Blue Monkey 
Sykes Monkey Patas Monkey 
Galada Baboon

Coanon Marausat 
Gibbon

*-Bushbabys and orangutans are not listed because both are 
solitary breeders and, therefore, do not normally have 
group stuBbers available to Interfere.
t-Matlng systaiu according to Hrdy and Mhltton, 1987.
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ind begin interfering (Ingures 7.1>7.6). Bued on personal obsetvadon, the 

motor patterns most often involved are rifrid amxoacfaing and withdrawing, 

while staring at the male and teeth-chatter grimacing (Appoidix). At an 

extreme, intruden may hit either of the pair, but more likely the male, 

before darting off. Upon returning, th ^  continue interfering. The most 

mild form of interfemice is moving toward the pair and staring.

Reqtooses of the mating pair to interference varire. The copulatiiig male 

commonly threatens the intniders with an opoi mottth (Appendix) (Rgures

1.5 and 7.6). Only rarely does he actually break the tie to retaliate against 

them. The usual reqxmse of the female is to remain passive until die mating 

comm to an end. Before it does, however, most, if not all, of the intniders 

have then resumed their prior pre-interference activities.

RESULTS

Similar to the previous d ie te r, general interfemice data from this study 

will be presrated first, fdlowed by comparisons with the results of others.

Group

Of the 113 matings recorded, 94 (83%) received sexual interference 

(Figure 7.7). This resulted in 393 cases of intrusion involving 47(81%) 

individuals. Of these 47,16 (34%) were males and 31(66%) were females 

(Hgure 7.8). Futtheimore, in the 94 (83%) matings recdving interference, 

the average number of intniding individuals for each mating was 4.2 (range: 

1-18). This is reflected in Figure 7.9. As can be seen, just over half 

(33%, N -^ )  of die matings had from 1 to 4 intruders, while matings with 

13-16 intruders never occurred. Innally, the mean numba of intrusions for 

eadi of the 47 individuals who interfered was 8.4 (range: 1-33).
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FIGURE 7.3. MeQr*gor tl*d, sitting back, and 
thraataning an intrudar, whila intarfaranca 
(mild In this casa) continuas by ths individual 
in tha foraground.

FIGURE 7.4. Rosy and McGragor remain tied. 
McGregor continuas threatening.











Interferaice w u  directed most often to the male. Für exaaqtle, of the 

ooe-zero instances (Chapter 4) where eitho'the mating male or female were 

actually hit or grabbed (Appendix), the times the male was «»tacted out

numbered the female by almost 2 to 1 (N>11 and N>6, reqtectively). Also, 

the male was unsuccessfully hit or grabbed at 6 times, whereas this never 

happoied to the female.

When considering intoruptions, interference was never observed to 

prevent a mating, but on 3 (3%) occasions a mating male (twice by Pancho 

and once by Mc(3regor) did terminate the tie phase early to retaliate against 

particular intruders (UciUa and Jarocha, and M uio, respectively). Also, the 

number of instances whereby an intruder chased another active intruder was 

three.

Individual

As described in Chapter 4, a combined score was developed to measure 

intensity for each case of intrusion. These scores were then totalled for each 

of the 47 individuals who sexually interfered. This provided the simplest 

method todistinguishbetweensubjects. As can be seen from Table 7.2, the 

differences were vast Listed in descending order, the scores range from a 

high of 15805 to a low of 72.

When the semes were grouped by sex, even though the total for females 

out-numbered that of nudes [because there were more females than males in 

the group (16 compared to 31)], males ended up providing 

64%(N-113733.76) of all the sexual mterference observed (Figure 7.10). 

Females contributed 36%(N-63975.24). This difference was highly 

significant (Mann-Whitney U test, a«-2.40, p».017,2-tailed).
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The difference in amount of interference between age and lex 

fubcategories was also significant (Kruskall-Wallis test, H(7)b 12.98, 

p<.0S). Infant males were not observed to interfere at all, but, of the 7 

other age/sex groups, subadult males contributed the most with 34.88% of 

the total. Subadult females interfered at the second highest level 

contributing 19%, followed by adult females with 13.41%, adult males with 

13.07%, infant females with 8.13%, juvenile males with S.9%, and 

juvenile females with S.61% (Figure 7.11).

Concerning interference by matriline, even though Flaca's provided 

24.15% (Hgure 7.12), the differences between this and the others were not 

significant (Kruskall-Wallis test, H(7)>6.49, p>.0S).

Odier variables were also tested to determine which individuals interfered. 

However, inmference was not significantly correlated with Ok  rank of the 

intruder (Spearman rank correlation coefficient test, t^^.26, p » .0 S ) 

(Table 7.3), the degree of affiliation die intruder had with the mating male or 

female (median scores of rj».244, p>.0S and r}>.026, p>.05, respectively) 

(Tables 7.4 and 7.5), or the intruders' coefficient of relatedness with the 

mating female (median correlation of rj= .H ^, p>.05) (Table 7.6). It 

should be noted though that with two of the mating fenudes, Flaca and 

Bruja, interference was positively correlated with both the amount of 

intruder affiliation (rg>.556, p>.016 and rs>».402, p».049, respectively) 

and the degree of intruder relatedness (rs».604, p».004 and rs=.541, 

p>.0I9, respectively). In the latter instance, this may have been because 

juvenile and infant intofeience was also positively correlated with female 

relatedness (r,-.266, p-.034 and rs».378, p-.009, respectively). In 

addition, sexual interference was positively ccndated with the dominance
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TABLE lA. IntrudM't afllialion (in Moonds) wWi 
by dominane« rank ordar, intrudara by daaoandhig

mating tamaia. Famala« Hated 
order of combinad acora.

arm iiicp Plarra Flaca Fanny Bana Uellla’ Lucia Bruja Floaaia Canata Roay

Udlia 202 2844 1200 3158 245 60 1716 0 305
Blair 112 158 0 0 176 213 107 540 06
Piarra - 856 0 360 541 61 520 151 376
Mario 0 624 17 0 16 02 1200 76 0
Flavia s a 4086 1303 620 76 228 616 105 340
Bruto i 3 i e 0 248 0 343 1821 101 0 206--- »-vniniiMio 73S 282 45 460 766 638 15 127 600
Flan 24 1406 661 100 360 322 00 48 404
Samoa 1503 140 43 0 0 63 414 176 30
Lorenzo 0 202 0 0 0 0 0 305 160
Sana 70 2211 041 • 784 0 2518 116 1420
Canata 553 112 0 1346 135 700 3480 . 147
Bruno 86 0 60 63 0 1803 424 255 13
Fanny 233 3070 . 002 21 117 1481 0 268
Roberto 0 0 0 0 0 0 112 0 127
Mima 2777 658 0 610 1704 32 1680 15 52
Flaca 425 • 074 008 152 0 1485 300 431
Enriquola 2067 305 16 657 636 240 567 0 660
Briaa 570 30 310 0 4054 573« 56 12 27
LupHa 1563 542 202 60 5134 1403 38 10 0
Mareóla 2800 636 160 0 800 0 18 151 48
Magra 351 3052 1103 2056 1012 106 1403 780 602
Florinda 361 aaaa 530 73 313 177 1364 600 340
Willrido 0 0 0 205 0 0 1150 248 20
Fiorancio 247 106 0 753 156 0 2454 1703 0
Jobo 16 144 0 5 0 366 256 285 34
Blaalta 427 070 562 17 1053 1100 0 330 0
MeOragor 180 1014 050 120 1200 3386 1270 211 728
Piadad 3362 0 271 470 0 0 508 151 0
Migualito 1427 146 57 706 0 0 508 0 0
Racy 0 0 544 475 23 568 708 373 -

Bruja 717 64 424 0 3288 - 412 568 70
Sigri 0 305 22 110 164 300 802 601 2200
Luciano 0 0 0 0 401 14 06 845 560
Juanita 0 460 365 370 03 26 0 400 102
Blaa 56 146 057 0 740 0 600 44 0
Jarocha 2760 1200 17 1276 112 14 1262 651 788
Elpidia 217 1480 67 414a 267 0 1708 11 346
Floaaio 0 106 58 1870 405 172 . 3828 660
Biondi« 1310 1661 138 438 3620 1516 820 1307 78
Blanca 038 2417 324 30 2606 632 407 74 167
Martha 4251 760 00 428 1073 40 577 0 53
Toraaa 1707 1202 0 600 1606 377 1607 800 476
Luda 1464 403 153 51 - 1657 1046 612 74
Roca 0 151 250 34 0 0 154 0 1847
Btonny 1100 1171 165 340 1086 773 617 1056 I t
Lolita 113 146 50 617 0 1225 771 372 1640

NOTE: Undartining ragraaanta mothar/immatura cHipring (aaiactad according to mothar
madng/ifflmatura ofiapring btlarfaring)
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t a b le  7a . Intruder̂  afMiation (In Moonds) with mating m ^. Malts Hsttd by dominance 
rank order, bitrudert by desoendbig order of combined score.

e tiH ir iP P
SMLg

Pancho Mcgregor Tigre Cdmudo Jobo Flan Bruno Roberto

Udlla S9 S 2587 427 277 627 1112 223 0
Blair t s e 607 78 26 116 210 1886 724
Plarre 1770 44 47 71 24 470 106 0
Mario 178 283 289 50 0 528 258 21
Flavla 202 381 0 48 0 3340 49 0
Bruto 44 440 21 638 56 713 4155 55
Chimualo 8 8 0 426 . 166 325 218 1200
Flan 128 68 518 395 8 - 33 25
Santos 1126 0 218 66 551 818 161 18
Lorenzo 240 100 0 52 730 428 155 1021
0ana 824 1773 0 7 667 1081 0 0
Canola 600 838 136 22 683 248 115 227
Bruno 148 386 290 762 600 123 - 380
Fanny 175 470 558 8 8 63 1667 23 50
Roberto 0 25 553 481 1467 0 0 .

Mima 1882 600 626 94 0 26 0 0
Flaca 204 351 58 0 0 621 36 0
Enriqueta 72 0 299 70 0 80 5 6
Brisa 245 1205 0 208 0 607 54 0
LupHa 273 108 623 12 0 600 26 0
Marcela 572 642 137 0 0 68 0 0
Negra 70 1354 0 0 61 1307 15 416
Florinda 145 1508 47 0 0 1334 0 0
Wllfrldo 1230 54 23 0 0 228 24 641
Florencio 600 48 188 14 0 106 75 180
Jobo 33 33 161 0 . 28 456 1114
Blaalta 303 1102 0 50 0 488 0 0
McOregor 227 - 7 10 104 816 61 34
PM e d 1057 223 406 0 0 67 0 0
Mlguelho 11 0 484 18 11 424 1491 0
Rosy 233 0 370 600 8 6 80 0 168
Bruja 0 3166 0 341 63 600 390 116
SIgrI 0 351 0 1066 310 24 48 581
Luciano 0 0 0 0 116 0 786 303
Juanita 38 1377 237 217 0 165 806 351
Blas 35 0 67 671 169 882 216 144
Jarocha 350 106 3061 866 0 800 0 577
ElpMIa 840 877 140 601 645 1381 21 41
Flossie 632 351 116 0 626 302 586 16
Blondie 1031 649 71 325 115 1078 0 0
Blanca 671 1374 226 16 419 635 326 0
Martha 808 211 760 47 188 775 0 0
Teresa 483 2266 868 7 27 1155 167 6 6
Luda 514 119 600 13 0 703 313 0
Rosa 0 0 0 36 0 0 0 168
Blonny 716 722 481 110 42 623 0 0
Lolita 0 73 176 944 200 72 0 883
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TABLE 7B. Intiudtf't ooafllciwit of rtlaM nM s(r) 
domkiwica rank ordar, bitrudaia by dtaoandbig ordar

wtth mating (amala. Famalaa Rstad by 
of combinad acora.*

a n r a i »
EQ|A|£ 

Piarra Flaca Fanny B m # UdBaO Luda Bruja Rosy

Uciila 0 .250 .125 0 0 0 0
Blair 0 0 0 .250 .250 0 0
Piarra - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mario 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fiavia 0 .500 .250 0 0 0 0
Bruto 0 0 0 .125 .500 0 0
Ctiimuaio 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FiMt 0 .500 .250 0 0 0 0
Sanloa .500 0 0 0 0 0 0
Loranzo 0 0 0 0 0 .125 .125
Sana 0 .500 .250 0 0 0 0
Canata 0 0 0 0 0 .250
Bruno 0 0 0 .125 .500 0 0
Fanny 0 .500 . 0 0 0 0
Robarto 0 0 0 0 0 .125 .500
Mima .250 0 0 0 0 0 0
Flaca 0 . .500 0 0 0 0
Enriqueta .500 0 0 0 0 0 0
Briaa 0 0 0 .125 .500 0 0
Lupita 0 0 0 .500 .125 0 0
Marcala .250 0 0 0 0 0 0
Magra 0 .500 .250 0 0 0 0
Florinda 0 .500 .250 0 0 0 0
Wilfrido 0 0 0 0 0 .250 .250
Fiorando 0 0 0 0 0 .250 .250
Jobo 0 0 0 0 0 .250 .250
Blaaita 0 0 0 .250 .250 0 0
MeOragor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Piadad .500 0 0 0 0 0 0
Migualito .125 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rosy 0 0 0 0 0 .250 0
Bruja 0 0 0 .500 . 0 0
SigrI 0 0 0 0 0 .125 .500
Luciano 0 0 0 .250 .250 0 0
Juanita 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Blas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jarocha 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Elpidia 0 .250 .125 0 0 0 0
Flossia 0 0 0 0 0 .250 .250
Biondia 0 0 0 .500 .500 0 0
Bianca 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Martha .250 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tarasa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lucia 0 0 0 . .250 0 0
Rosa 0 0 0 0 0 .125 .500
Blonny 0 0 0 .250 .250 0 0
Lolita 0 0 0 0 0 .250 .250

* Scorta ít praatnt minimum ralaltdnaM
•  Matad without intaiiaranea
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rink order of the mating male (r,«1.00. p<.001), but not with the 

dominance rank of the mating female (rg«.036, p>.03). Finally, 

interference was not correlated with the age of either the mating male or 

female (rgBl.OO, p>.500 and rg>.143, p>.OS, respectively).

COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSION

What follows is comparison of the above findings with those of other 

studies (see Table 7.7 for a summary). As with the socio-sexual results, 

any differences may be attributed to the variation among research settings, 

the most naturalistic being represented by Tannqnllo. Another possibility is 

that the differences may be attributed to the variation of measures used 

betwem studies.

Group

As noted in more detail in ChiQKer 2, only three projects (all in cqKivity) 

have studied sexual interference amcmg stumptails previous to the present 

project Three were by Gouzoulre (1974), NiemQrer (1980, fTiemeyer and 

Chamove, 1983), and Bruce (1982, 1984). Like this study. aU three 

recorded high percentages of sexual inteifreence. In the Gouzoules study, 

81% (N»79) of the matings received interference, while 93%(N>232) of 

the matings were intruded upon in the study by Niemeyer, and 

89%(N>618) in Bruce's study. Eighty-three percent (N>94) of the matings 

in this study included interfErence, and the slightly reduced level may be 

due to the lack of forced proximity found in captivity, even though 

Gouzottles found a reduced level as well

Also smulv between projects is the number ttf intruding individuals per
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TABLE 7.7. CentiniMd.

Bahcviour
Brwwton 

(IM* atudy)

SOURCES

QouzoutMf74)
NiMMyarfSO, Niwiwyar 

and Ctiamov*. 'S3) Brue*CS2, *34)

Jebo-1720 
Blulta-ISSS 

McGregor-13S9 
Piodad-IISe 

Mlguoliio-1187 
Rooy-1008 
BruJa-S9S 
8igri-SS8 

Luelano-7SO 
Juantta-729 

Blaa-674 
Jarocha-607 

Elpidia-9S7 
Floaaio-S20 

Btondlo-410<a) 
Btanea-410(a) 

Martha-336 
Toroaa-240 

Lucia-217 
Roaa-204 
Blonny-04 
Lolita-72

Cofhbinad 
Scora by 
Sox

Coinbinad 
Scora by 
Aga/Sox

Maloa-64%
(N-113733.76) 

Fomaloa-36% 
(N-6307S.24)

SA-M-34.66%
SA-F.10%

A-F.13.41K
A-M-13.07%

l-F>6.13%
J-M-S.6%
J-F-5.61%

1-M.O

No
Oiffaranco

SubaduKand 
Juvaniio Maloa 

andFomalao 
Intarfaro Moro 

Activoly

Nb
Dilforonco

Young Adult Famaloa- 
51%(of Matinga) 

Infant Fomaloa-43% 
Young Adult Malaa-31% 

Infant Maloa-27% 
Adult Famaioa-20% 

Adult Matoa-12%

Fomalao
Intorforo 

Mora Than 
MaMa

No
Diffaronco

Ccndiinad Jarocha-17% 
Scora by Margarlta-17.4% 
Matrllino(c) Flaca-24.1S% 

Blondio-14.24% 
Flor-0.66% 

Blanca-14.6% 
Bonita-2.0S%

Corrafation: 
Intarforanca 
with Dotidnanca 
Rank (Imrudar)

No Yaa No



TABLE 7.7. CondntMd.

SO URCES

Braraton
Bahavlour (thia atudy) Gouzoulaa(74)

NiamayarfSO, Niamayar 
arxi Chanwva, *83) BrucaC82, SC )

Corralatlon: 
Intarfaranca 
with Affiliation 
(Intrudar/Matinp 
Mala)

N»
(Ovarall)

“ Nb •

Corralation: 
Intarfaranca 
with Affiliation 
(Intrudar/Matlng 
Famala)(d)

No
(Ovarall)

Yaa

Corralation: 
Intarfaranca 
with Ralatadnaca

N»
(Ovarall)

N» Yaa No

(Intrudar/MatlnB Yaa 
Famala)(d) (Juvan./lnf.)

Nb Yaa No

Corralation: 
Intarfaranca 
with Dominance 
Rank (Matina Mala)

Yaa No Yaa Yaa

Corralation: N» 
Intarfaranca 
wWi Domirtanea 
Rank (Mating Famala)

Yaa Yaa Yaa

Corralation: 
Intarfaranea 
with Ago 
(Mating Mala)

N) Yaa Yaa

Corralation: 
Intarfaranca 
with Aga 
(Mating Famala)

No Yaa

V N um b M  afthar aqual raw data or maana, tha diffararKa la aalf-avidant; parcant is apacHiad
?>lMknoi»n
aaHa acora
baCaleulaUon: Ona-zaro intrudar bahavlour a ona-zaro ratallatory bahaviour * ona-zaro raaponaa 

baliavtour x Intrudar duration, tolallad 
c^Uatad by daooartdktg dominanoo rank otxlar 
d>Yaa for Flaca and Bruja
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popuUtioa. In iliis« iidy .ou tofilieto talofS 8tubiects.47(81«) were 

obiereed to interfere at least once. Sixteen of dtese individuals were males 

and 31 were females. Oouzoules found that out of 19 subjects, 14 f74%) 

intnided. In bis group, S of the 14 were males and 9 females. For 

Memeyer, of the 22 subjects, all (100%) of them interfered over the course 

of her study. Six were males, and 16 were fenales. It it unimown just 

bow many individuals were involved in Bruce's study, but her subjects 

tanged in number from IS to 24.

The average number of intruders prêtait at each mating varied as well, 

and for this study it was 4.2 (range: 1-18). A mean score w u not provided 

by bfiemeyer, and Oouaoules only mentions a maximum of 9. Bruce broke 

die avoage down by the rank of individual males, but, like Niemeyer, did 

not provide an overall figure.

The different studies also found some trends, although minim el 

variaticMi in behaviour seems to ex ist As to which of the mating 

individuals intmferenoe is most often directed, all four studies found the 

mating male to be the primary focus. In addition, diis study found that 

besides focusing on the pair, an intruder also chased another intruder 3 

times. This occurred 17 times in the Niemeyer study. Furthermme, 

interference was never observed to prevent mating in this or the Bruce 

study, although it did in the studies of Gouzoules (N>S) and Niemeyer 

(number unknown). Bruce did mention, however, that tie durations were 

shortened in some matings by more dominam males interfering. Similarly, 

Oouzoules never witnessed a male terminate his mating sequence early for 

purposes of retaliation, whereas in this study it w u  observed on 3 

occasions. It w u  alto witnessed by Niemeyer, but she did not u y  how 

often. Bruce dou not mention it at alL
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■■dividual

When lextiil inteifeieiice is broken down by sex, in this study males 

were discovered to interfere significandy more than females (64% compared 

with 36%). Brace, on the other hand, found just the reverse: females 

interfere more than males. Both Gouzoules and hnemeyer mentioned that 

no significant differences exist between the sexes. It is not exactly certain 

why these differences exist between studies, but since the measures used to 

determine interference by sex dirfer considerably, this may be the 

eiq>lanation.

For the subcategories of age and sex. Brace found no significant 

differences between the groups, whereas this study found subadult males 

(at 34.88%) interfering far beyond any of the other subgroups. The next 

highest was subadult females at 19%. This also differs from Niemeyei's 

findinp. She discovered that young adult females (51% of m atinp) 

interfered the most, followed in descending order by infant fonales (43%), 

young adult males (31%), infant males (27%), adult females (20%), and 

adult males (12%). Oouxoules only mentions that subadult and juvenile 

males and females are more active interferers. Again, a single explanation 

for these differences is not immediately obvious. However, it is suspected 

that the different ways interference was measured in each study may be the 

reason. Brace and Gouzoules do not state their criteria for categorizing the 

amount of intoference by age/sex subgroups, and Niemeyer appears to 

simply use the criteria d  interfering of not interfering at m atinp. This 

could make a difference in interpretation. The a p  criteria for placing 

subjects in qiecific subgroups may also be responsible. Only Nioneyer 

and this study qiedfy what these criteria are, and they both differ.

Concerning correlations with other variables, this study found no 

significant association between interference and dominance rank order.
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between interference and affiliation with either of the mating pair, or 

between interference and lelatedneM with the mating Relatedneas

was. however, asaodated with juvenile and infant interference. Bruce also 

states that both doininanoe rank and relatedness were not cotrelated with

interference, as w u the case with relatedness in the Oouzoules study. This 

is all quite similar. hHemeyer. however, found something diffieienL In her 

study, sexual interference wusignifkandyocfielatBd with both dominance 

rank and relaiedness, and also affiliation with the mating female. Only 

interference and affiliation with the mating male was not positively 

correlated. Hie exact reasons for these differenoes between the Niemeyer 

study and the othen are unknown, but the small area (54.28 m3) to which 

her sul^jectt were con&ied may be reqxmsible. In other words, individuals 

(rfhigh rank could seldom be absent when m atinp occutitd  because of the 

small enclosure, nor could individuals of close relationship or affiliation. 

So it seems reasonable that in the hfiemeyer stud^ these variables could have 

had an influence on the amount and land of interference.

Furthermore, all four studies found a cotielatk» between interference 

and the dominanoe tank of the mating male orfemale. In this study, it was 

the tank of the mating male that determined the amount of interference the 

pair received, and not the rank of the female. In the Oouzoules study, 

however, it was the rank of the female that was important, rather than that 

of the male. Both Niemeyer and Bruce found that the amount of 

interference increased when either the mating male or female were of higher 

tank. This is similar, but different, and the reason may stem from the 

idiosyncratic nature of the subjects invdved.

And Anally, as to age, Niemeyer discovered that the matings of frilly 

adult individuals received a greatm degree of interference than did the 

matings of young adulu. This was also the case with adult n«w»$ in
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Brace's study, but interference and age were not ccnelated for either males 

or females in the present study. The differences here may again be from 

vaiiatioas between studies in age subgro«9 criteria.

In summary, even though some differences between studies do exist, 

they can probaUy be explained by research setting, individual differaices 

between subjects, methodology, or all three. But regardless of the exact 

reasons for these differences, an attenqrt should be made to describe an 

evolutionary ftamework for sexual interference in stumptail macaques 

because, in this species, interference is extraordinarily prominent. The 

remaining duqners will make an effort to do just dds, even though it should 

be make clear that the approach taken is not the only ̂ rproach possiUe, or 

even the oonect one. But it is a holistic and evolutionaty «art whidi needs 

doing.
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CHAPTERS

SEXUAL INTERFERENCE: AS SPITE?

Ute primaiy goal of this chq>ter is to tty to explain the ultimate function 

of sexual interference in stumptail macaques. The attenqtt is part oi, 

continues through, and concludes in the next chapter. Before starting this 

tatir, however, relevant background information will he presented to place 

the suggested explanation in propCT context I%st, previously developed 

hypotheses will be briefly addressed, followed by a review of the possible 

effects of stress on reproduction, and then more results and the birth data 

fromTanaxpillo.

PREVIOUS HYPOTHESES

Explarutioos of behaviour within ethology are basically divided into one 

of two causes; proximate (motivational) or ultimate (functional). The 

difference between the two is one of time, and both are actually 

complimentary. Proximate causation is concerned with the specitic 

mechanisms immediately responsible for a behaviour which, in turn, 

promotes die »irimatB cause of adqttive significance through successful 

rqitoduction. Both address the question of why, but on different levels 

(Daly and Wilson, 1983).

Fbr interference in primates, hypodieses trf both types have been
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offered by previous tuthort. At the proximité levd, its cause has been 

attributed to such th inp  u  the excitatory effect of observing matings (Loy 

and Loy, 1977; de Benedktis, 1973; Thieny, 1986; Zucker and Kaplan, 

1981), the approach-avoidance conflict of being near dominant males (Loy 

and Loy, 1977; Rowell, 1967), observational leaning of socio-sexual 

behaviour (de Benedktis, 1973; Hanby and Brown, 1974; Hess, 1973; 

Rowell, 1967; Siruksaker, 1967a), and possessiveneu of mating females 

(Niemeyer, 1980; Niemeyer and Chamove, 1983; Tutin, 1979). Of these, 

only this last explanation was applied to stumptails. According to the 

present ftee-ranging study, which found that interference w u  not 

associated with either relatedness or affiliation (Chapter 7), the 

posseuiveneu hypothesis is unlikely. More importantly, explanations at 

the ultimate level include inirasexual competition among adult males and 

females (Niemeyer, 1980; Niemeyer and Chamove, 1983; Bruce, 1984; 

Tutin, 1979; DeVore, 196S; HaU and DeVoie, 196S; Haicouit et aL, 1980; 

Hrdy, 1977; Stephenson, 1975; Struksaker, 1975), dominance/fitness 

testing of adult males (Loy and Loy, 1977; Brace, 1984; Niemeyer, 1980; 

Niemeyer and Chamove, 1983; Zucker and Kaplan, 1981), and 

compétition for future environmenud resources (Hrdy, 1977). Again, only 

the first explanation of intrasexual competition was applied to stumptails, 

and f'Hemeyer and Brace who propose it do not explain exactly how this 

would succeed since inteiference occurs afKr ejaculation. Also, in tiiis 

free-ranging study, interference did not intenupt mating. This hypothesis 

will be expanded and considered in detail below. Other hypotheses at the 

ultimate level are the strengthening trf bonds of affiliation between allies 

(Thieny, 1986), protection of the mating female from die mating male 

(GouzxHilet, 1974), and paient-offqning conflict (Gore, 1986; Tutin, 

1979; Rodie, 1975; Young, 1981). The protection of the mating female
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from the mating male hypothesis, the only of this gioup a{q>lied to 

stumptails, w u  not supported by Niemeyei's ciq>tive study, nor is it 

qualitatively supported by the present free-ranging study. So, what 

potentially can explain the phenomenon of sexual interference in stumptail 

macaques? Based on the intrasexual competition hypothesis sighted above, 

the approach sunested here as worth pursuing is the possiUlity that sexual 

interference, even if directed at the male, m i^ t stress the mating pair 

enough to prevent, or at die very least, delay concqttion in the female. The 

remainder of this chapter will focus and discussimi will be based on this 

hypothesis, starting with a brief review of how stress can effea 

reproduction in odier primates.

EFFECTS OF STRESS ON REPRODUCTION

Even though there is some variation between species, in the ovarian 

cycle of female primates, hormones play an important and decisive role 

(Hodges. 1987). Accmding to Abbott (1987) (Figure 8.1), it is 

gonadotrophin releasing hormone (OnRH) that starts the cycle in motion. 

Released from the hypothalamus at the base of the brain, GnRH drains 

through the portal Mood vessels into the anioior pituitary gland where it 

'...stimulates the synthesis and release of LH [luteinising hormone] and 

FSH [follicle stimulating honnone] from gonatkxroph cells into the blood 

stream” (Abbott, 1987:459). After being transported to the ovaries, LH 

and mostly FSH, stimulate follicular development. At this stage, 

'oestradiol secreted from the pre-ovulatory follicles initiates a massive 

discharge of LH which causes ovulation" (Abbott, 1987:459). After 

ovulation, progesterone producing corpus luteum is formed from the 

remaining follicular tissue. This serves to stimulate irtqtlantation and the
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I

F I G U R E  8 .1 .  T h e  ro le  of  h o r m o n e s  in f e m a l e  p r i m a t e  o v u l a t i o n  

( f r o m  A b b o t t ,  1 9 8 7 ) .  S e e  t e x t  fo r  e x p l a n a t i o n .

1

O O N AO O tM O FM N  
n t lC A S m O  HOAMONC 

(OnMH)

OfiRM

HYPO TH ALAM U S
(BRAIN)

P O R T A L  BLO O D  
V E S S E L S

OVULATION

ANTERIO R
PITUITARY

G LAN D

S Y ST EM IC
CIRCULATION

• O V A R Y

C O R P U S  LUTEUM 
AT

O VULATION  SITE 
(PROOBSTERONE)

FOLLICLE
(OESTRADIOL)



maintenance of eiriy pregiumcy. If ptefnancy does not lesult, thecoipui 

luteum tiiiqtly degenerates and another is not fmmed until a new cycle 

begins (Abbott, 1987). This process is cottsiderednctmal in primates.

What is noimal. however, is not always what occurs. Over the past 

decade, various tcseaichers have discovered that, among other causes, 

social stress can significantly alter a female primate's ovarian cycle (see 

Tatrie 8.1). When psychological stress is etqterienced, Ac female's btain 

is programmed to reqtood by immediately pumping endogenous opiates, 

enkephalins, and aidotphins into the blood stream (Dunbar, 1988). This 

danqtens the discomfott long enough to escqte from the source. The 

process is identical for physical injury. One of the by-products of having 

opiates in Ae blood stream, however, is that endorphins can totally 

suppress reproduction by suspending the release of OnRH from Ae 

hypothalamus (e.g.. Figure 8.2). This, A turn, prevents sufficient 

synAesis and release of LH, and possibly FSH, from the gonadotroph 

cells m the anterior pituitary gland. Follicular development then stops at 

the antral stage for lack of enough oesttadiol to trigger ovulation. As a 

result, plasma progesterone remains low since a coipus luteum is never 

fonned from left-over fdlicular tissue (Abbott, 1987).

Besides totally suppressing rqnoduction m primates, social stress may 

also operate to only inhibit it (Abbot, 1987). For exanqtle, under normal

cooditioos, as noted above, high concentrations of jrfasma progesterone are

produced from the cwpus luteum to erAance the success of embryo 

implantation and continued maintenance. But what happens to the level ci 

progesterone if stress occurs at Ae exact moment of qaculation, as wiA 

stunqttail smcual Ateifemoe? There is no direct evidence to support it, but 

what is proposed here is that interfoence during m atinp may produce

enough stteu on Ae mating female to cause the rekase of atdorphins and
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TABLE B.l. Fm m I« priimto reproduction supprooood by ooclol otrooo: In 
this eaoo by ouporler domlnanco rank (from Abbott, 19S^.

Spoeloa

Population: 
Captiva (C) 
WIM (W)
WIM: Food 
Provided (WP)

Maximum 
Extent of 
Obaervad 
Reproductive 
Buppreaalon Study

Cêinthrlx
faeehuB

C Suppreaaed
ovulation

Abbott, McNellly 
at al. (19S1)

Sêguinu»
OBdIpUB

C a t French at al. 
( 1 9 S 4 )

SBQUlnUB
fUBCleolllB

c w Eppla and Katz 
(1 994 )

■ w No offapring 
produced

Tarborgh and 
Goldizan (1985)

SBQUlnUB
myBtBx

w M Qarbar at al. (1984)

UlopIthBCUB
tBiBpoln

c Supreaaed
ovulation

Abbott at al. 
(1988);  
Keverna (1979)

CBreopIthBcuB
BBthlOpB

w Fewer offapring 
produced

Whitten (1983)

Macaca
mulBttB

c w Wllaon at al. 
(1978 )

m WP FIrat aucceaaful 
conception delayed

Drlckamar (1974); 
Melkle at al. 
(1984 )

Macaca
fUBCBtB

WP m Suglyama and 
Ohaawa (1982)

Macaca
a/nfea

w Fewer offapring 
produced

DIttua (1988)

ThBropIthBCUB
QBlBdB

w Delay In aucceaaful 
conception

Dunbar (1980)

Pxplo
BnubiB

c Delay In onaat of 
oeatrua (and 
ovulation)

Rowell (1970)

1S2



F I G U R E  8 . 2 .  O v u l a t i o n  f a i l u r e  in f e m a l e  m a r m o s e t s  (C a l l i t h r i x  

j a c c h u s ) p r o d u c e d  b y  h o r m o n a l  s u p p r e s s i o n  a n d  i n d u c e d  b y  s o c i a l  

s t r e s s  ( e . g . .  s u b o r d i n a t e  d o m i n a n c e  r a n k )  ( f r o m  A b b o t t ,  1 987 ) .

H V PO TH A LA M U S
(S R A M )

PO R TAL BLO O D  
V E S S E L S

ANTERIOR

PITUITARY
QLANO

SYST EM IC
CIRCULATION

O V A R Y

aOW PROOttTERONt)



tbese, io turn, tid ier inhibit ovuUtiwi. inhibit conception, or lower 

pngesieroae level enough to difcourageimpliniatioo. Males may also be 

effected by a leductian in viable qienn.

Stress-iednoed rqmductioo is often doubled when ^iplied to wild or 

fiee-ranging populations because it is commonly assumed that the level of 

social stress inqxMed on individuals in diese dicumstanoes is not sufiRcient 

to alter reproductive physkdogy (e.g., Deag, 1977). However, u  pointed 

out by Rowell (1970) and Dunbar (1980). the levels of stress requited to 

suppress leproducdon may. in reality, be quite low; Rowell found that low 

dominance status, reinforced by occasional attacks, was sufficient to 

suppress rqnoduction in captive baboons, and Dunbar discovered that in 

wild baboons only 3 J  attacks per day. consisting mosdy of simple threats 

and passive diqtlaoements. were enough to reduce by half the rqnoducdve 

ouqmt of the lOdi ranking female compared with the alpha female. Even 

though blood sampling and homonal analysis will ultimately be necessary 

to conclude anything absolute about the effects c i stress on fertility in 

free-ranging populadons (Harcourt. 1987). die following results and 

reproductive data from this study, at least, suggest that stress-related 

variation in rqxoduction among individuals may be the purpose of sexual 

interference in stunqxail macaques, ultimately benefiting those individuals 

who do the interfering.

RESULTS

To help examine die stress hypothesis, the following section will focus 

on mating data, especially the differences between matings with and 

without sexual interference. These differences will be presented generally, 

but also widun and between individuals. Several specifics of madngs
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which receive interference will be kxiked at as w ell

On M atin fi

When afiin considering die 5 catcfories of lu ting  as presented in Hgure 

63, but this time distinguishing bttween m atinp with and without sexual 

interiisrence. the categofy that becomes immediately obvious as different is 

mating duration (Figure 8.3). However, since this category is a sum of the 

two categories to ejaculation and de, it can be seen that the only real 

difference between matinp that received or did not recrive interference was 

the length of the tie (Figure 8.3). Tie durations during matings widi 

interference averaged 72.93 seconds, whereas tie lengths during m atinp 

void of interference averaged 46.62 seconds. This difference is highly 

significant (Mann-Whimey U test, z - -2.75, p> .006, 2-tailed). It is 

inçortant to note that sexual interference and tie length ate also positively 

correlated (Spearman rank correlation ooefikient test, rj> .334, p< .(X)l).

Another interesting facet of the tie duration category becomes obvious 

when serial m atinp receiving interference ate divided into two equal 

halves. Results show that tie durations averap 67.10 seconds in m atinp 

in die first half of a series, while tie durations in the second half averap 

82.35 seconds (Hgure 8.4). As with tie durations with and without 

interfttence, this difference is significant (Mann-Whitney U test, -2.36,

p - .018,2-tailed). Consequently, tie durations increase as a mating series 

with interference progresses.

If mean tie durations are presented by number of intruders, variations 

occur as welL Hgure 83  graphs these differences according to how much 

they vary above and bdow the overall mean. As can be seen, die averap 

tie for m atinp with 2 intruders was the shcftest,wltile the averap tie for
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FIGURE 8.3. Mating bahaviour with and without 
aaxual intarfaranea. Durationa ara In aaeonda. 
T'bara rapraaant top half of Standard Error. For 
furthar axplanation aaa taxt and Figura 6.5.
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FIGURE 8.5. Variane* from ovarall moan ti* 
duration by numbar of Intrudar*. Ovarall moan 
aquala 72.93 aacond* basad on 86 aligibi* matings 
and Is raprssantsd by zsro. Varlsncas aro also In 
ssconds and calculatsd by adding or substraeting 
ths diffarone* of tha maan acoro for each intruder 
category to or from th* ovarall moan acoro. 
Matings receiving 13-16 intruders did not occur.
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m adnp with S intniden was the loogeit The other categories fall 

somewhere in between. Statistically, these differences are significant at the 

.05 confidence level (Kraskall-Wallis test, H(86)> 22.40, p« .049, 

2-tailed).

FunfaermaR, even th o u ^  the difference was not significant for the 

number of mourns each male required to reach ejaculatioo in matinp with 

and without interfoeaoe (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test, z - 

-.730, p>.0S, 2-tailed), it should be noted that the mean was 1.4S for the 

former circumstance and only 1.14 for the latter (Figure 8.6). In other 

words, males generally required more mounts to reach ejaculation in 

m atinp that were intruded upon.

On Individuals
As noted above, the area of mating that appears to be significandy altered 

by sexual interference is the duration of the mating pair's tie; overall, it 

increases. This effect of interference, however, is not distributed equally 

among all individuals who mate. Although the low frequency of m atinp 

without interference (17%) makes it difficult to compare, individuals of 

lesser domiiuuice rank seem more effected. For example, among the two 

highest ranking nudes who participated in 92% (N> 104) of all the 

fn«ring«, McOregor, the beta nude, showed a larger difference in his two 

types of tie lengths than did Pancho, the alpha male (Table 8.2). Grouped 

together, all male's of middle rank, like McGregm, showed a larger 

difference than Pancho (Table 8.2). And, even though McGregor's 

variation w u  not significant (Mann-Whimey U test, z* -1.53, p« .126, 

2-tailed), hit m atinp with interference were longer than without, while 

PuKho's and the other male's showed the reverse. This latter trend may 

be due 10 small sample sizes. Fbrexanq)le, only tw oof Pancho's
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TABLE 8.2. Itoan tl* durations for malas during 
matings with and without saxual Intarforanea.

TIE DURATION 

Matings

With
Intarfaranca

Without
Intarfaranca

Mala Mean N SE Mean N SE

McGregor 61.93 14 8.56 42.29 7 10.99
Pancho 75.69 71 8.58 78.50 2 9.50
Other 31.00 1 .00 38.25 4 11.24
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matiagt were not interfered with, and only one mating of the other-male 

group was.

Fdr the 4 females with tnatinp with and without imerCiieace. rank Older 

also seemed to affect tie length. Both Pierre and Flaca, ranked 3 and 6 

reqxctively, showed less variation in their 2 foims of tie duratioos dian did 

Bruja, ranked IS, and Rosy, ranked 21 (TaMe 8.3). This nuy have been 

partially dqteodent q x »  who these female's mated with most often (Hgure 

8.7). It qipears that between Pierre and Flaca, the one who mated most 

with Pancho had the least variation. The same was true for Bruja and 

Rosy. Furthermore, Pierre and Flaca had longer tie lengths without 

interference dian with, but just the opposite was tree for Breja and Rosy 

(TaMe 8.3). The diffierence in tie lengths for Breja w u significant 

(Mann-Whitney U test, z -  -2.62, p* .009,2-taikd). It was not, however, 

for Rosy (Mann-Whitney U test, z> -.88, p>.03,2-tailed).

He lengths also vary during soial matings with sexual interference. 

Overall, when divided into matings occurring in dw first and second half of 

a series, the latter half are significantly longer, u  noted earlier. Thisisalso 

tree when such m atinp are looked at in ternu of participants. Of the 8 

individuals ( 2 males and 6 females) involved in serial matings, 6 had 

longer second-half tie durations. For the males, Pancho's first-half ties 

averaged 67.13 seconds. His second-half averaged 83.44 seconds (Table

8.4) . This variation was significandy diffstent (Mann-Whitney U tu t, z« 

-2.60, p -  .009,2-tailed). The variadon for McGregor was not (see TaUe

8.4) .

A similar circumstance existed for the females (TaUe 8.3). Pierre's, 

Flaca's, Lucia's, Breja's, and Rosy's first-half tie duradons, averaging 

66.67, 70.00, 69.67, 63.33, and 36.30 seconds, respectively, were all 

shofter dian didr second-half durations, which averaged, in order, 83.60,
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TABLE 8.3. Mean tia durationa for fomalaa during 
matinga with and without aaxual intarfaranea.

TIE DURATiON 

Matinga

With
Intarfaranea

Without
Intarfaranca

Fornaio Mean N SE Mean N SE

Pierre 75.58 19 5.53 78.50 2 9.50
Flaca 85.80 10 16.49 98.00 1 .00
Bruja* 65.89 9 7.21 24.75 4 5.15
Rosy 62.50 18 5.06 49.50 2 12.50

*  Significant dlftaranca (aae text for statistic)
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FIGURE t .7 Pl«rr«'a(a), Flaea'«(b), Bruja'a(e), and 
Roay*a(d) maUng diatrlbirtiona with nwlaa. Malaa praaantad 
In daacanding dondnanea rank ordar.
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TABLE 8.4. Itoan tl* durations for malot of first 
and sscond haivas of sariai matings raeaiving 
saxuai intarfaranca.

TiE DURATiON

Sariai Matings

1ST 2ND
Haif Haif

Maia Mean N SE Mean N SE

Pancho* 67.15 33 5.55 65.44 34 4.55
McGregor 65.17 6 11.93 64.83 6 16.49

* significant dHferance (sao text ter statistic)
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TABLE 8.8. Mean tia durationa for famalaa of 
firat and aacond halvaa of aortal matinga 
racolving aaxual Intarfaranca.

Famala

TIE DURATION 

Serial Matings

1ST
Half

2ND
Half

Mean N SE Mean N SE

Piarre 66.67 9 9.72 83.60 10 5.08
Flaca 70.00 5 14.34 101.60 5 29.90
Fanny 67.75 4 31.62 64.25 4 6.70
Lucia* 69.68 9 10.17 93.33 9 5.18
Bruja 65.33 3 10.71 108.00 3 27.43
Rosy 56.50 8 6.99 74.50 8 6.67

Significant (Mferenca (taa text for statistic)
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101.60,93.33,106.00, and 74.30 seconds. Also of diese, the variation in 

Lucia's first and second halves was different enou|h to be significant 

(Mann-Whitney U test, z> -2.21, P« .027, 2-tailed). The other’s 

variadoos were no t Only McGregor, of the males, and Fanny, of die 

females, showed longer first-half tie lengths (Tables 8.4 and 8.3). 

McGregor’s first and second halves averaged 63.17 and 64.83 seconds, 

reqiecdvely, and Fanny's averaged 87.73 and 64.23 seconds. But again, 

nrither of these variations differed significandy, and the general iroid is for 

longer second-half de duradons within a series. To see whether longer 

second-half de duradons for serial matings might result fiom a change in 

the number of group members sexuaUy interfering, figures for this were 

broken down for individuals as well (Figures 8.8 and 8.9). As can be 

seen, a trend exists toward fewer intruders intnfering during die second 

half for 3 of 8 individuals, but this variadon was slight and non-significant 

In other words, the number of individuals interfering does not actually 

diange from the first and second half in serial matings.

Between Individuals

Also interesting are differences between individuals when conqnued 

direcdy. Considering madngs overall, variation in tie duration between 

males was considerable (Figures 8.10a and 8.11a). For example, 

Pancho's average tie length was 73.77 seconds, whoeas for McGregor it 

averaged 33.38 seconds. For the remaining males grouped together, it was 

36.80 seconds. The avoage tie overall was 69.48 seconds. When á 

KruskaU-Wallis test was run to measure the significance of this diffoence, 

it was found to be high (H(99)> 13.92, p - .001,2-tailed).

Asiinilarcircuinstancewasfoundfortheidiiales. Flaca had the longest 

average tie duration with 86.90 seconds, while the average tie for Elraa,
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FIGURE 8.11. Variation among famaloa In tia 
duration: (a)ovarall, (b)wlth, and (o)wlthout 
aaxual Intarfaranea. Blank oolumn(a) rapraaant 
all matinga had Intarfaranoa (o), or tho ravaraa 
(b). Duratlona ara In aaeonda and T*bara 
rapraaant top half of Standard Error.
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Ucilia, Flouie and CaneU grouped togedier w u  3 8 ^  seconds. With 

Piene, Fanny, Lucia, Biuja, and Rosy recording vaiioas averages in 

between, die difference between females, like males, was highly significant 

(Kniskall-Wallit test, H(99)- 13.63, p« .016,2>tailed). It is interesting 

to note a trend in males and females: increased rank seems to equal 

increased tie duration, hence a better theoretical chance at inseminalion, but 

more interference, at least for males.

When these overall tie durations for the males and females were broken 

down into both those with and those without sexual interference (Rgures 

8.10b-c and 8.11b-c), the differences still varied considerably, and 

significantly for males widi interference (Kruskall-Wallis test, H(86)« 

6.23, pa .044,2*tailed). The variations among individuals for the other 3 

cat^oties did not reach the .03 significance level.

Concerning sexual interfnence, the number of individuals interfering 

with matings greatly depended upon who was involved. Among the 

males, the alpha male, Fsncho, received the largest number with an average 

of4.77 per mating (Hgure 8.12). McGregor experienced 1.94 per mating, 

while Tigre and Jobo received 3 each, but both of these were based on a 

single mating ̂ liece. For females, Lucia received the most with 6.91 per 

mating, and Canela the least with I intruder per mating (Hgure 8.13). 

Canela's score, however, like Tigre and Jobo among the males, w u  a 

result of only a single mating. The difference among females w u  

significant (Kruskall-Wallis test, H(88)-  23.06, p - .001), whereu for 

maks it w u not (Kiuskall-Wallis test, H(94)a 6.44, p> .092).

And finally, when considering the interval between ejaculations, 

Pancho's average of 17.82 m inutu w u leu  than McGregor’s of 23.38, 

but not significandy (Mann-Whimey U tu t, z>-.660, p>.03). Among the 

femaks, intervals varied from a low of 8.29 for Fanny to a high of 26JO
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FIGURE 8.12. A v «i«9* numbar of Inirudars par
mating for maloa. Blank eolumna raproaant 
matinga without Intorforaneo. Llatad by 
domlnanca rank ordar. T*bara rapraaant top half 
of Standard Error.
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FIGURE 8.13. Avtrag» number of Intruders per 
meting for femelee. Blenk columns represent 
metings without Interference. Listed by 
domlnence rank order. T-bera represent top helf 
of Standerd Error.
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minutes for R aca, which was a highly significant difference 

(Kniskal-Wallis test, H(T7)- 21.40, p -  .001) (Rguie 8.14 and 8.15, 

ieq>ectively).

REPRODUCTIVE DATA

Historical

The group's reproductive history is summarized in Table 8.6. It is 

presented by both individual female and matriline. Rgures for the gro(q> as 

a whole are also provided. Paternity, however, is unknown.

By reviewing the table, even though there are no significant difforences 

between individuals or matrilines in age at first giving Unfa, number of live 

biitfas, and mean interbirth interval, it is obvious that consideiable variation 

still exists, particulariy among individuals. For example, with age at first 

giving birth, the group's overall mean was 60.10 months. At the same 

time, however, individual range varied from 42 to 90 months (Hgure 

8.16).

Considerable variation also exists between individuals with number of 

live births. Rve matriarch females, who represent 5 of the group's 7 

matrilines, provide lifetime reproductive data (see Prediction 7, this 

chapter). The range varies fiom 4 binbs for Jarocha to 9 binhs for Flor 

(Rgure 8.17), averaging 6.6 births per female. And for at least these S 

females, the number of offspring produced by each was inversely 

correlated with the dominance rank of their matriline (Spearman rank 

coneladon coefficient test, r s - -.975, p-.002).

Concerning intervals between births, the avenge for the group was 

21.30 months, but, again, the variation between individual females was
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TA BLE  B.6. Suimnary rtproducUv* dala el Ilia Tanaxpllle atumpUlla ovar a 
period of 15 yaara from April, 1572 to Maroh, 1Pt7 wlillo they wort In both 
Puerto R ico  and Mexico. Preaented by female and matrlllne according to 
deacendmg matrillneal dominance rank.*

Female/
H a t r ll ln e

Age at Ftrat 
G iving Birth 
(M o n th a )

Number of 
Live Birtha
( N )

Sex
Ratio
(M : F )

Mean
In te rb ir th
In te rva l
(M on tha )

Range
(M o n th a )

Jarocha ? 4 3:1 2 2 .3 3 1 5 * 3 5
Mean: ? 4 . 0 0 3 .0 :1 .0 2 2 .3 3 1 5 . 0 * 3 5 . 0

»«^»■ ^^•lta 7 0 2 :4 1 5 .0 0 0 9 * 2 0
P ie r re 6 7 4 1 :3 3 1 .0 0 1 7 * 5 9

Enriqueta - . . • .

Piedad 6 0 1 0:1 . .
M im a 4 2 3 2:1 2 3 .5 0 2 1 * 2 6
M artha 5 2 1 1 :0 • •

M arcela 5 7 1 1 :0 • .

Mean; 5 3 .5 0 2 .6 7 1 .4 :2 .3 2 3 .1 7 1 5 . 3 * 3 4 . 7

Placa 7 7 2 :5 1 0 .5 0 0 9 * 2 5
Negra - • • . .

Elena 7 3 4 2 :2 2 3 .0 0 1 9 * 3 0
U c llla 4 0 2 2 :0 21 .00 2 1

Fanny 0 0 1 0:1 . .

Flav ia 5 5 1 0:1 . •
Mean: 6 6 .7 5 3 .0 0 2 .0 :2 .3 2 1 .1 7 1 5 . 7 * 2 5 . 3

Blondin 7 7 3 :4 21 .17 1 0 * 2 5
Bru|a 5 7 4 3:1 2 0 .0 0 1 7 * 2 3
Lucia 5 7 3 0 :3 2 1 .0 0 1 7 * 2 6
B laa lla 6 7 1 0:1 . •

Mean: 5 7 .0 0 3 .7 5 3 .0 :2 .3 2 0 .7 2 1 0 . 7 * 2 4 . 3

F lo r 7 0 5 :4 1 4 .2 5 1 0 * 1 9
Roay 5 5 4 1 :3 2 7 .0 0 1 7 * 4 4

S Ig r I 6 0 1 1 :0
Lolita 5 0 4 2 :2 2 2 .3 3 1 9 * 2 5
Canela 7 1 2 0 :2 2 3 .0 0 2 3
Floaale 6 7 1 0:1 . .

Mean: 0 2 .4 0 3 .5 0 2 .3 :3 .4 2 1 .6 4 1 7 . 3 * 2 7 . 9

Blanca 5 2 4 2 :2 2 1 .0 0 1 9 * 2 3
Tareaa 6 3 2 1 :1 2 0 .0 0 2 0

Mean; 5 7 .5 0 3 .0 0 1 .5 :1 .5 2 0 .5 0 1 9 . 0 * 2 1 . 5

Bonita 5 9 2 0 :2 1 7 .0 0 1 7
Juanita 7 0 1 0:1 . •

Mean: 0 4 .5 0 1 .5 0 0 .0 :1 .5 1 7 .0 0 1 7 . 0 * 1 7 . 0

MEAN: 6 0 .1 0 3 .0 9 2 .0 :2 .1 2 1 .3 0 1 6 . 9 * 2 7 . 0
SE: 2.29 .44 .2 0 :.2 7 .97 1 .0 4 * 2 .4 9
RANGE: 42 -tO 1 •• 1 -5 :1>6 1 4 .3 *3 1 .0 0 *2 3 / 1 7 *5 4

* Baaed on birtha only. Recorda aupplled by Caba-VInagre (para. comm.). 
T Unknown





FIGURE 8.17. Numb«r of livo birth* among th* 
fornaio* Jarocha, Margarita, Flaca, Biondi*, and 
Flor. Each number roproaonta a lif**tlm* of 
reproduction. The fomalaa aro from aaporat* 
matrilinoa and ar* praaantad in daaconding rank 
order.
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great (Figure 8.18). At the lower end of the range, the mean interval for 

Flor was only 14.2S months, while for Pierre, at the opposite extreme, it 

was as long as 31 months.

Study Period
According to updated information, from the 113 matings recorded during 

die field phase of the present study, only 1 infant was conceived: a male 

named Brajo bom to Bruja on 12 July 1984. If an average gestation 

length of 177 ̂  2.1 days is used to count backwards to help detennine the 

possible m atinp leading to conception (MacDonald, 1971), all matings 

witnessed during this paiticular oestrous cycle include the following (listed 

by date, time, mating male, and number of intiuders):

(1) 13 January, lSd)3, McGregor, 2

(2) 13 January, 1S:1S, McGregor, 1

(3) 17 January, 11:32, Pancho, 4

(4) 17 January, 11:49, Pancho, 1

(5) 20 January, 10:13, fomcho, 7

(6) 20 January, 10:22, Pancfao, 5

Again, using the 177^ 2.1 day average for gestation, peak receptivity 

probably occurred between IS and 19 January, with 17 January being the 

most likely day of ovulation. Interestingly, both m atinp on the peak day 

w oe with Pancho, the alpha male. I suggest then that the mating 

responsible for Bmjo's conception may have been the one at 11:49 on 17 

January. This is because the mating at 11:49, if interference does stress the 

mating pair, had a lower combined score (CS*lAi) than the mating at 

11:32 on die tame day (CS>1437). The tie length and amount of
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FIGURE 8.18. Itoan intarbirth intarvals for tha 
Tanaxpillo famalaa ovar a 18 yaar pariod. Each 
grouping rapraaanta a aaparata matrlllna and thay 
ara praaantad In daacanding rank ordar. T-bars 
rapraaant top half of Standard Error.
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interference during the probable conception mating, ronqtared with the 

mean for each, are prerented in Figures 8.19 and 8.20. However, it 

should be noted that die mating which led to insemination may not have 

been observed, although between 10-20 January only one day of 

observation was missed: the ISth.

THE SPITE HYPOTHESIS

As noted in Chapter S, a spiteful act is one that runs the risk of reducing 

the reproductive fitness of both the recipient and perpetrator of the action, 

and is, according to Hamilton (1971), behaviour better classified as 

"strongly" qjiitefiil. By analogue, this is represented by a double negative 

(-,-) which signifies a net cost in fitness for both individuals. But since 

every action costs something, what is o f actual importance to the actor is 

the relative outcome in overall costs and bmiefits between himself or herself 

and the redpim t (Hamiltoo, 1970). An action may be equally cosdy to 

both parties (strongly spiteful), but can continue to be classified as spitefiil 

as long as the actor ends up without benefiting direcdy (Hamilton, 1971). 

This is represoited by anak^ue by a zero and a negative (0,-). Therefcre, 

it is not necessaiy that a loss in reproductive fitness be dononstrated, only 

that the risk of a loss exists, even though this is admittedly difficult to 

measure in precise quantitative terms (Pieiotte, 1982). For exanqile, how 

does one measure the risk of an act which may result in death or serious 

injury for an actor when the actin' esc^ies unharmed? It is essentially 

unmeasurable, but this does not make such a risk any less real or a qiitefiil 

act any less spitefiil (Pierotte, 1982). It is pnqmsed than that since those 

who intrude run die risk of being physically harmed by the mating maU». 

(e.g., 3% of the matings involved retaliation), evm if they are not, while
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FIGURE 8.20. Amount of soxual Intorforonco 
dotormlnod by total Intrudar combinad acora for 
poaalbla conception mating comparad with tha 
moan combinad acora for mating overall. T-bar 
rapraaanta top half of Standard Error.
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at the same time they potentially reduce hit and the mating female's 

reproductive fiaess, sexual interfeience in stunytail macaques qualifies as 

q>itefiil behaviour. What makes this more likely is there appears to be no 

immediate resource for which the intniden are conyeting. Inotherw odt, 

an intruder was never observed in this study to attenyt to mate widi the 

typosite sexed member of the pair upon whose mating they had intruded, 

and without a resource, tiie probalnlity of the behaviour being selfish is 

reduced. Other exaityles of spiteful behaviour in primates are harassment 

of one female by another in gelada baboons (Dunbar, 1980) and, in 

macaques, kidnapping attenyts unrelated females of each other's infants 

(Silk, 1983).

But, even if interference in stunytails is yiieful. by what method can it 

reduce the fitness trf mating individuals? As proposed eariier in the 

cluyter, it just may be through social stress. Stress can prevent conception 

in sonte primate species altogetiier, as already shown, and can also 

lengthen the interval between births. These two circumstances in 

themselves can have substantial reproductive consequences for both males 

and females over a lifetime.

As reasonable as this hypothesis is, however, does tiie circumstantial 

data of the present study minimally support it? The answer offered here is 

tentively yes, and the remainder of the chapter will be concerned with 

presenting tests oS evidence.

Predictive Tests

Accordingly, the predictive tests concerning the likely effect of sexual 

interference on matings in stumptails, if stressful, are the following;
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(l)/lesults: Tie duntioiis of m atinp with 

interfeience should differ from those 

without, if tying incretses the probebility of 

ontoeption.

Q) Results: Tie duritions of matings at die 

end of a series should differ from those at 

the beginning.

0 ) Results: The number of mounts it takes 

a male to reach ejaculadmi should increase 

with matings with intnference opposed to 

matings without

(A) Results: Duration between ejaculadons 

should vary among individuals.

(5) Reproductive Data: Age at first giving 

birth should vary amcmg females,

(6) Reproductive Daui: as should intervals 

between births,

0 ) Reproductive Data: and number of live 

bird» produced over a lifetime.

Each of these tests will now be addressed in turn.
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DISCUSSION

Evidence

Results

Predictive Test 1. The first set of indirect evidence sugfesting that 

sexual interference effects mating is differences in tie durations between 

those that receive interference and those matings that do not (Hgure 8.3). 

On average, ties of matings with interference are S6% longer dian ties of 

m atinp without, and this difference is significant. Also, there is a direct 

and positive correlation between sexual interference and the length of the tie. 

In other words, among matinp with interference, the greater its amount, the 

longer the ties. But why should this be, and why is it that some 

individuals' tie lengths are effected, while others are not? Among the 

males, McGregor's (Hgure 8.21) ties were greatly effected, but Pancho's 

(Hgure 8.22) ties were not (Table 8.2); among the females, Bruja's and 

Rosy's durations were highly effected, Bruja's significantly, whereas 

Pierre's and Flaca's tie lengths changed very Uttie with interference.

If intrasexual competition is the primary motivation behind sexual 

interference (as proposed eariier in this chqtter), and the purpose tying is 

to increase the likelihood of conception (as proposed in Cluqtier 6), one 

would reasoiuUy suspect that tile purpose of interference is to decrease the 

length of ties in order to make the possibility of concqitions less likely. 

But the exact opposite seems to occur. Tie lengths increase with 

interference, rather than decrease. So why do group members even bother 

to interfere? I suggest they do because interference does decrease the 

likelihood of conception and longer tie-lengths may acmally demonstrate 

this, even though it is the reverse of what one might expect There is no 

direct evidence for it, but thoe just may be an optimal period where a tie is
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more likely to lead to coocepdon. and anything longer or shorter makes this 

possitnlity more remote. Future research in the laboratory could clarify this 

point, as it could also test whether pairs of stumptails housed separately are 

more fettile dian diose housed in a group. But both are yet to be done. It is 

also recognised that with tie duration an optimal argument is more difficult 

to support than an argument of linearity; intra-individual variation (sre 

Tables 8.2 and 8.3) may present a problem as well. Again, more dau is 

needed to help clarify these points.

Even so, I tentively propose that the overall excitement of sexual 

interference stresses the mating pair enough for the male to end up 

responding by extending his tie lengths by an average of 36% over ties 

where interference is absent. The fact that tie durations of alternative 

matings void of interference are significantly shorter than ties of normal 

matings with interference (see Chapter 9) makes this suggestion more 

likely. However, since the tie lengths of individuals are not effected 

eqially, those of higher dominance rank (Pancho, Pierre, and Flaca) may be 

effreted less overall dum those of lower dominance rank. So high rank may 

be inqtortant to acquire if for no other reason than to help suppress the 

inunediate effects of sexual interference.

Predictive Test 2. If true, and sexual interference does place stress on 

individuals while mating, what other supporting evidence does this study 

offer? Significandy longer tie durations overall in matings occurring in the 

second half of a series may be relevant (Figure 8.4). By individuals, 6 of 8 

had longa second half ties (Tables 8.4 and 8.3), and fn- 2 of these, Pancho 

and Lucia, die variations were significant This again m i^ t suggest that 

interference is stressing the mating pair since tie lengths increased on 

average 23%. Even high ranking individuals are not exempt, and 

particulariy not Pancho; his second half ties increased 27%. However,
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could this phenomenon be accounted for by male Citígue? In other wtxds, 

as a series progresses, does the male tire and, therefore, remain tied longer? 

This is possible, but unlikely, since Estep et al. (1984) found that tie 

durations are longest during the middle jAase of a series, rather than the late 

phase.

Predictive Test 3. What Other circumstantial evidence is there for this 

hypothesis? Even though the difference was not significant, but a trend, the 

fact that the average number of tnounts required by a male to reach 

ejaculation was greater during marings with intetferenoe (1.48) than without 

(1.14) m i^ t suggest again that mating pairs are being stressed (Figure 8.6). 

When potential intruders move toward a pair in anticipation of a mating 

about to occur, as they most always do, it is possible that some degree of 

stress is being imposed, and in this case, enough to increase the number of 

required mounts for ejaculation by 30%.

Predictive Test 4. One final Ut evidence firom the results section of 

this study diat may also suggest that interference places stress on mating 

individuals is the amount of time it takes between matings. If individuals 

are stressed, then it would seem reasonable that cenain individuals would be 

effected more than others depending upon how much sexual interference 

eadi receives. Generally, what should be expected is the greater the amount 

of interference, the longer the interval between matings. The dominance 

rank of the males and females involved may reduce the interval somewhat, 

but certainly dominance alone cannot explain the large degree of variation 

recorded among individuals found in this study (Hgure 8.14 and 8.1S). 

But rank, in combiiution with stress caused from sexual interference just 

may. Because the study offers so few matings in a series void of 

interference, this suggestion is preliminary and awaits further data and 

analysis.
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Reproductive Data

Alter nuining relevant itatittical tests on the gRNq>'s reproductive data u  

listed in TaUe 8.6. it was found that females and maliilines do not vary 

enough among thonselves to be oonsideted significandy different within the 

three important categories of age at first giving biith, number of live biiihs, 

and mean interbirth interval. In theoiy, however, this is not suiprising. 

Excluding indepoidem external variables, different females of the same 

qtecies living in an idendcal environment should vaiy only slightly among 

themselvro in the three categories. These slight differences can probably be 

explained by the unique physiology of each female concerned. But when 

the differences among females are more dian slight, some external influoice 

may well be involved. The present data, evoi though not significantly 

different, may reflect this. It should also be remembered that even if 

rqxoductive variations among females are small, and even if not statistically 

signifícant, the mechanism(s) responsible (e.g., behaviour) may still 

contribute to long-term fitness (Silk, 1987).

Predictive Test 5. When considering the age that females first give 

birth, it can be quickly seen firom Figure 8.16 that definite and consideraUe 

differaices among individuals do exist. Over the group's 15-year history, 

the earliest age that any female produced an offspring was 42 months. The 

oldest primiparous female was 90 months. So, if the matings of the female 

who took the longest to fin t reproduce had consistently received a greater 

amount of interference then the matings of the female who rqiroduced at the 

youngest age, it is conceivable that interference may have been stressful 

enough to delay initial concqition in the former female. Long-term data on 

interference and other possible determining factors will, of course, be 

required to clarify this.

Predictive Test 6. Stiesstnay also be te^ionsible for the relatively large
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w iation among femalea in their mean intervals between births (Hgure 

8.18). A low of 14.23 months for Flor, as opposed to a high of 32 months 

for Pierre, can be seen. This test awaiu long-term datt as well, but the 

influence of stress on mating females may be more suggestive when looking 

at actual births.

ftedictive Tmt 7. The 3 females presented in Figure 8.17 were all bora 

in die wild and headed matiilines. Margarita and Flor had both died prior to 

the study, and the 3 others (Jarocha, Flaca, and Blondie) had stepped 

rqiroducing, most likely from old age. So the number of offspring each 

produced represents lifetime reproduction. As can be cleariy teen from 

Figure 8.17, a substantial variation exists betweoi the female who gave 

birth to the least number of offspring and the female who gave t»nh to the 

most: Jarocha produced 4 offqiring. while Flor produced a tool of 9. Six 

infants were bora to Margarita and 7 qiieoe to both Flaca and Blondie. 

Again, this is a oonsidetable variation, even if not a statistically rignificant 

one. What is significant, however, is the inverse cotrelation between the 

number oi ofTqning that these females gave birth to and thor dmcending 

order of dominance by matriline. In other wtnds, the lesser their 

dominance, the greater their number of offqiring. But why should this be? 

I suggest again that the amount of sexual interference a female receives over 

a lifetime of matings may be at the very least partially responsible. 

Knowing that the average number of intruders per mating among the 

group's females varied significantly, as demonstrated in Figure 8.13, adds 

support to this possibility. Also, fiom Figure 8.11, itcan be seen that tie 

length tends to decrease with lower female social rank. In other words, if 

longer tie lengths bring greater interference to higher ranking females, 

hence, more stress, reproductive success may be reduced. In addition, a 

reo a t finding by Nieuwenhuijsen et al. (1983:92) found that, unlike rhesus
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and Japanese macaques, most female stumptails experience '...several 

noaconcq>tive ovulatory cycles...* before conceiving. Their finding is 

based on a study of a group of 92 stumptails kept in a large outdoor 

enclosure. They offer no explanation, but speculate that a luteinixed 

unnq>tuied follicle syndrome (ovulation failure) (Koninckx et al., 1980) 

may be leqxmsiUe. If true, I suggest that stress from sexual interference 

may be its cause, but, of course, this will take further, in dq>th, research to 

verify.

COMPARISONS OR FURTHER TESTS

With this now said, how do the relevant drua of others cotrqtare as 

further tests?

Stumptails

If lengthened ties are evidence that sexual interference does effect 

mating, what comparable dau is there? Of the 3 sturrqrtail interference 

studies of Gouzoules (1974), Niemeyer (1980; hOemeyer and Charmve, 

1983), and Bruce (1984) (see latter half of Chapter 2 for more detail), only 

Niemeyer and Bruce presented information about tie lengths during matings 

with and without sexual interference. Niemeyer found that there was only a 

slight difference between the two. Tie durations without interference had a 

mean of 70 seconds, while those with interference averaged 71 seconds. 

However, her results may not be truly reflective because of the confined 

nature of the group she was studying (personal observation). In other 

words, since her subjects were really never out of sight of each other, tie 

durations of matinp widiout interference may have been abnormally long.

In support of this, Bruce found something difrnent Evoidiough her
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study was still conducted under ciqtdve conditions, her subgectt had an 

almost 8 times greater living space than Niemeyer's subjects (432.78 m3 

opposed to 54.28 m3), and this may reflect the difference in her findings. 

She found that tie durations were significandy longer during mating when 

interference w u present than when it was absent, or, to be more accurate, 

81 seconds with interference compared with 43.2 seconds without [t 

C72)-4.19, pcO l]. She had also predicted this outcome based on the 

literature. So, at a minimum, Bruce's smdy supports the finding of this 

study that stumptails under more "normal” conditions show longer tie 

lengths in response to sexual interference. Again, this may reflect that 

stress is being inqrosed ouising the male to respond by tying longer.

Furthermore, even though otho' studies did not present data for number 

of mounts or durations between matings in a series, a study of Bruce's 

group by Estq> et aL (1984) discovered that tie durations occurring during 

the two later phases d  serial matings were significandy longer than those d  

the earliest phase. For m atinp pooled into phases of early, middle, and 

late, tie durations for the earliest phase averaged 66.6 seconds, whereas the 

latter two phases combined produced a mean of 1(X).2 seconds (One-way 

analysis o f variance, f«15.48, p<.08). This is similar to what this study 

found and may reinforce the possibili^ that males are lengthening dreir ties 

in response to the inqxrsed stress that interference nuiy be producing. 

Again, further research is needed before this can be accurately verified.

O ther Macaques

Butwhatabout the rqxoduction in other qredes of macaques where the 

phenomenon of sexual interference occun much less? In other words, for 

example, are stunqrtail macaques slow or fast breeders compared with other 

species, therd^ giving or not giving suppôt to dre idea that interference
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m>y be letpauible?

As noted above, female stumptaib normally take several ovulatory cycles 

to conceive while rhesus and Japanese macaques commonly take one. 

Female stunqttails are alto known to take longer to first give birth and to 

reproduce thaeafter (hTieuwmhuijseo a  aL, 1985; see also Afococa Review 

section in Chapter 6, and TaUe 6.1). The age at first birth in stunq>tailt is 

between S3 and 60 months, while most other macaqum take less (e.g., 43.3 

months for rhesus). Only the Qested macaque it known to take slightly 

longer (66 months), and Japanese and Toque macaques appear to be about 

equivalent (60 months). Female ttumptails also seem to take the longest 

amount of time between births (fiom 19.1 to 21.3 months). Rhesus take as 

little as 12 months. Stumptailt appear then to be slow breeders in 

comparison with most other macaques. These behavioural and 

physiological differences may exist in stumpuil nucaques because 

interference placm sufficient stress on mating pairs to suppress fertility [see 

Wasser and Barash (1982) for a review of stress related reproductive 

suppression in fmnale mammals]. Again, this proposal is preliminary and 

further research is necessary for cleam^ demonstration of the affea of stress 

on mating behaviour. But, even if Kxual interference is found to be 

stressful, and this is labelled spiteful, how does spite result in a 

return-benefit, as suggested earlier? This is the subject of Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER9

SEXUAL INTERFERENCE: AS RETURN- 

BENEFIT SPITE?

As proposed in the Ust chiller, the act of sexual interference may be 

classified as spiteful behaviour. But, as also pointed out, q>itefulness in 

itself never ends in a net gain in reproductive fitness for those who choose 

to be ^iiefiil. So, again, why would one choose to interfere? This is the 

subject of the present chapter. Briefly, the constraint-fiee rqnoductive 

strategy and alternative tactics of social primates, including stunqitails, will 

be addressed. Some final results and explanations will also be presented.

CONSTRAINT-FREE REPRODUCTIVE STRATEGY

For individuals living in groups, competition for any resource that is 

limited, including mating partners, is common. Also common are specific 

strategies used by individuals to meet this competition. A strategy is 

defined as behaviour employed to obtain a specific end, usually 

reproductive fimess, without any foreknowledge implied (Hrdy and 

Williams, 1983). When one strategy is pursued over all others, it is 

referred to as coiumifnr-/i’ee. It is considered this because of its h i^  yield, 

and it is the strategy that individuals would ideally choose if diere were no
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ooavetMveconimiiiaov0 ihdrcfa(^ofpurfuit(DuntMr. 1982, 1988).

AcconUiif to Dunbir (1988), the constnim-free repioductive tmtegy ai 

group living primates competing for mates is dominance. In other words, 

the intrinsic power of high rank confers priority <rf access to mates. Thisis 

pankulariy true for males since they conqteie directly for the opportunity to 

inseaunate females. However, for females, die inqMrtanoe of high rank is 

generally not as immediate. They are more likely to gain leproducdvely by 

having greater access to food and social partners, which benefits both them 

and thdr (^spring in the long term (Hrdy, 1977; Dunbar, 1988). But since 

femalm may direcdy compete for quality sperm from high-ranking males 

(Small, 1987), high rank may serve as a constraint-free reproductive 

strategy for them as well.

ALTERNATIVE REHIODUCTIVE TACTICS

Not all primate group members, however, are equally capable of 

attaining hi|)i dominance rank. Are these individuals then prevented from 

rqxoducing throughout their lifetime? For females, this is unlikely since 

through their own manouverings there should always be at least some 

acceptable males available and willing to mate with them, males who 

out-rank other competitive females who may otherwise prevent the matmg. 

On the other hand, low-ranking males have the potential of being severely 

reproductively suppressed. However, there are ways that lower-rankmg 

individualt, both males and fennales, can go about inqnoving their own rate 

of reproduction, and these are by employing alternative tactics (Dunbar, 

1982,1988). Tactics can best be described as less than ideal methods of 

achieving a specific goal, such as reproductive fitness. They are iess than 

ideal because seldom are they as successfril as using a primary strategy.
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luch as h i^  lank. But if high nnh, for exanq>le, can not be obtained, 

alternative tactics provide lower-ranking individuals with at least the 

opportunity to make marginal reproductive gains. Each individual should 

attempt to maximise reproduction in the best manner possible since 

evohition occurs at this level and not at the group's.

Stumptail Tactics

So what reproductive alternatives are there for ttunq>tails who are of 

lower dominance rank? From the findings of the this study, alternative 

reproductive tactics for stumptails are of two types, those en^loyed mainly 

by females and those practised primarily by males. These categories are not 

mutually exclusive, but they do represent what was generally observed in 

the field. Both sexes must cooperate with each other for eitha tactic to be 

successfuL Having said this, one tactic consistently used by both sexes 

w u sexual interference. The possible effects of this behaviour on one's 

competitors were described in the previous chapter. Interference may not 

contribute to one's fitness directly, but when used in combination with 

those tactics that could, relative gams can be made. The tactics that may 

contribute directly, and may possibly be inqtlanented to avoid interference, 

are as follows: "female leave", where an omtrous female moves silently off 

from the nuin body of the group followed by a male suitor prior to mating 

[similar to what females have been observed to do in rhesus macaques 

(Brereton, 1981)], and "male hide-and-huiry", where a male avoids the 

attention of the other group members while rapidly mating with a 

coopmative female (often teen in other primates, e.g., rhesus macaques 

(Ruiz de Elvira and Herndon. 1986)]. The female leave tactic u  not strictly 

limited to lower-ranking females, whereas dm male hide-and-hutry tactic is 

moie often restricted to lower-ranking males. What generally happens is
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this:

For the female leave tactic, an oestrus female, cfter the 

group has been provisioned, for example, quickfy glances at 

a male suitor (usually the alpha or beta), and then starts 

walking rcpidly and silently cff to an area 25 meters or more 

away. The area is often visuaily removed from the other 

group members as a whole, and they usually pay little 

attention, or do not notice at all, and continue feeding.

While she does this, the female also glances back to see if 

the male she solicited is following, which he most often is.

They then mate, with little or no sexual interference, and 

then return to feeding themselves.

The male hide-and-hurry tactic is different. Here, a mate 

mates with a cooperative female who is already on the 

group’s periphery. An example o f this is when the group 

changes from one of the islands ofTanaxpillo to the other.

After most o f the group members have tranfferred, a few  

individuals cfbodi sexes lag behind. And when others are 

ahead and out tff sight, a male often quickly mates with a 

willing female, again, with very little or no interference.

The results both these tactics are presented below.

RESULTS

The following general results will fost present the frequency with which

altenuuive tactic matinp were recorded in this study, and then compare the

amount of sexual intnference diey received on avenge with the other
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matings. H e durations for both categories will also be compared. 

Interference and tie durations will then be specifically compared for the two 

types of alternative tactic matings both overall and between individuals.

GcBcral

Ristly, dte rate of alternative tactic matings recorded in the presat study 

was 26.5% (N>30). This compares with 73.5% (N«83) for matings that 

did not involve alternative tactics (Figure 9.1). Of the former, 66.3% 

(N>19) were classified as female la v e  matings, while 36.6% (N>11) 

qualified as male hide-and-huny.

Furthermore, of the 19 matings recorded in the study which lacked 

interferace, 16 of them were alternative tactic. In other words, 84.2% 

(N>16) were of the alternative type, while 15.8% (N-3) were not (Figure 

9.2).

When these two categories of matings are first broka down separately 

into those that received interference and those that did not, alternative tactic 

matings received interference far less often th u  did nonnal matings. The 

proportions of alternative matings with and widiout interference were 

46.7% (N«14) and 53.3% (N-16) respectively, compared with 96.4% 

(N>80) and 3.6% (N>3) respectively for the other matings (Figure 9 J ).

With respat to the actual intensity of sexual interference received by 

both categories of matings, the alternative category again experienced 

considerably less tluui did the other. An alternative mating had a m ea  

combined score of 259.5, whereas a normal mating had an average of 

2043.6. The overall m eu was 1572.7 (Figure 9.4a). A Maim-Whitney U 

test revealed a highly significat difierence betw ea the two categories (z> 

-6.30, p < .01 ,2-tailed).

W ha tie durations are compared for alternative and nonnal matings, a
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FIGURE 9.3. P«rc«ntag* of tho 30 roeordod 
•Itornativo tactic matinga racalving aaxual 
Intarfaranca comparad with tha parcantaga 
racaiving intarfaranca among tha 83 othar 
matingc.
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FIGURE 9.4. (a) Avtraga amount of aaxual
Intarfaranca par mating (datarminod by combinad 
acora) for tha 30 altarnativa tactic matinga 
oppoaad to tha 83 others, (b) Moan tia duration 
par mating for tha sama two groupings. Tha 
overall averages arc also provided. T*bars 
raprosant top half of Standard Error.
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variatk» between the two also exists, but not as great. An average tie 

duration for an alternative tactic mating w u 60.1 seconds, while an average 

tie for a nonnal mating w u  72.3 seconds (Figure 9.4b). Hie difference 

between the two w u  not significant (Mann-Whitney U test, z - -1.33, p - 

.183,2-tailed).

Specific
When the amount of sexual interference and duration of t iu  are 

compared between the two categories of alternative tactic matings 

themselves, differences also exist. The respective values of both 

interference and tiu  were less for male hide-and-hurry nuuinp than they 

were for female leave. Specifically, the mean combined score of 

interference for male hide-and-hurry w u 230.3, compared with 276.5 for 

female leave (Figure 9.5), and the average tie duration for the male tactic 

w u  41.7 seconds, opposed to 69.3 seconds for the female tactic (Figure 

9.6). Neither of these differences, however, were large enough to be 

significant (Mann-Whitney U tu u , z - -.607, p > .05, 2-taUed and z- 

-1.49, p> .136,2-tailed, rupectively).

When again consideting the amount of interference for both categoriu of

alternative tactic matings, variations exist among individuals u  well. The 

average amount of interference received by female luve matings ranged 

ftom zero for Elena to 750.0 for Bruja, and the mean received by male 

hide-and-hurry nuuings ranged from zero for Roberto, Bruno, and Flan to 

800.0 for Tigre. The scoru of the other individuals for both tactics fell at 

various levels in between (Hgure 9.7a and b). No statistical tests of 

significance were calculated because of the small sanylesiau.

Tie durations showed similv variations among indmduals when 

comparing both categotiu of alternative tactic matings. With female leave
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HQURE 9.7. Diff«r«nc*s among fomalas(a) and 
malaa(b) in tha avaraga amount of aaxual 
Intorfaranca raealvad par mating (dotarminad by 
combinad aeora) for tha two typaa of aitarnativa 
tactic matings. Biank coiumns raprasant matings 
without intarfsrancs. T*bars rsprassnt top hsif 
of Standard Error.
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matings, mean individual duiatioas ranged firom 26.4 seconds for Bnija to 

106.0 seconds for Flaca. Pierre's average duration was 81.2 seconds, 

while a tie length for Elena's single mating was not recorded (Figure 9.8a). 

Individual durations for male hide-and-hutry matings ranged from 2S.0 

seconds fw  Bruno to 54.0 seconds for McGregor. Tie durations for 

Roberto and Jobo's matings were not recorded, and Tigre and Flan's 

durations fell in between the high and the low (Hguie 9.8b). Again, tests

<rf significance were not run because the sanqile sixes woe too small

REPRODUCTIVE DATA

Even thou^ reproductive data on males mating alternatively are not 

available, such data are available for females. However, thme data are not 

readily oxtqiarable because of age differences between subjects. To make 

them conqiarable, several diings were necessary. First the total number of 

offspring produced by each trf the 3 females (Flaca, Bruja, and Pierre) who 

were observed to mate alternatively on more than one occasion were 

(see Table 8.2). Second, the number of months avaihdile to these 

sune fonales for reproducing was calculated by totalling the number of 

months that had ehqised from each of their tnrths through March, 1987 (the 

last birth records presently available). Third, to obtain the mean number of 

months between births, each female's monthly score was divided by her

total number of births. Then, the mean number of months between births

for the females as a group was obtained by calculating a mean monthly 

score and dividing it by the total number of subjects. This resulted in an 

average of 1 birth fijr every 33.8 months. When the same calculations were 

performed on the 7 fonales who did not mate alternatively (Elena. Ucilia. 

Fanny, Lucia, Rosy, Canela, and Flossie), they u  a group averaged 1 birth
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FIGURE 9.8. Diff»r«ne«s among fomalaa(a) and 
malaa(b) in moan tla duration for tha two typos 
of altarnativa tactic matinga. Blank columns 
rsprossnt ths abssncs of information. T*bars 
rsprsssnt top half of Standard Error.
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for evoy 51.3 months. Both figures a it presented in Figure 9.9. The 

diiTeitnce between the two is nonsignificant (Mann-Whimey U test, z* 

-1.37, pa .170,2-tailed). However, there is a trend for shorter inteibifth 

intervals for females who mate alternatively, and, again, it should be 

remembered that trends may ultimately contribute to overall fitness (Silk, 

1987).

THE RETURN-BENEFIT SPITE HYPOTHESIS

As with the spite hypothmis, the hypothesis of return-benefit qiite was 

briefly outlined in Oiapter S. Basically, qrite with a return-benefit, similar 

to altruism with a retum-benerit, postulates that even though an act 

performed by a peipetrator is potentially costly at the time in terms of 

ultimate reproductive fitness, it may eventually serve to accomplish a 

relativenet benefit for the actor conqiared to the recipient Tbebenefitis 

gained if, sometime in the future, a sectmd directly beneficial act occurs 

(e.g., alternative tactic mating) which does more than counter-balance the 

cost that the initial act originally incurred (Trivers, 1985). In other words, 

spiteful behaviour can be selected for especially if combined with a second 

act which ultimately provides a net return for the actor. Strictly speaking, as 

pdnted out in the last chapter, if this occurs, the original act of qiite should 

then be considered only a delayed act of selfishness. However, such 

reasoning creates a problem. When viewed in this restricted manner, all 

social behaviour, including spite, altruism, as well as cooperation, become 

selfish definition, and, in reality, this is clearly not the case. All three, 

plus selfishness, exist because the relative gain acquired by the perpetrator 

of such an act (be it in net reproductive benefit or cost) always equals or 

exceeds that acquired by the redpient Therefore, again, qntefiil behaviour.
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even if not recogniied u  such, ihould be selected for on its own [e.g., 

kidnapping attempts of neonates by unrelated females within macaques 

(Silk, 1983)], and, if associated with a return benefit, the chances of this 

should be increased. Some social behaviour may not be recognised as 

spitefui because of the ’...unrealistic 'panmixia’ of the classical tnodel..." 

which implies random mating (Hamilton, 1971). So, when considering 

aliemadve interpretations of behaviour, it may be well to remember *11100 

is already a trend toward renaming all forms of altruism [q>ite] that can 

evolve as 'genetic selfishness,' which presumably reserves the term 

altruism [s]nte] for anything that can't evolve’ (Wilson, 1980).

But what does all this have to say about the behaviour of sexual 

interference in stunqNail macaques? It is proposed that not only has sexual 

interference in stunqitails been selected for because it has the potential of 

imposing an equal or greater net loss in reproductive fitness on the recipient 

compared with the perpetrator of the act (spite, see Chapter 8), but 

interference has also been selected for because the t^tportunity exists within 

the social context of stunqttails which allows it to be potaidally associated 

with a return benefit (return-benefit spite).

Predictive Tests

If retum-ben^ qnte can explain the phenomenon of sexual interfoence 

in stumptails, what then should be expected from the alternative mating data 

presented above? Predictive tests are as follows:

(1) Results: Alternative mating behaviour 

should be present allowing those of lower 

dominance rank to acquire return benefits.
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{2) Results: If texual interference is 

stressful, pairs mating alternatively should 

attempt to avoid interference, thereby 

reducing the amount of stress experienced, 

while at the same time possibly inoeasing 

the likelihood of conceptioo.

{3) Results: Again, if interference inqwses 

stress on mating pairs who. in turn, 

respond by increasing their tie durations, 

then the ties of alternative matings should, 

on average, be less than those of normal 

matings.

{4) Reproductive Data: And finally, those 

individuals of lower dominance rank who 

chose to mate alternatively should, on 

average, be mote teproductively successfid 

(in terms of number of offqning produced) 

than those who only chose to mate 

normally.

DISCUSSION

Evidence

Results

Predictive Test 1. Obviously, from the results presented, alternative 

tactic matings do exist As shown in Figure 9.1, they comprise 26.3% of
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all the maiingt leooided. Just under two-thinU of these were practised by 

fonales (female leave matinp), while slightly ovreone-ifaiid were practised

males (male hide>and-hurry matinp). This does not mean, however, 

that lower-ranldng individuals using alternative matinp will successfiilly 

reproduce. But, those individuals who do mate alternatively at least have 

the oppoftunity, eqtecially lower-ranking males.

Predictive Test 2. If these matinp are to be successful, assuming that 

social stress deoeases the rate of conception and sexual interference causes 

stress, then it teems reasonable to expect that those practising such tactics 

will By and avoid occasions when interference will most likely occur in 

view of other group members. As a consequence, the amount of 

interference received by alternative matinp should be reduced.

When reviewing the dau, this appears to be what happens. Theaverap 

amount of sexual interference received by alternative matings was only 

about an eighth of that received by matinp which were normal (Figure 

9.4a), and the difference between the two was highly significanL It does 

seem reasonable that that the immediate purpose of those individuals who 

practice alternative matinp is to mate without disturbaitce. I suggest the 

ulrirtMte purpose is to iitcrease their chances of reproducing by reducing the 

possible stress caused by interference which, in turn, may decrease the 

possibility of conception.

Predictive Test 3. As revealed in the last chapter, tie durations were 

significantly longer overall when matings were interfered with than when 

they were not (Figure 8.3). Tie durations occurring in the second half of a 

mating series were also sipificantiy longer than those occurring in the first 

half of a series (Figure 8.4). The pouible reason for both these 

circumstances is that sexual interference causes stress which, in turn, 

encourages males to lengthen their ties by an averap of 36% in the former
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circumstance and 23% in die Utter. But how does thU reUte to alteniadve 

tactic matings? Since the purpose of mating alternatively appears to be the 

avoidance of interfoence. u  noted above, the need for males to tespood by 

extending their ties should become unnecessary. Therefore, the average tie 

for altemadve matings should be less than the average tie for those matings 

that are normal As it turns out, the average tie for the 30 alternative matings 

was 60.1 seconds, while the average tie for the 83 othen was 72.3 seconds 

(Figure 9.4b). In other words, ties of alternative matings average 83% of 

normal matings. This is not significandy less when alternative matings are 

considered overall, but when they are divided into those that received 

interference and those that did not (46.7% and S3.3%, respectively), 

important differences appear (Table 9.1). It seems from Table 9.1 that 

when diose individuals who mated alternatively were successfril in avoiding 

interference, the dutadon of their des dropped dramatically. Conversely, 

when they were unable to avoid interference, their ties were 

correspondingly and significandy longer, as were des of normal matings 

with interference (Mann-Whimey U tests, zs-2.078, p>.038,2-tailed and 

z>-2.510, P-.012, 2-tailed, respecdvely). So, it not only locdcs like the 

purpose of mating altemadvely is to avoid interference, if possible, but 

longer de duradons are a mating males response when interference can not 

be avoided. Again, this may be because sexual interfermce is str^fuL

Reproductive Data

Predicdve Test 4. The final predicdve test concerning individuals who 

mate altemadvely suggests that those of lower dorinnance rank who do 

should have a higher reproducdve rate than those of lower rank who mate 

normally. As mendoned earlier, only female can be conddered here
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because data on paternity is not availaUe. But from the infonnation 

presented, there does appear to be a trend toward longer intnbiith intervals 

which may ultimately result in a higher rate of rqnoduction for those 

fonales as a group who do mate alternatively. The reason for this may be 

that by mating alternatively females a v t^  or at least reduce the amount of 

sexual interference they commonly experience while mating normally. 

Females who only mate normally appear u  a group to have longer interbirth 

intervals which may lead to a lown long-term rate of reproduction (Hgure 

9.9). But, again, further research is required to claim anything more 

defiiiitive.

REPRODUCTIVE VALUE OF SPITE WITH A RETURN- 

BENEFTT?

Stated simply then, and to encourage further research, it is suggested 

that those individuals, especially those of lower rank, who practice both 

sexual interfisrence and alternative mating should gain more reproductively 

overall than they would otherwise, or than those who practice one or the 

odier or neither of these tactics.
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CHAPTER 10

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

If the retum-benefit spite hypothesis does explain the phenomenon 

of sexual interference in stumptail macaques, as this thesis preliminaTUy 

suggests, how can it explain the difference between the sexes, as shown in 

Oiapter 7. In odier words, in this hee-ranging and ecologically valid 

study, why do males interfere significantly more than females? This and 

othm questions peitaining to both stumptail interference and mating will be 

addressed in this chapter. The cluqiter will also provide some basic 

thoughts on sexual interference and mating togethm, attenqiting to place 

them in an evolutionary context reasonable for stumptails. It wiU then 

conclude. But, before proceeding, it should be stated that most of what 

follows in the discussion section is untested, and little or nothing has 

actually been scientifically proven. Its purpose is to hopefully encourage 

further thought and research using the fiamework this thesis has attempted 

to provide.

DISCUSSION

Sexual Interference

In this and other behavioural studies of stumptails (e.g.i Estep et aL,
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1984,1988; ^nemeyer and Chamove. 1983; Gouzoules, 1974), the alpha 

male the gnxq» appean to do most of the matiiig. Other, less dominant 

males are observed to mate, particularly the beta male, but, whoi oonqtaitd 

with the alpha, their amount of participation remains quite low. Females, 

on the other hand, mate firequmtly, regardless of their dominance status. 

As in other studies, this study found female rank order and fiequency (tf 

mating to be unoonclated. Since reproductive success is a reladve matter, it 

seems reasonaUe to assume that males have more to lose when cooqreting 

with the alpha male than do females competing with noore dominant 

females. In other words, males should be expected to interfere more to 

reduce the alpha male's (and possibly the beta male's) ovoraU success 

compared with their own. Fonales, who mate regardless of their posidon 

in the dominance order, should interfere less. Datt in this study does 

support these conclusions.

Furthermore, when males and females were placed in their own 

respective age categories, differences in the amount of interference 

displayed among sub-groups were found as well. As again noted in 

Qiapter 7, subadult males interfered the most, followed by subadult 

females, adult fettudes, and then adult males. Juveniles and infants of both 

sexes interfered least So, the obvious question is, why is sexual 

interference in this free-ranging study, at least eiqnessed as it is?

I propose that subadult males (e.g., Rgure 10.1) provide just over 

one-third of all the interference observed for two reasons: first, these 

males, because of their sex, have more to lose reproductively over a life

time than any group of females, regardless of age, and second, since they 

are not fully coitqretitive, their actions are less likely to be retaliated against 

by the more dominant adult males who mate. The latter reason is supported 

by the fact that adult males rarely interfere. Consequently, subadult males
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have little to lose but lou to gain by trying to suppress the leimductive 

efforts of the dominant naales, and their rate of interference is high. Also, 

the likelihood of any one male in this category eventually teaching alpha 

status is probably quite small, so again, die more they interfere at this 

stage, the more leproductively competitive they become. But what about 

adult males who are not of alpha or beta status? Should they not also 

interfere at a high rate to help themselves be more reproductively 

competitive, since their potential is, likewise, quite low. Actually, one 

would think they should, but the reason I propose they do not is, unlike 

subadult males, they provide a direct source of competition for the domiiiant 

males who do most of the mating, so the benefit gained by interfering more 

intensely than they already do would be quickly outweighed by the cost of 

being retaliated against by these same dominant males. Theiefme, their 

approach should be to mate alternatively, which, as shown in the last 

chapter, they do.

However, this does not explain why females interfere, specially 

subadult females, whose rate of interfermce is second only to that of 

subadult males. I suggest that subadult females, as well as adult females, 

interfere for reasons similar to adult and subadult males; relative long-term 

reproductive success usually depends on a high degree of intrasexual 

conqietition. Subadult females may be somewhat more willing to suppress 

others by interfering than adult females because they are less sexually 

attractive to dominant males (Smuts, 1987), which places them at a slight 

reproductive disadvantage. Subadult females can, of course, mate 

alternatively witii less dominant males, as they sometinies do, but their 

likelihood of conceiving in this manner is probably less compared with 

mating conventionally, which they are unlikely to do. So, they inteifne at a 

higher rate to compensate. In contrast, adult females, since they are
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attractive to doiniaant males and are already reproducing, do not need to 

suppress others u  much, but the need existt none the less. If they can 

hoard sperm firom fit (dominant) males for themselves (Small, 1987) and 

resources for their present and future offspring (Hrdy, 1977) by 

suppressing the reproductive efforts of others interfering, then they 

should certainly be selected by evolution to do just that

In addition to sexual interference itself, other circumstances reflect 

the reproductive competitiveness of adult and subadult female stumptails. 

Two exanq>les follow:

On two separate occasions, shortly after Lucia had mated with 

Poncho, Pierre and Ucilia together threatened Lucia, even 

soliciting Poncho for he^. Just previous, both Pierre and Ucilia 

had sexually interfered with Poncho and Lucia. Furthermore, 

on four other occasions, a more dominant female approached 

one c f lesser dottUnance, forced her to present ha- hindquarters, 

and then proceeded to finger and sn^her vagina. On two of 

these occasions, the reorient had either just mated, or mated 

sometime that day. Twice, the perpetrator was Pierre who was 

involved in the threatening incidents sighted above and who was 

also an intense intruder.

Interfèrent by immatures, on die other hand, is traditionally explained 

by two standard hypotheses (Chapter 8). The first, parent-offspring 

conflict, is an ultimate explanation, and is attributed to Tiivers (1974), 

though not specifically in the interference or primate context (e.g., Tutin, 

1979). This hypothesis proposes that interference with the matings of one's 

mother by immatures demonstrates a predictable conflict in how the
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roaxiinisatioo of inclusive fioiess (Hacoilioo. 1964) should be distributed. 

The offqiring seeks to ganer u  many resources (e.g., maternal care and 

milk) as the mother can provide. At the same time, it is in the reproductive 

interest of the mother to set a limit on these resources in order to concdve 

and begin providing for her next offspring. Accordingly, the stage for 

conflict of interest is set, and interference to prevent mating follows.

The second explanation of why immature primates sexually interfere is 

for the proximate reason of observational learning (e.g., de Benedictis, 

1973). This hypothesis proposes that immatures are attracted to mating 

simply to learn how to perform sexually as adults. In other words, the 

noore they observe and interact, the more sexually proficient they later 

become.

But bow do either of thme explanations apply to stumptails? The second 

seems difficult to accqrt because in numy primate species where sexual 

interference among immatures is uncomnnon, or altogether nonexistent, later 

sexual functioning readily develops (e.g., in rhesus macaques). There 

seems no need then to call upon observational learning to explain 

interfmence by immatures in stumptails. But the first explaiution of 

parent-offspring conflia is also improbable. Even though juveniles and 

infants interfere mote intensely in their mochas' matings tiian they do in die 

matings oi unrelated females, as noted in Chapta 7 ,1 propose that tcKte 

proximity can account for this ccnelation. It does tqipear, when referring to 

Table 7.4, that imnuuutes are moe h i^ y  rtifiliated with their mothers dian 

any ocha individuri pairs. If it is ultimately rqiroductively betieficud for an 

immature to spite the matings of others by interfering (in adult and 

subadulthood), then this same behaviour should be selected for in the eariia 

stages of development to insure the future oonqietitiveness of the individual. 

(They may also be interfering on behalf of their mature Idn.) So, whateva
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the minM’ costs are in inclusive fltness that iminatures may incur by 

interfering in the matings of their mothers, they will soon be repaid by the 

greater costs these same, yet older, immatuies possibly impose on unrelated 

individuals by interfering in their matings even more intensely. 

Consequently, I suggest that interference is spiteful from its eariiest 

development

A different question now needs asking: why not cheat? In other words, 

in a sinoultaneous but indqiendent group activity such u  sexual interference 

in stumptails, why not simply not interfere and let others incur all the 

potential costs involved? This does not make sense because if one 

individual cheats by not interfering (if interference and conception are 

linear), then the chances of a competitor successfully reproducing are that 

much greater than if this same individual had interfered. It may not make 

much difference for one, but if several individuals cheat by not interfering, 

then the likelihood of a mating pair reproducing is increased. If they do 

reproduce, that everybody, except the pair and their few close relatives, 

loses. Selection should favour noncheaters, which, from the data, it 

tqrpears to have done.

Mating

The focus now will turn to several aspects of the stumptail mating 

pattern thru have yet to be explained. These are the lack of an obvious sex 

sldn by females in oestrus, the pattern of a single mount to ejaculation 

(SME) by males, the apparent lack of consortships between males and 

females during oestrus, and, lastly, the apparent nonseastmality of mating. 

In other words, why do these patterns exist in the stumptail behavioural 

repertoire over other patterns more common in other species of macaques, 

as revealed in Oupter 6 and summarized in Table 6.1? I propose that all
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may be inierrelated with sexual inteiferenoe, and this section briefly piesaits 

hypotheses.

If sexual inteiferenoe in stumptails is as reproductively disruptive u  this 

research speculates, then evolution should select for those individuals who 

will, through both aiuuomy and behaviour, be the least effected. It may be 

that those females who are better able to avoid tutracting attention while in 

oestrus are also the females who are best able to avoid having their matings 

imerfered with. Accordingly, I suggest that a likely evtdutkmary reason for 

the lack of an obvious sex sldn in female stumptails is to avoid attention and 

not be interfered with by others while mating.

Similarly, the SME mating pattern used by male stumptails may 

accomplish the same end. Hypothetically, all other things being equal, if 

male stumptails do require more than a single ooount to reach ejaculation, 

other group members would have more time to be in a position to interfere 

with their matings. In order to help prevent this, selection may have 

favoured the SME pattern. Other unknown pressures were probably 

responsible for developing the same pattern in other macaques where it 

occurs (e.g.. Bonnet and Barbary macaques), but, in stumptails. 1 suggest 

that sexual interference may have been the selective force responsible.

Furthermore, consortships, which are common among all other species 

of macaques, are absoit among stumptails. But why in this behaviour (or 

lack oO should stumptails stand alone? First of all, like highly developed 

sex sldns in female primates and multiple mounts to ejaculation (MME) in 

males, consortships in macaques may attract attention, and, hence, lead to 

interference in stumptails. What 1 suggest is that consortships did not 

evolve as part of the stumptail mating pattern for the simple reason that 

those individuals in the distant past who chose not to mate while in consoit 

were possibly the same individuals whose matings were interfered with the
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leuL As a result, they left the greater number of offiqtring to continue the 

practice which ultimately led to the pattern observed among stunqmtils 

today: no coosortships.

The same explanation can be forwarded for the absence of a mating 

season among stunqMails. The ancestral individuals who mated outside die 

context of a traditional mating season may have been those who best 

avoided attention and, in turn, best avoided sexual interference. Possibly 

out reproducing all others, the nonseasonal mating pattern of these 

individuals became standard. Again, as with the SME pattern above, 

diffoent pressures were probably involved in selecting for nonseasonality 

of breeding in oihCT q>ecies of macaques.

SEXUAL INTERFERENCE AND MATING

So where does all tiiis leave us when considering the phenomenon of 

sexual interference in stump tail macaques? In other words, in the overall 

context stunqnail history, why did sexual interference develop and bow 

does it fit? This section will attempt to aiuwer these questions by 

presenting a brief overview of what 1 propose is a likely scenario of the 

evolutionary development of the important characteristics of the stumptail 

mating pattern. I suggest they evolved by sexual selection and developed in 

four interconnected stages: the first two structural and the latter two 

behavioural. Each are presented below in their proposed developmental 

sequence. Figure lOJZ provides a summary.
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FIGURE 10.2. Summary of tha propoaad avolutlonary 
atagaa of atumptail mating? Mlnua and plua aigna 
rapraaant eoata and banalltat raapaetively.
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Evoluttonary Stagci of Stumptail MiUng?

Sm tcunl

Stage 1. Specialised GenUalia Evolved to Encourage Tying? As 

outlined in Chapier 6, the genitalia of both male and female stumptailt are 

quite different anatomically from those of other q>ecies of macaques. To 

date. q>eculation as to why has been minimal. Fboden (1967) suggested 

that it may have been to prevent hybridisation with other sympatric specim 

of macaques, but he said nothing as to why this should have occurred only 

in stumptails. On the other hand, Dixson (1987b) suggested that sexual 

selection is a mote likely explanation.

I propose that what is now agreed to be a significant anatomical 

difference in the genitalia of sumptails can be traced to an added success in 

reproduction. In otim  words, beginning at one time in the history of the 

development of the stumptail mating pattern, and continuing thereafter, 

individuals with slightly altered sex mgans, reminiscent of those of 

stumptails today, were able to out-produM their contemporaries. Basically, 

the altered genitalia was conducive to prolonged intromission, leferred to as 

tying. This led to the second stage.

Stage 2. Tying Evolved to Increase Conception? Compared with 

other qtecies of macaques, the fact that tying exists in stumptails, regardless 

of the cause of its origin, is unique. It occurs rarely among primates, of 

which tile greater galago (Galago crassicaudatus) is an example (Dixson, 

1976). Among stumptails and greater galagos, both in which the males 

possess extended baculum length and cone-shaped projections on the glans 

and corpus penis, it has been speculated that tying has the likely function of 

increasing the probability of conception (Dixson, 1987b).

In the evttiutionary scenario of the development of stumptail mating, I
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suggest tlut this may be what happened. Individuals who had aimed 

gew>t«ii« also had prolonged periods (tf post-ejaculatory intromissioo which 

encouraged insemiiiation and, in turn, increased dieir tales of reproduction. 

V îth this development being selected for and evrotually becoming common, 

the circumstances were then wet for Stage 3.

Behavioral

Stage 3. Sexual Interference Intensified to Counter Increased

Reproduction? Since the rqwoductivc success of any particular individual is

always relative to the success of others, an increase in reproduction by 

one's competitofs naist not go unchallenged. But how does one challenge 

those of hitler rank where dominance hr« already been established as the 

constraint-ñee system for establishing priority oí access, and in this case,

priority of access to partnos with which to mate?

I suggest that this may hirve been the position that ancestral stump tails of 

lower rank found themselves. For them to even mildly succeed,

circumstances dictated that alternative approaches had to be pursued, and as

it turned out, one of these was to sexually interfere in the matings of 

competitors, and pruticuliuly the matings of nudes of high rank who 

invarubly seem to dominate. Tying made this possible by decreasing the 

probabiUty of being retaliated against But other tactics were also involved, 

and this leads to the final stage of die scenario. Stage 4.

SUge 4. Alternative Tactics in Mating Expanded to Further 

Competition in Procreation? Sexual interfaence is obviously an indirect 

componoit to reproductive success. But for individuals of lower rank to 

confíete successfiilly with those of greater dominance, mating must occur, 

with altermuive methods substituting for priority of access.

I suggest that historically stumptails of lower rank were able to mate
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sucoeuñiUy by cboosinf one of two approaches depending <» dwir sex; 

females led their male suitors off from the group before mating, while «"«u« 

mated with cooperative females surreptitiously. The imnediate purpose of 

individuals practising either tactic was possibly to avoid receiving sexual 

interference. The ultimate cause may have been for them to acquire a return 

beneñt by successfully reproducing. Acconqilishing the first made the 

second more probable, and I suggest diat this is why alternative tactics, and 

sexual interfoence in particular, continue as part of the stunqttail mating 

pattern today.

CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, what has this first free-ranging study of stumptail macaques 

discovered about sexual interference? Several new findings have come to 

light, including:

(1) Sexual interference in stumptails seems to be as 

much a part of their social structure in a free-ranging 

setting as it does in captivity.

i

(2) There ^tpears to be a direa and positive association 

between the amount of sexual interference matings 

receive and the duration of their ties; the greater the 

amount of interference, the longer the ties.

(3) A trend may exist whereby males require more 

mounts on average to reach ejaculation when their 

matings are interfered with than when they are not
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(4) Lifedme itproductioa for some females may be 

invmely conelaied with their domiiiance rank.

(5) Females may employ a cmiqtetitive reproductive 

tactic labelled female leave.

(6) Alternative matings (female leave and male 

hide-and-hurry) appear to receive significantly less 

sexual interference than normal matings.

(7) H e durations of alternative matings without sexual 

interference are significantly less than either alternative or 

normal matings with interference.

(8) Most matings that are not interfered with are 

alternative matings.

In addition, this thesis has described a holistic and evolutionary 

finmewoik for the development of sexual interference, a framework which

possibly explains this phenomenon better than the three c^Mive studies have

done. However, this theoretical framework has not been proven as the 

explanation of sexual interference. But future research into die possible 

stresrful effects sexual interference has on matings and the contribution 

altonative mating provides towards successful reproduction would better 

access its contribution. Paternity dau would be useful for botii. A more 

open consideration of the possible use of spite as a supplemental 

rqiroductive tactic by highly intelligent and socially discriminating beings 

would also help. I wish to encourage further thought and empirical research
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APPENDK

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 
OF BEHAVIOUR BY CATEGORY*

CATEGORY BEH AVIO U R:  D E F IN IT IO N S

M.SIJ3 Abroach: WaUdng tovraid another.

M ,S I^J) Avoid: Locomoting away fnxn another at a walking pace
while staring.

M,SI Bared Teeth: Exposing the teeth either parted or together
by retracting the lips while gazing alternately between 
fixatxm and avoidance.

SI Bark: High intensity vocalisation of short duration.

SI,R,D Bite: Grilling anotho's flesh between the teeth.

M Bite (Pre-Mount): As above but prior to mounting.

M Bite (Post-Mount): As above but following mounting.

M Bite (Post-Ejaculation): As above but following
ejaculation.

* Aitapted from Bemand (1969), and listed in alphabetical order. Letteis represent 
categories in which these beharioor can occur m  follows: MBmating, Slasexual 
interference, R-retaliation, AaafiUiation, D-dominance, Owoestnis. See Chapter 4 for 
categtuy defin itiont and protocols.
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SI

SI

MJI

SIJ)

SI.R

SI

SI

M.SI4U)

Bomce: Involves rapid vatical motion while Rnnining in 
one place.

Branch Shake: Bouncing on a tree limb nqridly and 
rq>etiiively.

Break Tie: Withdrawing the penis from the vagina within 
IS seconds of ejaculation.

Charge: Moving rapidiy toward another resulting in 
contact

Chase: R^idly succeeding another as he or she recedes 
but without contact

Climb On: Moving from a substrate position onto another 
by grafting his or her body hair and uplifting.

Cling To: Grasping and hugging die hair and body of 
another with both hands.

Close By: Within 1 m of another.

Collapse: Fonale changing from quadrupedal stance to 
ventral ground- surface contact

Cower: Leaning away and hunching while staring at 
another.

Distant: Beyond 5 m of another.

Face Colour: Noticeable change in female's facial colour. 

Face-To-Face: Placing the face within 20 cm of another. 

Female Follow: Male succeeding female at walking pace.
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M.O

SI

Female Groom: Female carefully picking througfi or 
slightly blushing aside male's hair.

Finger: Inserting a finger into a female's goiital canal and 
smelling iqwn extraction.

Fke: Running from another.

Flee (Pre-Mount): As above but prior to mounting.

Flee (Post-Mount): As above but following mounting.

Flee (Post-Ejaculation): As above but following 
vacillation.

Follow: Succeeding another at a walking pace.

Frown-Round-Mouth: Same as round mouth with 
widening of the eyes, lovraiing of the brow, and raising of 
the forehead. Often accompanied 1^ body tenseness and 
rhythmic vocalisations in the male. Synonymous with 
Vaculation.

Genital Di^tlay: Exposing the genitalia to another Female 
by standing quadrupedally with either of her legs raised or 
extended, and male by bipedally facing forward.

Glance Away: Avoiding eye contact with another

Grab: Clasping another's hair or flesh with one or both 
hand(s).

Grasp Haunches: Holding anodier’s hindquarters.

Grimace: Retracting the lips vertically while drawing the 
comers of the mouth back exposing thie teeth and 
flattening the ears.
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Groom: CucfuUy picking through or slightly brushing 
aside another's hair with one or both hand(s).

Groom (Pre-Moua): As above but prior to mounting.

Groom (Post-EJaculaiion): As above but following 
(jaculation.

Grwa: Short harsh, low-pitched vocalisation.

Hair Erection: Erection of the body hair in the areas of the 
neck, shoulders and upper back.

Hit: Striking another with one or both hand(s).

Hold: As above but for a minimum duration of S seomds.

SI

Hop: Bouncingrapidly away from another.

Huddle: Includes one or both of the following:
CUn-On-Nape: Rmting the chin on the nape of 
another's neck.
Nestle: Qinging with another ventro-ventrally or 
doiso-ventrally.

Jump On: Propelling through the air and landing on 
another.

M,SI

Leme: Moving away from anotho'beyond S m.

Rear: Raising another's hindquarters without his or 
her cooperation.

Lip Smack: With the mouth closed, protruding the lips 
forward forming a puckered expression, raising and 
lowering the mandible rhythmically, and alternately 
extending and retracting the tongue.
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M Look Back: Feniale orienting her head and eyes toward 
the male during mating.

SIJ) Lunge: Moving quicicly toward another but halting 
abnipdy before contact

MaUFoUow: Female succeeding male at walking pace.

Male Groom: Male carefully picking through or slightly 
brushing aside female's hair.

Masuirbate: Manipulating die genitalia.

Mount: Grasping a female's hindquarters with one or 
both hands, her hindlegs with one or both feet, and then 
standing erect Male simultaneously insots his penis into 
die fonale's vagina.

SI Mount (Pair Member): Climbing onto a member of a 
mating pair and thrusting.

SI Mount (Other): As above but the addressee is not a 
member of a mating pair.

SI,R Mouth-To-Mouth: Placing a slighdy opened mouth onto 
the mouth of another.

Near By : Within 1-5 m of another.

Open Mouth: Intensely fixating on anodiCT while opening 
the mouth slighdy to fiiUy, as the comers remain natural, 
and alternately raising and lowering the brow.

M Pant: Rapidly inhaling and exhaling air through an open 
mouth.
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M ^ ,0  Passive CoMoct: Comacting another without funfaer sodai
interaction.

SI

SI

SI

Peer-At-Genitals: Placing the face within 30 cm of 
another's gmitals while staring.

Perineal Colour: Noticeable colour change in the 
perineum.

Pldty Face: Opening the mouth slightly to fully with the 
comers remaining natursL

Pout Face: Protruding the lips while closing or slightly 
opening the noouth forming an "O" sluq>e without exposing 
the teeth.

M,SIJU>.0 Present: Orienting the hindquarters toward another while 
standing quadrupedally.

M ^.O  Proximity: Standing or sitting within 1 m of another
without contact

M ,SI^

M

PuU: Forcibly tugging by gripping another’s hair or flesh 
with one or both hand(s) and retracting.

Pursue: Succeeding another at a pace slightly more nq>id 
than a walk.

SI.R

Push: Extending to another followed 1^ self-propulsion.

Peach: Extending either atm toward a mating pair.

Reach Back: Fdnak attending either atm toward the male 
while mating.

Redirect Aggression: Threatening or attacking another 
iqxm being threatened or attacked.
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M

M.0

M .SIJU)

Remaüted Mounud: Continuatioa of the pie-<jaculatory 
mating position.

Roar: Long, harsh, hi^pitcfaed vocaHiation.

Round Mouth: Intensely fixating on another while drawing 
die ears forward, opening the moudi slighdy, and bringing 
the oonieis forward fonning an ”0 ” shape.

RunArowut Racing in circles around a mating pair.

Scream: Strong hannonic vocalisation of h i^  intensity.

Screech: A harsh, double-segmented, medium to high 
intensity vocalisation.

Selfdnspect: Visually and tactilelyexamiiiing the genitalia.

Shriek: Long and loud shrill vocalisatk» of high intenrity.

Sit Back: Changing fiom a pre-ejaculatory mating position 
to a dono-ventral sitting position.

Sit Behind: Seating behind another within SO cm.

SkpAt: Rapidly extending either arm toward anodier with 
an open hand.

5 n ^ ; Investipting a female's perineum by placing the 
nose within IS cm and smelling.

Squeak: An intermediate to high grade shrill vocalisation.

Stalk: Walking toward another while head and shoulder 
bobbing and slighdy changing directions.

Sure: Visually fixating on another.
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M

SweUUtg: Noticeable eiilaifeineiit of the perineum.

Teeth Chatter: Renctiiig the 1 ^  veitically while dnwins 
the mouth comers back exposing the teeth, raising and 
lowering the mandible rhythmically, and alternately 
extending and retracing the tongue.

Teeth-Chatter-Grimace: As above with flattening of the 
ears.

SI

M

Teeth Grind: A low intensity sound produced by closing 
the mouth and grinding the teeth.

Thrust: Male's pelvic area moving forwards and
backward while mounted.

M

SI

Tie: Continuing genital intromission beyond IS seconds 
Mlowing ejaculation.

Touch: Lightly placing one or both hand(s) on another.

Vaginal Bteeding: Menstiual bleeding from the perineuno.

Wound(s): Flesh alteration on female inflicted by 
another’s bite(s).

Yawn: Opening the mouth maximally while inhaling and 
bating the teeth.
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